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PLAR in the Canadian Apprenticeship System

Abstract

Some Canadian apprenticeship jurisdictions have implemented Prior Leaming

Assessment and Recognition (PLAR) in response to the new prof,rle ofapprentices in the

Canadian apprenticeship system. The profile implies that apprentices are likely to bring

to apprenticeship training relevant knowledge and skills acquired from different national

and intemational educational institutions, worþlaces, and communities. Two formal

studies done by Cross-Canada Partnership of PLAR revealed that PLAR is a sound

bridging mechanism to increase recognition of informal leaming in formal educational

settings. There is, however, limited documented evidence regarding the extent ofpLAR

implementation, the benefits, and the issues and concerns in Canadian jurisdictions. This

descriptive shrdy seeks to address this information gap. A mail suwey questionnaire was

sent to each ofthe 13 Inter-provincial Standards Examination Committee (ISEC)

members. Based on ten responses received, results indicated that al1 responding

jurisdictions had implemented PLAR to different extents. Common information found in

PLAR policies indicated that most jurisdictions had begun to establish a credible pLAR

system. PLAR benefits reaped included meeting the needs of apprentices, making

efficient use of training time and dollars, and improving apprentice mobility. However,

results also revealed common major weaknesses sucl'ì as the lack of flexibiliry in

assessment processes and tools, the lack ofan established appeal process, and the lack of

a review process for the PLAR system. Acquiring adequate funding, staffing, and

establishing national PLAR standards posed the greatest barriers to fu1ly implementing a

credible PLAR system.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

A well-educated, skilled workforce is essential to sustain economic growth in the

new economy. If Canada is to compete successfully in an increasingly globalized

economy, it must begin to deal with the growing challenge of developing and retaining

sufficient numbers ofhighly skilled workers. The Canadian Apprenticeship Fomm

promotes apprenticeship and skilled trades as the "vital link in rieeting this demand, and

in the future health ofthe Canadian economy" (Canadian Apprenticeship Forum,2002, p.

iiÐ.

The Canadian apprenticeship system can continuously supply skilled workers to

the labour market because its training allows employers to "build" skilled employees by

passing on to them well-rounded trade knowledge and skill sets, by providing a safe

leaming environment, and by encouraging training to the joumeyperson level. In essence,

employers provide "the foundation for the apprenticeship training and the continuum for

passing trade skills on to the future" (Canadian Apprenticeship Forum, 1998, p. 5). At the

same time, employers benefit and are able to remain competitive in the new economy

because "trained employees make fewer mistakes, resulting in less wastage, and lower

unit costs" (Manitoba Education, Training arid Youth 2003, p. 4).

The apprentice not only gains the benefits ofpractical training in the trade (80%

of the training hours) while working, but also is allowed, tlrrough an apprenticeship

agreement with the employer, to access technical training (20o/o of the tr.aining hours) at

little or no cost. To ensure that the trade scope of training to national occupational

standard is provided to apprentices by employers and educational institutions, both
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training providers are guided by the National Occupational Alalysis (NOA) for trades.

The NOA lists for every apprenticeable (designated) trade, blocks of work functions

which are broken down into tasks and sub tasks that are performed in the occupation.

Designated trades usually have four levels of training (can vary between two to five) with

each level requiring at least 12 months or 1200 to 1800 total training hours.

To ensure standardized skill training, apprenticeship has devised a stringent, accountable

work performance evaluation system. When an apprentice has completed cerlain required

tasks and sub tasks, the apprentice initials the tasks in the apprentice's log book. The

superwising joumeyperson then signs the log book placing his/her Red Seal number next

to the signature indicating that the tasks and sub tasks have been completed to the NOA

standard. This procedure is called "sign-off." When blocks oftasks are completed

(according to the NOA), the employer signs off the blocks to veri$ that these have been

demonstrated to accepted standard. Techdcal training also has a defined standard or level

ofcompetence that apprentices must acquire in order to continue tlaining.

Apprentices who complete each level of training to the defined standard

(articulation with technical training providers allows learners who have successfully

completed articulated programs to receive advanced standing), become eligible to write

the j ourneyperson Certificate of Qualification and the Red Seal Inter-provincial (lP)

exarninations. Upon passing the exaninations, apprentices receive a Red Seal

endorsement on their Certificate of Qualihcation. This endorsement allows highly skilled

workers to practice the trade an).where in Canada without having to rewrite the IP

examination. Thus, apprenticeship can supply a wide variety ofhighly skilled workers to
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the labour market anywhere in Canada.

To increase certified, highly skilled employees ìn the workflorce, the

apprenticeship system has an altemative route to becoming a highly skilled

joumeyperson. For example, an experienced, highly skilled worker can obtain a

Cefiificate of Qualification (without going through tbe levels of apprenticeship) by f,rrst

providing evidence of wolk in the trade for over a minimum number ofyears and hours

in the last ten years (Manitoba Education, Training and Youth, 2003). Once the years of

proven industry experience is accepted by representatives of the jurisdiction, individuals

can then take the trades qualification examination. In some designated trades, individuals

may have to complete a practical examination as well. Upon passing the examination,

individuals receive a Certificate of Qualification. For many trades the trades qualification

examination qualifies individuals to receive the Red Seal endorsement as well.

Apprenticeship, with its NOA, Certificate of Qualification, Red Seal endorsement, two

components oftraining, levels of training, and stringent monitoring of training,

"guarantees that people have skills" (Blakely, 2002, p. I9).

Apprenticeship training has always been "one of the best introductions to the

world of work lor young people" (Govemment of Ontario, 1997 , p.I}). However, the

Statistics Canada-HRDC apprenticeship database reveals that tliere has been an increase

in the average age ofnew apprenticeship registrants since the mid-1990s. In his report

prepared by the Canadian Labour Force Development Board National Apprenticeship

Committee, Andrew Sharpe notes that between 1991 and 1996 the number ofnew

apprentices in both the 31+o-39 and over-4O age groups grew by about 5 percent. He
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concludes that this has "resulted in an increase in the average age ofthose registered in

the apprenticeship programs ... from 29.1 years in 1991 to 30.9 years in 1996" (Sharpe,

2002, p.t6).

If 30 years is taken as the average age of apprentices across Canada, it is clear that

learning and skills acquisition are likely to have continued in the extended interval

between the end of public schooling and entry into formal apprenticeship. The

individuals may have acquired valuable workplace skills in such tladitional leaming

environments as community colleges, universities, or schools, or through web and media-

based study, or through practical experience in the workplace and the community. This

conjecture is reinforced by Alberta's Apprenticeship Board which suggests that "the high

average age indicates that new registrants may already have spent time in an occupation

or serwed an apprenticeship in another trade" (Alberta Apprenticeship and industry

Training Board, 1996, p.10), and is buttressed by recent research (Livingstone, 1999,

2000,20011, Tough, 2002) that maintain that nearly al1 (over 95%) Canadian adults are

involved in informal leaming (leaming acquired at home, at work, or during leisure).

Researchers have noted that informal learning lrequently involves acquiring

employmenlrelated knowledge and skills. "Inl99T, close to 28 percent ofCanadian

adults participated in formal education and inlonnal training activities, with three-

quarters of these undertaking course-work or programming witl.r an eye towards

employment" (Canadian Commìssion for UNESCO, 2002).

Does the apprenticeship system assess and recognize formal and infomal

leaming? A study done by Prism Economics and Analysis , Prior Leanting Assessment
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and Recognition: Apprenticeship and Trade Recognition in the Pipe Trqdes, indicaTed

that recognition for formal leaming is widespread, but recognition for informal learning

is limited (Prism Economics and Analysis, 2004). Ashton conf,irmed this finding, citing al

Îhe 2002 Canadian Apprenticeship Forum conference in British Columbia that the

problem may lie in the ability (staffirig, time, and finances) ofthe apprenticeship system

both to assess and recognize informal and non-formal learning and skills already acquired

by prospective apprentices (Ashton, 2002). Such learning and skills may in fact match

those required for entry into (or for partial standing in) chosen apprenticeship programs.

Ifthere is limited or no process in place for giving prospective apprentices credit for non-

forrrral and informal leaming, then it will be impossible to assign them to the relevant

level of apprenticeship training in their chosen trades (Government ofNova Scotia, 2002;

Wong, 1996). Tlie situation is complicated fui1her when apprentices' leaming credentials

are from other jurisdictions. According to Prism Econoriics and Analysis report,

automatic recognition ofcredential equivalency is not typical unless agreements are in

place between jurisdictions to recognize each other's trade certificates" (Prism

Economics and Analysis, 2004,p.33). The situation worsens when apprentices have

foreign credentials or face language or cultural barriers. Prism Economics and Analysis

reports that "most jurisdictions are not equipped to veri$' foreign trade credentials, let

alone skill competencies" (Prism Economics and Analysis, 200a, p.33). These problems

are responsible to a large extent for the paucity of immigrants, Aboriginals, and women

in the ranks of apprentices (Canadian Apprenticeship Forum, 2002). And for those who

do gain employment, these factors inevitably lead to lower remuneration, stagnant
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eamings, and a disincentive to the pursuit offu¡ther education (B1oom and Grant,2001;

Livingstone and Roth, 2001).

Given the current and increasing shortage ofpeople in the skilled trades, the

Conference Board of Canada-in Performance and Potential- recommends that we

undertake serious examination of the means of improving apprenticeship training

(Human Resources Developnrent Canada,2001). Canada's domestic labour market, not

unlike others, has problems meeting the demand for skilled persomel so it has to rely on

attracting skilled immigrants to compensate for the shoftfall. Perhaps implementing an

immigration policy that in part requires some common national measure for assessing

those educational and occupational credentials would facilitate labour mobility across

intemational as well as provincial and territorial boundaries. The Conference Board of

Canada's Associate Director of Project Development, Michael Bloom wams "the tactical,

iogistical complexity of tackling this problem is slowing us down. But, the importance of

inrmiglants to the economy is growing" (Janigan, 2003,p.41).

In its effort to address initial skills shortages, Canada has committed itselfto

increasing the number of apprentices completing certification. Its goal is to double the

number of those completing certification within the next decade (Human Resource

Development Canada, 2001). However, before underlaking this cornmendable objective,

the government intends to have a serious examination ofhow to improve the current

apprenticeship system (Human Resource Developnent Canada, 2001; Govemment of

Ontario, 1997). Two major problems exist. The first deals with attrition and retention of

currently enrolled apprentices. "The completion rate was 9.5 % in Canada in 1997, aboú
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two fiftlis of what one might consider the normal completion rate for a four-year

apprenticeship program" (Sharpe, 1999, p.20). Among other situations, weak labour

markets and govemment cuts impact apprenticeship training. In many cases, apprentices

lose theirjobs and thus their ability to complete training. The second deals with

recruitment; that is, attracting new people, especially youths, women, aboriginals, and

foreign-trained individuals to the trades (Sobering and Gilday, 2002). Perhaps a lack ofa

variety of assessment processes and tools may have kept many from applying for and

gaining access to apprenticesliip programs. Research has established that where training

institutions (such as apprenticeship jurisdictions) have mechanisms to evaluate prior

learning, enrolment may increase (Livingstone, 2000,2001) and completion rates may

increase (Prism Economics and Analysis, 2004).

Along these lines, Prior Leaming Assessment and Recognition (PLAR)

emphasizes the notion that creditable learning is both measurable and independent of its

source. It calls for flexible assessments by which individuais can demonstrate their prior

learning. This flexibility incorpomtes practical exams, demonstration of skills, reports,

porlfolios, presentations, simulations, and interwiews, as well as tlie traditional multiple

choice or short answer examination. Regardless of the assessment method(s) selected, the

PLAR assessment must be rigorous enough to guarantee that apprentices' prior leaming

meets the established apprenticeship standard. Clearly established and applied

apprenticeship standalds can serve as self-assessment guidelines so that those aspiring to

apprenticeship can establish for themselves if any of their prior leaming satisfies tlie

criteria for entry or advanced credit. This approach encourages apprentices to take charge
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of (and make irformed decisions about) their own leaming. Given the current labour

situation in Canada (and in the rest of the world), it is important to implement PLAR; but

it is just as important to make sure that there are flexible criteria for access to the

apprenticeship system that adheres to established standards as opposed to the largely

"lock-step" (apprentices must acquire a specified number of hours in one 1eve1 before

moving to another level) cunent iteration.

Problem StotemenÍ

The current prohle ofnew apprentices indicates that they are increasingly likely

to embody more knowledge and skills relevant to their training program (Albefta

Apprenticeship and Industry Training Board, 1996; Canadian Apprenticeship Forum,

2002). Despite indications that some jurisdictions are using PLAR to credit prior

leaming, there is litt1e empirical evidence regarding the extent to which PLAR has been

implemented across the Canadian apprenticeship system. As a result of this lack of

counhy-wide inlormation on PLAR, there is little or no collaboration and exchange on

research, policy, and practice. This study's purpose is to address tliis problem and provide

a national perspective on the uses ofPLAR in the Canadran Apprenticeship System.

More specifically, the study examined the extent and flexibility of PLAR development,

the perceived benefits of implementing PLAR, and the issues and concems about PLAR

in each apprenticeship jurisdiction. The following research questions guided the design,

data collection, and analysis of the shrdy:

1) What PLAR performance indicators do Canadian apprenticeship jurisdictions

exhibit demonstrating how active they are in PLAR activities?
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2) Do all, Canadian apprenticeship jurisdictions have PLAR policies and do the

procedures and prâctice govemed by these policies establish a credible PLAR

system?

3) What types of PLAR processes (transfer of credit, challenge, demonstration,

portfolio) exist in these jurisdictions and do the jurisdictions follow the same

practice for each PLAR process?

4) How is PLAR administered in each of the jurisdictions?

5) What PLAR procedure and supporting material developments have taken

place?

6) What perceived benefits are realized by those jurisdictions implementing

PLAR?

7) What are the issues and concems for those jurisdictions that have not

implemented PLAR and for those that have implemented PLAR?

Research Design

A descriptive research design was used to answer the seven research questions.

Given the importance of obtaining the perspectives ofas many representatives from the

Canadian apprenticeship system as possible, it was detennined that a mail survey

questionnaire (Dilman, 1978) was the most feasible method for-data collection. The mail-

out questionnaire was carefully crafted to elicit information for each ¡esearch question.

The questionnaire comprised fifty-two questions; response choices ranged from close-

ended, partially close-ended, and Likert scales though to open ended invitation for

comments (See Appendix A). For clalification purposes, defrnitions were sometimes
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incorporated into the text of the questionnaire.

A draft of the questionnairs was reviewed for content validity by two PLAR

experts and Apprenticeship managers. After suggested modifications were made, the

questionnaire was pilot tested using several members of the Manitoba Apprenticeship

Branch. Upon receiving approval from the research ethics committee, a questionnaire

along with two consent forms and a self-addressed, stamped retum envelope was mâiled

to each Inter-provincial Standards Examination Committee (ISEC) member in the

thirteen apprenticeship jurisdictions.

Following the receipt of initial responses, informal telephone follow-up calls were

made to non-respondents. By September 2003, ten ISEC members participated in the

research, two chose not to participate in the research, and one indicated that the

jurisdiction represented was restrucfuring its apprenticeship system. To ensure

confidentiality, jurisdictions were coded and categorized into geographical sizes: small-

sized jurisdictions, medium-sized jurisdictions, and large-sized jurisdictions. Responses

were summarized into tables and analyzed. Key findings, implications, and

recommendations were drawn from the results. Details on the research desisn and

procedure are provided in Chapter 3.

Significance of /he Study

Little is known about each jurisdiction's PLAR policy framework, PLAR

processes, PLAR adminishation, PLAR procedural documentation, PLAR benefits, and

issues and concems about PLAR. This study sought to provide information on these

elements so that apprenticeship jurisdictions can collaborate and leam from each other in
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developing a systematic and credible PLAR system. Policy makers, educational

institutions, employers, and adult learners can also use this information to understand,

promote, expand, and improve the link between prior formal, non-formal, and informal

learning and cument lormal learnrng.

Assumptions

The first assumption the study made was tliat the junsdictions which have

implemented PLAR would be able to describe the policies, processes, administration,

benefits, issues, and concems. The second was that particular jurisdictions may be more

versed in PLAR and more actively implementing it than other jurisdictions. Finally, it

was assumed that all the jurisdictions would willingly share PLAR infomation relevant

to this study.

Litnitations of the Study

The study examined both the extent to which PLAR policies and procedures were

utilized and the value ofPLAR in each of the thirteen Canadian apprenticeship

jurisdictions. Consequently, the suruey questionnaire developed for the shrdy was

disseminated to the members of the Inter-provincial Standards Examination Committee

(ISEC) only. The study did not attempt to chronicle the PLAR process as applied to

other institutions, organizations, or agencies. It also limited its data collection to the

suley questionlaires and clarification phone calls. In light of the results, a more

qualitative study, one that used several in-depth interviews in addition to the

questionnaires and phone calls, would have produced more comprehensive data on the

relationship betweeû apprenticeship PLAR policies and PLAR standards established by
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the Council for Adult and Experiential Leaming (CAEL) and the Canadian Labour Force

Development Board (CLFDB).

Operational Defnition of Terms

Apprenticeship Standards

Apprenticeship standards may be def,rned basically as the level of achievement

that prior learning and skill must attain. In other words, it is the skill and learning level at

which apprentices must demonstrate that they are capable of performing. It may be

measured and described in tetms ofgrade level, score, or percentage achievement.

Forntal Education

For the purpose of this sntdy, it is useful to dilferentiate formal, informal, and

non-þrmal education Jiom.formal, infonnal, and non-formal I earning:

Formal education is usually on a full-time basis with direct links to traditional

educational institutions that issue a credential upon completion ofa program ofstudy. In

formal education models, a teacher from the educational institution is given authority to

have dominant control of the leaming and imparts knowledge from an established

cuniculum.

Forrnal Learning

Formal Leaming refers to learning that occurs in traditìonal educational

institutions. It is most often associated with full-time on-site programs which follow

organized, systematic curricula leading to graduation with specific credentials.

Informal EducaÍion

Inforrnal education may take place on thejob, at home, or during leisure. The
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mentor (teacher) does not use â pre-established curriculum to guide leamer instruction,

but rather instructs in an unintentional and unsystematic manner. Informal education in

many instances may take place in a self-directed oÍ collective mode, without a mentor.

Livingstone (2001) records that today people are spending more time in informal

education (15 hours per week) than in formal (3 hours per week) or non-formal education

(1 hour per week).

Informal Learning

Informal Learning is leaming that occurs in an unorganized, unsystematic, and

occasionally unintentional manner. It may happen at home, at work, or at play.

Non-Formal Educalion

Non-formal education is offered by educational instifutions, workplaces, unions,

and other agencies on a part-time, short-term basis. Some examples would include

conferences, evening classes, work-shops, shoft courses in the workplaces, training

sessions, and community programs. In non-formal education, an extemally-designated

teacher uses an organized curriculum to assist leamers to acquired further knowledge and

skills in topics chosen by the leamers. Attendance is voluntary rather than mandatory.

Non-Fornal Learning

Non-Formal Leaming characterizes leaming occurring outside the confines of

traditional educational institutions. It too follows organized, systematic cruricula and may

occur in the course ofevening classes, corespondence coruses, the workplace or other

training venues.
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F lexib le Ass ess ntent Mef.h ods

Assessment can take many forms and utilize a number of different methods as it

seeks to evaluate leaming. Some ofthese methods include written tests, practical tests,

demonstrations, simulations, portfolios, interviews, reports, and external credits.

Gap Training

Training (knowledge and/or skill), identified during a PLAR assessment, that is missing

when evidence is measured against the established criteria and standard and which nust

be acquired before credit can be awarded for equivalent leaming.

Learning Outcomes

Leaming Outcomes applies to specific descriptions of sets of knowledge, skills,

and abilities that apprentices orjoumeypersons are expected to have acquired before the

granting of 1evel or joumeyperson status ctedit.

PLAR (Prior Learning Assessntent and Recognition)

PLAR is a systematic process for evaluating and giving credit for leaming

accomplished. The particular leaming mode or venue is not relevant; only the resultant

leaming is relevant.

PLAR Processes

There are four major assessment processes-Transfer of Credit, Challenge,

Demonstration, and PoÌ'tfolio Assessment processes-that can be utilized independently

or in tandem with each other to demonstrate leaming.

Transfer of credit process.

These are credits gained from another institution, worþlace, or other non-

15
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traditional environment in which the leaming is equivalent to that required by the

apprenticeship leaming outcomes to the standard.

Challenge process.

Often invigilated, the challenge process is a written examjnation. project, report.

or assignment prepared by the jurisdiction.

Demonstration Process -

This process demonstrates leaming by a performance of skills completed by the

leamer and witnessed by an assessor. lt includes, but is not limited to, stuctured

interviews, product-assessments, role-plays, simulations, presentations, practical tests,

and oral exarninations.

P ortfo I io as s es s ment proc es s.

This process entails the leamer assembling an organized collection of evidence

that verifies leaming achievement related to the chosen trade, followed by evaluation by

an assessor of the documented learning in the portfolio, measunng required leaming

outcomes of the trade against the standard.

Portfolio

An organized collection of materials developed by the leamer, which records and

verifies leaming achievements and relates them to educational requirements (Cross

Canada Pailnership on PLAR, 1999).
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In this chapter, I have introduced the study by presenting the research problem,

the purpose of the srudy, the research questions, a summary of the research design, and

the signihcance of the study. I have also described the assumptions and limitations of the

study, and defìned the operational defìnitions of terms in the study. In the next chapter, I

review the literature that provided the framework and grounds for this shrdy.
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CHAPTER 2: Literature Review

The literature reviewed in this chapter is intended to provide a theoretical

orientation to the sh-rdy and serve as a means of building a framework for the proposed

research. It includes a review of main educational philosophies impingirig on the study,

the purpose and benehts ofPLAR, and PLAR as it is related to apprenticeship training,

recognition of foreign credentials, the assessment process, and its administration.

Adult Educational Philosophies Impacting the Study

The adult education theories of Roby Kidd, Malcolm Knowles, Paulo Freire, Jack

Mezirow, and Patricia Cross have significant implications for the study because of their

humanistic orientation to leamers. These theories ofeducation as a means to liberation

and self-fulfilment are grounded in the needs and interests of the leamer and so advocate

leamer-cenhed education. For Kidd and Knowles, adults are individuals who are entering

into an educational activity with both a greater volume and a different quality of

experience from youth. They suggest that these individuals be given leaming contracts

(Knowles, 1984). These leaming contracts or gap training allow self-directed learrring to

pick up that content which may be required for level credit or certification in an

apprenticeship scenario. Contingent on this concept is that the prior leaming achieved is

accurately catalogued so as to ensure a precise fit to this learning contrâct.

The Fleire, Mezirow, and Cross chain ofresponse theories postulate that this

leamer-centred approach is critical to the transformation ofperspective. They asseft that

this perspective shift occurs when adults go through crises such as divorce orjob loss and

are challenged to change "existing pattems ofthought and behaviour to bring about a new
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perspective" (Cross, 1981, p. 231). The process includes cdtical-reflection, rational

discourse, collaboration, support, and action. These may all promote leamer-centred

transformative leaming, enabiing the participants to attain their new roles with

competence and confidence.

UNESCO, in addition to learner-centred education, advocated both lifelong

education and leaming in its reports Zearning to Be (Faure, 1972) and the 1996 Delors

report. This cor¡bination ofadult education concepts was promoted so as to give people

ofall ages a sense ofpersonal growth and success as they managed the effects ofrapid

technological change and a constantly changing environment. Delors insists that adult

education "should constantly adapt to changes in society, but it must not fail to pass on

the attainments, foundations, and benef,its of human experience" (Delors, 1996, p.22).

Selman et al. (1998) coined the term "recuffent education" for a concept for

lifelong education developed in Sweden in the 1960s. This concept involves indlviduals

moving back and forth between the worlds of work and education. Recur¡ent education

provides an oppoffunity for all workers, as opposed to merely tl.rose in external training

schemes such as apprentices, to become cuffent in technological advances and to gain

higher educational credentials while receiving full pay. "The European Community

firmly believes that continuing training and education while in employment, has a key

role to play in the achievements of the intemal markets" (Collin, 1993, p.210). Workers

can readily move between the work and education environments to keep up-to-date or

gain further credentials, since the educational institutions of the European Community

members have collaboratively established a system oftransferring credits as well as
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granting credit for prior leaming to gain advanced standing in programs.

Informal Learning

Livingstone def,rnes informal learning as "any activity involving the pursuit of

understanding, knowledge, or skill which occurs outside the curicula of institutions

providing educational programs, courses or workshops" (Livingstone, 2000, p.3). Early

research on informal learning, sometimes referred to as private leaming, focussed on

individual adults (Tough, 1971-78) but more recent studies (Livingstorc, 1999,2001;

Livingstone and Roth, 2001) have shown that it occurs in collective and relational

contexts as well. Concisely, infonnal leaming occurs individually or with other people.

To obtain an accurate picture of informal leaming in Canada, New Approaches to

Lifelong Learning (NALL) gathered information from Canadian adults conceming four

aspects of infomal leaming related to employment, communiry volunteer work,

household work, or other general interest. In reporting the findings of this First Canadian

Survey of Infomal Leaming Practices, Livingstone states that "Canadians are now

averaging about 15 hours a week in informal leaming activities regardless of prior

schoohng or cunent further education ìnvolvement" (Livingstone, 2000, p.1). These

findirgs conf,inn Krowles's theory that adults contilue to leam through self-directed

activities and projects, and conoborates the findings in Tough's research projects ofthe

late 1960s and through the 1970s which were based on Knowles's. The findings also led

to Tough's metaphor that "inforrnal leaming is like an iceberg - mostly invisible at the

surface and immense in its mostly submerged informal aspects" (Livingstone, 2000, p. 8).

Tough's research it'12002 indicates that 20Yo of all maj or leaming efforts occur in
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institutions using organized systematic curricula such as in colleges (formal learning) and

in evening courses or work places (non-formal leaming). Tough contends that it is this

20o/o of learr;Ling that represents the visible tip of the iceberg. The huge component

constituted of inlormal learning is so invisible that "people are spending 15 hours a week

on it on average, yet it's not talked about, it's not recognized, it's sort of ignored"

(Tough,2002, p.1).

Prior Learning Assessmenl and Recognition (PLAR)

There is today a strong demand from Canadian adults to have their formal, non-

formal, and informal leaming recognized by educational institutions and agencies.

"PLAR represents the principal contemporary discourse between leaming and education"

(Thomas, Collins, and Plett,2002,p.5) Currently, PLAR is the medium used to tum

private into public learning.

Defning PLAR

There is no sfugle definition for PLAR. Although, it is defined somewhat

differently by each institution and organization, two themes are common. The hrst is that

PLAR is a process while the second is that the process involves recognition and credit for

past leaming whether achieved through formal, non-formal, or informal means. Two

examples will suflfice. Human Resources and Development Canada (HRDC) dehnes

PLAR as "the identification, docurnentation, assessment, and recognition of

competencies (skills, knowledge, and abilities) that have been acquired through many

means of formal or infonrial leaming, e.g. work experience, training, independent study,

volunteer activity, travel, or hobbies" (HRDC, 2002, p.l). The Universities of
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Saskatchewan and Regina define PLAR as a "systematic process to evaluate and give

credit to leaming that takes place outside formal educational institutions. Many adults

have knowledge and skills acquired through work experiences, self-directed sh.rdy,

community work, non-credit courses, or corporate training programs" (University of

Saskatchewan, 2002, p.l).

Figure I indicates sources of formal leaming, informal leaming, and non-formal

learning and shows how these sources of leaming are linked to prior leaming

assessment and recognition in formal educational instìtutions.

Sources or Prior Learning Prior Leârning Assessment ând Rccognition

University Cours€s
. U[dertâkene]selvherc

OtIer Post-Secondâry Courses
College & Techmcal institxte coursc

Accrcditcd profcssionåi co rses

ConhDùing educåtion courses

LcaÍning from Work Experience
On-thc-job trâinjng
Corpo¡atc sponso¡cd trai¡ing
Pâriicipâtioû in rcscarch and
dcvciopmcnt
I¡lormal sell-dirccted lcarning

Le¡ìrning from Lifc Erpcricncc
VoluDtccr commuDity work
Artisiic/culturâl pursuits

Sclf-drrected lcaming
OrgÂlizational mcmbcrslip
Hobbics ånd travcl stlrdy

. What is the nâture ofthc lcaning?
(knowlcdgc, skills, âbilitics)

. What cvidence ofleåming rs âvâilablc?

. What slrâtcgics ârc appropriâtc to cvâlu¿tc thc leaming?

. Whåt c.iteria should be used tojudge the qualily ând level
ofleaming?

Rccognition
. Should pnor learning be awârdcd crcdil?

. How much crcdit slrould trc âwârdcd?

. What ìs the relatrondìip ofdrc åward to thc dcgrcc
reqürrements?

. Hows¡ouid this decision trc connnu¡icuredlo Lhe applicânt?

. Holv s¡oùìd rhis decision be recorded?

Figure 1.The Systematic Process of Assessing and Recognizing Prior Learning From

Various Sources.

Sotrce: Prior Leanting Assessment and Recogtrilion: A Gtride for University Faculty and

Adntinistrators by Angelina T. Wong (1996) Council for Adult Experiential Leaming.

Copyright Argelina T. Wong. Reprinted by permission of University Extension Press.
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The Needfor and Purpose of PLAR

Lack of recognition for informal leaming discourages many Canadian adults ftom

participation in formal education. The NALL surwey indicates that "in the next few years

over 60 percent ofCanadian adults say they would be more likely to enroll in an

educational program if they could receive fon¡al acknowledgement for their past

leaming experiences (prior informal leaming) and therefore have to take fewer courses to

fìnish the program" (Livingstone ,2000, p.7).

PLAR's purpose is to allow the leamer to evallrate critically his or her knowledge

or skills, regardless of their mode ofacquisition, against the specific leaming outcomes

established by the educational institution. Evidence of this prior learning is organized and

presented in a fomat suitable for assessment by the learner and credit is granted if prior

leaming is equivalent to the leaming required by the education or training program. The

process therefore is effective in reducing, ifnot eliminating, redundancies in training by

indicating appropriate placement or credit relative to prior achievement.

Research on PLAR

In 1999, a study,l SÌice of the lceberg, wàs conducted by seven Canadian

colleges and one independent PLAR consultant to "elicit valid information on PLAR in

Canada and to observe whether PLAR lowers the waterline on the 'iceberg' by increasing

recognition of informal leaming" (Cross-Canada Paftnership on PLAR, 1 999, p. vii).

Study results showed that "adult leamers did have educationally relevant, college-level

pdor leaming that could be successfully assessed and recognized within post-secondary

settings" (Cross-Canada Partnership on PLAR, 1999, p. ix). The study partnership
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concluded that PLAR did "lower the waterline on the 'iceberg' of adult leaming to

expose leaming that is often more difficult to recognize than learning acquired through

traditional delivery" (Cross-Canada Partnership on PLAR, 1999, p.68).

In 2003, a follow-up study (Feedback_front Learners: A Second Cross-Canadct

Study of Prior Learning Assessmenf and Recognition) was done by the Cross-Canada

PaÍnership on PLAR. The study used the same parher institutions and PLAR consultant

and its purpose was to "create the clearest possible picfure ofadult leamer views on prior

Ieaming assessment and recognition by reporling on the perspectives ofboth PLAR and

Non PLAR leamers (adult leamers who \ryere oriented to PLAR bur did not proceed with

assessment) and to use a1l information from the shrdy to identify what needs to be done to

improve and expand PLAR in Canada" (Cross-Canada Partnership on PLAR, 2003, p.xi).

Study results revealed that although PLAR is slowly increasing, it has gained recognition

as a credible and sound academic practice. The two cross-Canada shrdies on PLAR did

not include as a partner the apprenticeship system.

In 2002, Alan Thomas, Monica Collins, and Lynette Plett conducted a cross-

Canada study onPLAR, Dimensions of the Experience of Prior Learning Assessment and

Recognition. The study was similar to I Slice of the lceberg study conducted by the

Cross-Canada Partnership on PLAR in 1999, but Thomas, Collins, and Plett used 14

university students instead ofcollege students. In general, the findings of the "Iceberg"

study were corrfirmed- PLAR procedures and benefits wele similar, PLAR fees varied

across the country. Differences included a significantly higher use of portfolio assessment

(66%) than in tbe "Iceberg" snrdy ( 12%), and the emergence of self-directed leamers.
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Until 2003, there were no studies on PLAR in the Canadian apprenticeship

system. However in 2004, a sttJdy, Prior Learning Assessment qnd Recognilion:

Apprenticeship and Trade Cerürtcafion in the Pipe Trades, was done by Prism

Economics, and Analysis. The purpose of this sh-ìdy was to "describe prior leaming

assessment and recognition in apprenticeship and trades certification in Canada" (Prism

Economics and Analysis, 200a, p. 1). The researcher indicated that the entire

apprenticesliip system is based on the principles ofPLAR since credit recognition and

trade challenger processes are a natural part of most trades training (Prism Economics

and Analysis, 2004). Results revealed that recognition for formal learning (through credit

transfer and,/or articulation agreement) is more widespread than infomal leaming.

Results also lead the researcher to conclude that the quality of Canada's skilled

workforce in the trades depends on effective PLAR in the areas of trade qualification,

multiple cerlification, foreign credentìal verification, and worþlace evaluation.

However, the researcher discovered that PLAR information within jurisdictions was not

easily accessible- "information about PLAR in practice is fragmented and anecdotal, and

it is difhcult to get a sense of its scope and success on a national, provincial/territorial or

f,reld-of-sfudy basis" (Prism Economics and Analysis 2004, p.10). Twenty-seven

recommendations were made and will be referred to when the results of this studv is

being analyzed.
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The Benefits of PLAR

Cross Canada Partnership on PLAR, in their srudy I Slice of the lceberg,

coûf,lrrned the suspected benefits conferred by PLAR on leamers. Those leamers

participating in the study concuffed that PLAR was responsible for the following things:

it increased their r¡otivation to pursue lifelong education (Peters, Pokomy and Sheibani

1999), raised self-esteem and self-knowledge, increased confidence in their skills and

knowledge (Kunin, 2002), enabled assessment and recognition oftheir prior leaming

(Livingstone 2000; The Maytree Foundation, 2001), eliminated umrecessary repetition in

training by allowing advanced standing, reduced program time requirements thereby

shortening the time spent away from work and family, reduced course loads, and saved

money (Cross-Canada Parhrership, 1999; Thomas, Collins, and Plett, 2002).

Not al1 researchers are enthusiastic about PLAR and question whether the process

is really beneficial. Spencer, Briton, and Gereluk ofAthabasca Univeristy, Canada, for

example questions the very "notion of transubstantiating experiential leaming into

college ol university credits" (Spencer, Briton and Gereluk, 2000,p.2; and Thomas,

1999). I believe that the PLAR process could be beneficial if standards for crediting

experiential leaming are the same as or comparable to standards for crediting leaming by

more traditional means. ln addition, if assessment ofexperiential learning employed a

combination ofassessment tools that fit the character of the leaming, assessors would be

able to identify accurately the level of competence achieved and the gaps in knowledge

and skills for each learning outcome challenged.

The Cross-Canada Partnership on PLAR study, A Slice of the lceberg, Thomas,
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Collins, and Plett study, Dimensions of the Experience of Prior Learning Assessment and

Recognition, and Prism Economics and Analysis repoú, Prior Learning Assessment and

Recognition; Apprenticeship and Trade Certification in the Pipe Trades, revealed Íhat

PLAR leamers were successful students. In fact, A Slice of the lceberg further revealed

tbat PLAR leamers not only outscored traditional students on al1 exams, but also passed

their courses with higher grades and graduated with higher grade point averages. Because

PLAR was such a powerful and empowering system for leamers, the study recommended

that PLAR "be used as a marketing tool to attract leamers requiring training for

employment or trade certification" (Cross-Canada Partnership, 1999, p.69,2003; Prism

Economics and Analysis, 2004).

Apprenticeship Training in Canada

Apprenticeship fulfills the demands of industrial labour markets for skilled

workers. After World War Ii the Canadian Federal Govemment moved from the

indentureship model to a decentralized apprenticeship training system, thereby enabling

each jurisdiction to train retuming seruicemen in coordination with the trade needs in that

province or teffitory.

In order to facilitate the transition from military ser¡¡ice to civilian working life,

the state required that a1l essential industries be dynamic and progressive. Every

citizen was to receive relevant training and employment to ensure that each

person could achieve the skills necessary to contribute to the common good of the

community through a stl ong sense of citizenship and personal responsibility.

(Govemment of Manitoba, 1944145, p.l).
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Administration of apprenticeship programs remains the responsibility of each

province's or teffitory's department ofeducation, training, or labour. There are thifteen

apprenticeship jurisdictions each operating under a director of apprenticeship. According

to HRDC, "industry-driven provincial and territorial apprenticeship training boards are

major policy-making and goveming bodies for apprenticeship training relating to

recommendations oftrade designation, curiculum requirements, and regulatory aspects

oftrade and occupations" (HRDC, 2000, p.1). Because the Board's mandate is so broad

and covers so many trades, it relies on provincial and territorial trade advisory

committees for guidance and advice. The regulations of each apprenticeship jurisdiction

vary widely across Canada because the country does not have a common or consistent

national apprenticeship system. However, the Red Seal Program was implemented in

1957 to allow joumeypersons with the Red Seal endorsement to practice anywhere in

Canada without having to write further qualifying exams (Sobering and Gilday, 2002).

The current apprenticeship system offers training in a wide variety oftrades under

four main secto¡s: the construction sector, the auto sewice sector, the seruice sector, and

the industrial sector. Under the terms of the Canadian Constifution, each province and

territory has the responsibility for apprenticeship training. This legislation permits each

jurisdiction to designate its own choice ofoccupations for apprenticeship. For example,

in Ontario's jurisdiction, there are over 100 designated trades while in Newfoundland's

jurisdiction there are only 51 designated trades.

"The first step for a potential apprentice is finding initial employment and an

employer willing to sign a contract of apprenticeship" (Alberla lndustry and
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Apprenticeship Training Board, 1996, p. 9). According to Manitoba's Apprenticeship

Branch, most apprenticeships "have four levels of training ... each level requires at least

twelve months-t200 1800 hours of both practical and in-school training"(Manitoba

Education, Training and Youth, 2002,p.5). Following apprenticeship training, which is

typically 80 percent on thejob and 20 percent "classroom," apprentices are eligible to

write a multiple choice final exam, although a few trades require both a theory and a

practical test. Attaining 70 %o or higher leads to the granting of a joumeyman certificate

of qualification. Since 1958, anyone possessing a certif,icate of qualification has been

eligible to write the appropriate inter-provincial examination which, given a result of70

percent or more, leads to the so-called "Red Seal" endorsement on their certificate. This

seal is recognized across all Canadian jurisdictions; in effect, it is a national qualification.

The Canadian Council of Directors of Apprenticeship (CCDA) approved restricted

administration ofthis inter-provincial level exam to candidates residing outside Canada

in response to increasing requests for ceftiflcation ofpotential immigrants to Canada.

The Need for PLAR in Apprenticeship Training

One of the Canadian Govemment's goal is to double the number of apprentices

over the next decade (Human Resource Development Canada, 2001).To achieve this

goal, the Govemment of Canada has indicated its desire " to explore with each province

and tenitory how best to enhance the mobility of shrdents and adult leamers by

facilitating such PLAR practices as transfer ofcredits among institutions, and the

recognition of prior learning and experience"(Human Resource Development Canada,

2001, p.35). The government does recognize that lack of awareness is not the only banier
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to a trade career. Another major hurdle preventing entrance to apprenticeship training

today may be the lack ofor limìted recognition ofprior learning, especially in the case of

less formally educated groups, target groups, and immigrants. The NALL study points to

the fact that "almost lwice as many school dropouts as currently plan to take future

courses say tliey would be more likely to en¡oll in further education courses if they could

receive recognition for their prior informal leaming" (Livingstone, 2000,p.7).

In its 2002 conference report, the Canadian Apprenticeship Forum acknowledged

that the average age of apprentices entering programs at present, is 30 years, and most

have acquired past leaming (Alberta Industry and Apprenticeship Tr.aining Board 1996).

"In order to prevent these new recruits from needlessly going though an entire

apprenticeship program, a system to analyze and evaluate their prior leaming experience

looks increasingly ímportant. Such systems are known as PLAR" (Canadian

Apprenticeship Forum, 2002, p.l).

The United Kingdom is using a similar system Assessment of Prior Leaming

(APL) wliich uses National Vocational Qualifications (NVQs)- "to improve the skill

level of the British workforce and the overall efficiency of British industry (Co1lins,

1993, p. 198). Australia's counteryart is the Australian Qualifications Framework (AFQ)

which uses National Qualifications-"the required packaging of competencies to achieve

qualifications in parlicular areas and at different levels" (Van der Wagen,2002, p.1).

Both systems and PLAR are well-accepted world wide as a means to encourage lifeJong

leaming in citizens and to keep a courtry's workforce curently skilled in a cost effective

and timely maúner.
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In reference to a query about PLAR and the recognition offoreign trade

certifìcation raised in a concunent session at the Canadian Apprenticeship Forum

conference (2002), the presenter responded that ontario and Alberta have initiated pilot

PLAR projects. Other apprenticeship jurisdictions such as Nova Scotia and Manitoba

have implemented PLAR; however, there is a paucity of literature regarding the number

ofjurisdictions practicing PLAR and the extent of the practice. This srudy will iÍìvestigate

how active each apprenticeship jurisdiction is in PLAR activities through the use of

common PLAR performance indicators (Council for Adult and Experiential Leaming

(CAEL), 1988, 1999; Ontario Council ofRegents, 1992; Simosko and Cook, 1996).

The Methodology for Establishing a Credible pLAR System

A credible PLAR system is essential to adulGfocused learning institutions such as

the Apprenticeship System. A basic underlying assumption of a credible pLAR system is

that credit should not be awarded on the basis of mere experience, but rather for the

formal, non-formal, and informal leaming accrued during that experience. Whether

implementing a credible PLAR system within a country, an instirution, a workplace, or an

apprenticeship system, there are solne essential activities that must be undertaken. An

activity of prime importance is gaining commitment from key players and decision

makers (intemal, govemmental, and industrial) who can champion the development and

ìmplementation of PLAR and allocate adequate finding. An equally important activity is

educating staff members and employers about PLAR and gaining commitment from them

to develop and promote PLAR. cor¡mitment of all parties should then be reflected in a

mission statement and vision plan (Red River College, 2001; CAEL, 1988; Simosko and
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Cook, 1996; Van der Wagen, 2002). The next required activity is crafting a formal

PLAR policy framework which should ensure that PLAR is delivered in a consistent,

equitable, and efficient mart-rrer (CAEL, 1999; Ontario Council of Regents, 1992; Red

River College,200l; Simosko and Cook, 1996;Yan der Wagen,2002; Whitaker, 1989).

Crafting PLAR Policy Framework

According to Whitaker, "the plrilosophy underlying experiential leaming

programs needs to be reflected in formal policy" (Whitaker, 1989,p.74). A

comprehensive PLAR policies and procedures model addresses PLAR standards set by

both CAEL (Whitaker, 1989) and Canadian Labour Force Development Board (FuturEd,

1998). According to the PLAR standards, a PLAR policy framework that establishes a

credible PLAR system should define PLAR and articulate a rationale for developing and

implementing PLAR. The rationale should include concepts such as equity, transparency,

reliability, validity, effectiveness, and efficiency. In addition, the policy framework

should clarify the relationship ofprior leaming to programs (including advanced standing

and residency requirements) and the roles and responsibilities of staff members involved

in PLAR.

Other policy ard procedural information that should be included, according to

the PLAR standards, are flexible assessment processes and tools that are available,

written guidelines that are available, the profrciency standard required to awald credit for

pdor leaming, the way in which credit awards are documented, protocol regardûrg

transfer of credits, guidelines for reassessments, protocol for the appeal process, fees for

PLAR, and quality assurance safeguards such as PLAR t¡aining for staff members, and
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the evaluation process for the PLAR system (FuturEd, 1998; Ontario Council of

Regents, 1992; Red River College, 2001; CAEL, 1988; Whitaker, 1989). Ifa PLAR

policy lramework similar to the above model was crafted in each apprenticeship

jurisdiction, then it follows that the PLAR system would be credible having laid the

foundation for PLAR assessments that are accessible, equitable, transparent, reliable,

valid, effective and efficient. As well, these jurisdictions would be reflecting through

their practices the PLAR standards. Therefore, PLAR standards could be used as

performance indicators to check ifjurisdictions are establishing or have established a

credible PLAR system.

Using Flexible PLAR Processes

The Council for Adult Experiential Leaming (CAEL) reported that the PLAR

systerr implemented currently in the USA, UK, Austr-alia, New Zealand, and Canada

evolved from a 'cooperative assessment of experiential learning' project at the

Educational Testing Service in Princeton, New Jersey. Ten colleges and universities were

involved in the project over its three-year duration (CAEL, 1999). They investigated the

extent ofconcordance between non-college leaming with that acquired in an educational

institution. If it were possible to equate the two, might assessrnent techniques other than

written tests prove amenable to evaluate the leaming, and how feasible would it be to

introduce these types of assessments into fonnal educational programs? The results

showed that non-college leaming might be assessed reliably and credited as equivalent to

college leaming through a wide variety ofvalid methods or processes (Beekman, 2001;

CLFDB, 1999; Cross-Canada Parlnership on PLAR, 1999,2003).
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Flexible assessment processes include transfer of credits, challenge processes,

demonstrations, and portfolios (Cross-Canada Pafnership on PLAR, 1999,2003;

Simosko and Associates, 198 8; Whitaker, 1989). The transfer of credit process may

include assessment ofcredentials, licenses, tickets, courses, programsr workshops, etc.

Assessment tools used in the challenge process may include written tests, repofis, and

assignments, while in the demonstration process, assessment tools may include practical

tests, labs, live simulations, product assessment, and structured interviews. The portfolio

assessment process requires the leamer to examine the specific leaming outcomes and

standards against which his,4rer evidence of leaming would be assessed. The leamer then

identifies leaming that may meet or exceed the established leaming outcornes and

standard and gathers evidence (letters ofverification, cerlificates, tickets, work products,

photographs, etc.) of leaming ensuring authenticity, sufficiency, relevancy, and currency.

The leamer must now organize the evidence into a portfolio for assessment of leaming.

ln many instances, a combination ofassessment processes is used to establish

competency. "The specific assessment processes chosen and tools used could be

determined by the nature of the material to be assessed, the actual experiences ofthe

learner, the technical requirements, and assessment costs" (Beekman, 200i; CLFDB,

1999, p.19). According to Cross-Canada Partnership on PLAR (1999 and 2003), the

most common assessment process used is challenge. Portfolio assessments are on the rise

whjle demonstrations are declining.

Assessment processes could be incorporated into programs and used to award

advanced program standing. For apprenticeship branch purposes, PLAR is being used as
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an instrument lor admission to training or to advance credits in the trade [placement]

(Prism Economics and ADalysis, 2004). One pertinent example given at the 2002

Apprenticeship Conference is ofa person with Grade 9 matriculation who subsequently

completed Grade 10 Mathematics and English in night school. The student was permitted

to enter the apprenticeship program after the apprenticeship assessor received verification

from the school that the student had the admission equivalent. Another example is that of

an individual who had completed the first year ofa pipefitting apprenticeship but who

now wished to transfer into boilennaking. Assessors exempted the individual from the in-

school training component but not tlie on{he-job requirement (Ashton, 2002).

Using PLAR processes to recognize foreign credentials.

Because their knowledge and skills are not fully reco gnized, many immigrants in

Canada may have advanced post-secondary education, professional training, and trade

certification, yet they are unable to practice their trade. Given Canada's aging work force,

early retirements, slow labour force growth, and the intemational competition for skilled

people, this country camot afford to ignore this pool of trained workers. Questions posed

by regulators (apprenticeship jurisdiction representatives among them) include "how do

we make sure people have the ski11s and knowledge to practice safely, competently, and

ethically, and how do we make sure we are assessing people fairly and consistently?"

(The Maytree Foundation, 2001, p.7).

At present Canada has no central credit assessment agency or body. The

provincial and tenitorial govemments have the responsibiliry for the provision ofa11

educational services. "The govemments are also responsible for establishing the
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legislative framework for the regulation of some professions and trades" (CrcIC,2002,

p. 1). Some regulators, includìng such professional associations as the Professional

Engineers of Ontario, the College of Midwives of Ontario, tlie Canadian Alliance of

Physiotherapy, the College ofNurses in Ontario, the College of Respiratory Therapists of

Ontario, and the Canadian Technology Human Resources Board, have all successfully

used PLAR processes to assess and recognize credentials, knowledge, and skills and to

rnake judgments of foreign-trained individuals. In her paper ly'ational Recognition of the

Credentials of Foreignirained Healthcare ProÍessionals, Roslyn Kunin states that the

Association ofProfessional Engineers and Geoscientists (APEG) has established a unique

type of PLAR pilot prograrn: "Employers hire immigrant engineers for a one-year

apprenticeship-style program. The immigrants' slalls are assessed and they gain work

experience in a Canadian environment. The program had been so successful that al1 ofthe

immigrant engineers have been hired by the employers with whom they 'apprenticed' "

(Kunin, 2002, p.2). This example, in addition to those of the previously-mentioned

regulatory bodies, demonstrates that fair, rigorous, and transparent PLAR processes can

be developed. These programs allow skiiled tradespersons to demonstrate what they

know and can do, and allow employers and prospective employers to assess the

knowledge, ski11s, and judgments demonstrated, and to credit only that leaming which

meets or exceeds the required benchmark and thus protect the public from unsafe and

incompetent practices.

In Apprenticeship is the Future, the Canadian Apprenticeship Forum reports that

apprenticeship junsdictions see lifelong learning and PLAR strategies as avenues to the
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production of skilled workers able to respond to tlie challenges of a knowledge-based

economy, building Canada a wo¡ld-class work force. Considering the prof,ile ofnew

apprentices today, some foreign trained new apprentices may already have all or some of

the skill sets required by apprentice training for the trade sought. Does the Apprenticeship

System use PLAR to assess foreign credentials and recognize prior training that meets the

Canadian apprenticeship scope ofhaining? This study seeks to determine the uses of

PLAR in each apprenticeship jurisdiction including whether PLAR is used to assess and

Í eco gt"ize forei gn credentials.

Establishing and Administering an Adult-Learner Centered PLAR System in

Apprenticeship

According to Simosko and Cook (1996) and Whitaker (1989), establishing a

credible, leamer-centered PLAR assessment model requires a six-stage process: pre-

entry; candidate profiling; the gathering; generation and compilation ofevidence;

assessment; accreditation; and post-assessment guidance. For apprenticeship

jurisdictions, the pre-entry stage would involve marketing the concept through multiple

media to ensure that information about PLAR as related to apprenticeship is disseminated

to employers, other govemment agencies, private organizations, unions, arld prospective

apprentices. The primary goal of this stage is to give potential apprentices enough

information so they could make an informed decision about whether or not to pursue this

avenÌ]e.

An important aspect of naking an infomed decision is cost. Administrators of

PLAR should ensrue that the fee structure for PLAR is based on services provided or
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perfonned and should not be related to the amount ofcredit awarded (Whitaker,1989;

Red River Col1ege,2001; Cross-Canada Partnership on PLAR, 1999,2003; Beekman,

2001). PLAR fees usually include assessment of educational documentatìon for credit

transfer, porlfolio assessment, challenge, and demonstration processes. However,

sometimes extra fees are charged for demonstration processes and advising since they are

time consuming. According to A Slice of the Iceberg, severzJ institutions were providing

PLAR services at a loss to themselves although initial analysis revealed cost savings to

the leanrers. (Cross-Canada Partnership on PLAR, 1999,p.70).

According to Cook and Simosko (1996), apprenticeship branch PLAR advisors

support and mentor new apprentices through the PLAR system at the candidate profiling

stage. To do this, PLAR advisors should be educated in a1l aspects ofthe PLAR system

and trained in counseling to reduce confusion and frustration of leamers. Tasks that

advisors might perform would be to assist new apprentices in determining which

assessment(s) and evidence best reflects what they already know and can do in order that

evaluation of their prior leaming and skills can be accurately assessed. PLAR advisors

should liave the knowledge and skills to clarifi for any leamer the four primary types of

assessment processes (credit transfer, challenges, demonstrations, portfolios) for

evaluating knowledge, skills, and judgments. They should also be able to acquaint

leamers with different rypes of evidence- awards which verify accomplishment,

testimonials regarding competency, work-products, certifications, descriptions (course,

program, job). Regardless of the assessment method, the evidence compiled must be

relevant, valid, reliab1e, authentic, current, and sufficient.
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The stage ofgathering, generation, and compilation ofevidence entails collection

by the apprentice ofsuff,rcient acceptable evidence relating to the leaming outcomes

being claimed and the organization of that evidence in a format suitable to the

apprenticeship branch. Leamers find porlfolio workshop information valuable when

compiling portfolios (Beekrnan, 2001 ; Simosko and Cooke, 1996; Cross-Canada

Partnership on PLAR, 1996). The collected material is then presented for assessment.

The assessment stage consists of the examination ofsuch evidence as is supplied

to the apprenticeship assessors who then render a decision as to whether it is reliable,

valid, authentic, current, and sufficient to meet the learning outcornes as specified in the

apprenticeship program. If the prior leaming is deemed equivalent to that required in the

program, then recommendation for credit is made; if not, then no credit will be advanced.

In some instances, assessors' recommended credit awards have to be authorized by a

super-visor before transcription. Assessors are in all cases responsible for documenting

assessment results clearly and completely (Simosko and Cooke, 1996; Beekman, 2001).

Whitaker (1989) suggests that PLAR assessors (educators, industry subject matter

experts, combinations) should be educated in all aspects ofthe PLAR systern and trained

in the skill ofjudging evidence in an unbiased and objective manner so that the

assessment process is performed competently and consistently. "Accuracy ofjudgement

is particularly essential since inconsistency from one judge to another is unfair to students

and may discredit the assessment process" (p.37).

Simosko and Cooke (1996) suggest that in the accreditation stage, the

documentation of the credit or its denial is made on the official transcript. Some ways in
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which assessed credit is documented include pass or fail; credit or non-credit; numerìc or

letter grade; and/or sign-off. This study investigated how the apprenticeship jurisdictions

document assessed prior leanring.

Some institutions exercise credit limitations or residency rules (CAEL, 1999;

Simosko and Associates, 1988). In other words, these institutions establish a percentage

ofcredit awards that can be earned through any PLAR assessment process.

The last stage, post-assessment guidance, involves discussion with the

apprenticeship PLAR advisor and./or assessor as to how the apprentice's

accomplishments relate to his or her goal.

Developing Procedures and Supporting M(rterials

A credible PLAR system must provide for staff and leamers a wide variety of

support which requires the developrnent of many procedures and materials. Key to a

PLAR system is the establishment of procedures for the development of leaming

outcomes 
-statements 

that specifu the knowledge, skills, and judgments that an

individual is expected to acquire in a given scope oftraining, and standards 
-the 

degree

of competence required to maintain quality and rigor (CAEL, 1988; Whitaker, 1989).

Well-written leaming outcomes and standards clearly describe expected behavioural

outcomes and act as the criteria for judgirg evidence during any assessment process.

Essential suppofiing mate¡ia1s include a variety challenge and demonstration

assessment options that allows leamers to demonstrate the knowledge, skills, and

judgments required in learning outcomes and standards Cross-Canada Parhrership on

PLAR, 1999). Other essential suppoding materials are written guidelines for proceeding
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through the PLAR system (Simosko and Cook, 1996) and ieamer and assessor manuals

(Red River College, 2001). The learner manual should contain suffìcient âppropriate

descriptive matelial to allow leamers to make an informed decision as to whether

participation in the PLAR option is likely to prove useful, cost-effective, and timely

(Wliitaker, 1989).

Other procedures and appropriate materials required in a PLAR system include

PLAR enquiry procedures and rraterials, an orientation process and materials, application

procedures and materials, procedures for nrnning a poÍfolio workshop and materials

(CAEL, 1988), assessment and post-assessment feedback procedures and material

(Whitaker, 1989), appeal procedures and materials, gap training procedures and materials

(Red River College, 2001), and maintaining, evaluating, and updating procedures for the

PLAR system (Cross-Canada Partnership on PLAR, 1999,2003; Mritaker,l989).

Benchmarking PLAR Practices ; BeneJìts

According to the Council for Adult and Experiential Leaming (CAEL),

benchmarking is "finding and adapting best practices" (CAEL, 1999). In CAEL's

benchmarking study, researchers looked for educational institutions that were using

PLAR to determine which ones demonsfated the following PLAR benefits: help leamers

validate the worth of the leaming they have achieved on their own, identifli what they

need to leam to achieve their goals, shorten the time required to gain a credential, save

tuition by reducing the nunrber of courses required for the credential, enhance their pride

and esteem for their accomplishments, and encourage recognition of leaming as a

lifelong process. Researchers also looked to educational institutions which utilized an
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assortment of assessment tools in the evaluation of prior formal, non-fonnal, and

infomal learling against that required by the institution and to faculry who established

mutually respectñrl relationships with adr t leamers so as to give ongoing advice and

assessment which would enable leamers to meet theh goals. Of over 175 institutions,

CAEL selected six to profile as best practice partners. These were Empire State College

and the College of New Rochelle in New York; Sinclair Community College, Ohio;

Marylhurst University, Oregon; DePaul Universiry, Illinois and Athabasca University in

Alberta.

Apprentices hip -P LA R S tudies

Bloom in his report, Brain Gain, holds that not properly acknowledging formal,

non-fomal, and informal leaming is the largest leaming-recognition problem in Canada

today. Shortages in resources, time, and expertise in educational and training institutions

and agencies have hindered development and implementation of improved recognition

systems such as PLAR which would go a long way to addressing labour market needs for

skilled and qualif,ied workers (Bloom and Grant, 2001).

Several apprenticeship jurisdictions have initiated PLAR pilot projects in selected

trades and have showcased the successes provided by the PLAR process. Typifuing this

was a case mentioned by B¡uce Ashton in the course ofhis facilitation of a presentatioÍt

at lhe 2002 Canadian Apprenticeship Forum. Ashton reported that a needs study had

identified an increased demand for boilermakers between 1995 and 2005 which was

coupled by the fact tliat Canada exports, rather than inports, tradespeople. The question

was where to locate individuals who could be fast-tracked into the profession. One
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pdmary source was those with prior leaming who worked in other occupations. To

reduce both time and money costs to these new apprentices, The Boilermaker National

Training Trust Fund (BNTTF) implemented a PLAR process to âward these new recruits

credit for prior leaming which satisfied requirements of the boilermaker training

program.

Sone of the challenges the BNTTF has encountered are these: accommodating

personal suitability, crediting prior learning where theoretical and practical elements are

tightly integrated, application of the developed PLAR across the trade and whole country

since 12 different programs would be prohibitive, and relying on documented proofin an

environment where the ability to perform a task is âs critical as knowledge of it.

Underlying all this is that the associated PLAR process must be relevant, accessible, and

promoted to all Canadians.

The BNTTF has realized that the success of the overall process depends not only

on the processes and materials, but also on three key roles: the advisor, the assessor, and

the national body. In tenns of work currently being done and work remaining, Ashton

indicated that a policy manual was cunently being written, and that the BNTTF intends

to consult with unions in each jurisdiction so as to allow consistent development and

administration of PLAR at the local level.

Recently, Manitoba's apprenticeship branch has embarked on a PLAR pilot

project for initial level cooks. The project was designed to increase the representation of

Aboriginals in the trade through recognition of prior leaming. Industry jounìeypersons

were trained as assessols and collaborated with the apprenticeship branch, working with
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the new apprentices to identi$r prior leaming and assign apprenticeship credit for this

Itrst level. A Web-based self-assessment tool has been developed. Individuals work with

the PLAR advisor in determining the best evidence to offer for evaluation with the

choices of demonstration, oral interview, and documerltation as the assessment methods.

Success ofthis pilot project has not to date been published.

Issues and Concerns

This literature research reveals that apprenticeship jurisdictions in Alberta,

Manitoba, Ontario, and Nova Scotia have implemented PLAR. However, there is little

documentation that reveals details about tlie PLAR implementation and by extension, the

issues and concems faced. A recent report from the Saskatchewan Labour Force

Development Board (SLFDB, 2002) did reveal some challenges faced by staff

conducting several non-apprenticeship PLAR pilot projects. A major challenge was

trme-time for training and time for upfront planning and development. Another

challenge was finding adequate financial resources to fund a sustainable PLAR system

which includes components such as PLAR research and PLAR development and

implementation. Other issues included difficulties encountered trying to access PLAR

information and training, encountering resistance to change by staff members, building

extemal awareness of PLAR and promoting greater buy-in, and increasing flexibility in

assessment options.

The Maytree Foundation's 2001 report Competency-Based Assesstnent Programs

for Internationally Trained Professionals revealed other challenges such as developing

learning outcomes and standards; building in appropriate fees to cover cost, and
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providing performance feedback and gap training. This study will gather data from

apprenticeship jurisdiction representatives on the issues and concems that have arisen as

a result of implementing PLAR or on the issues and concerns that have prevented the

implementation of PLAR.

This chapter has reviewed literature that impinges on the study's research

questions. The literature review established that PLAR is steeped in adult educational

principles because of its humanistic orientation which advocated a leamer-centered

approach to education. More importantly, it promoted the adult education philosophy that

new leaming must be linked to past experiences in order to transform old pattems of

thinking into a new perspective.

Livingstone's and Tough's shrdies indicated that past experiences usuaily

encompassed a combination of formal, non-formal, and infonnal leaming. Tough used

the metaphor ofan iceberg to describe the positioning ofthese types of leaming from the

educational perspective. A combination of formal and non-lomal leaming was the

visible tip ofthe iceberg which corresponded to 20Yo of a person's learning. The other

800/o of a person's leaming (informal) was submerged under water and not recognized by

educational and training instihrtions.

Research revealed standards for establishing ard administering a credible PLAR

system. CAEL and CLFDB have published standards that could be used nationally and

internationally to promote validily and reliability of the PLAR process and so promote

mobility ofcredentials. These standards were used in the study as performance indicators

to determine ifjurisdictions had established a credible system.
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Over the last five years four major Cross-Canada srudies have been done on the

impact prior leaning assessment and recognition had on education. The Cross-Canada

Parlnership on PLAR conducted two studies (1999, 2003) and Thomas, Collins, and Pletr

conducted one, all focusing on the experiences leamers had when they chose to take the

PLAR route to education at colleges and universities in Canada. These studies provided

rich information on the extent of PLAR implementation in those community colleges, the

common assessment processes and tools used by leamers, the roles and responsibilities of

assessors and advisors both from the assessors' and leamers'points of view, the benefits

and challenges faced by leamers and institutions. These studies impacted the design of

this study in the selection of elernents to investigate.

The fourlh study was done by Plism Economics and Analysis on prior leaming

assessment and recognition and its impact on apprenticeship and trade certihcation in the

pipe trades. Prism Economics and Analysis's study did not pursue the implementation of

PLAR in-depth but did show that PLAR was already part ofthe apprenticeship system ir

a limited way. Details of PLAR policies, assessment processes, administration

procedures, and materials used in the PLAR process were outside the study's scope.

However, the study did reveal some beneflts of implementing "good" PLAR, some

consequences of implementing "bad" PLAR, and made 27 recommendations regardirg

PLAR in applenticeship jurisdictions. These recommendations were used wlien analyzing

the results ofthis study. The next chapter details the research design and methodology of

this study.
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CHAPTER 3: Research Design and Methodology

While Prior Leaming Assessment and Recognition (PLAR) has been practiced in

educational institutions for over forty years, little research has been done on it in Canada

until quite recently. In 1999, the Cross-Canada Partnership on PLAR carried out an

extensive national shrdy calledl Slice of the lceberg to elicit information about PLAR

applications in Canada. It focused only on colleges and their PLAR candidates. British

Columbia's 2000 shrdy, The Learners' Perspectives on Prior Learning Assessment,had

leamers as its subjects while Thomas's 2002 Dimensions of the Experience of Prior

Learning Assessment and Recognlllon had university students as its focus. Only one

study thus far has researched PLAR across apprenticeship jurisdictions in Canada. Prism

Economics and Analysis researched PLAR in apprenticeship and trade certifrcation in the

pipe trade.

The purpose of this study was to collect information conceming the extent to

which the Canadian Jurisdictions have implemented the PLAR concept in the

Apprenticeship System. This sludy will also attempt to identifu the issues and concerns

experienced by jurisdictions that have implemented PLAR. Approval to conduct the

snldy was given by the ethics committee from the University of Manitoba after

examining the consent form for the study and the ploposed consent letter for participants

of the study (See Appendix A). Seven research questions were posed in response to the

purpose of the study:

1) What PLAR performance indicators do Canadian apprenticeship jurisdictions exhibit

demonstrating how active they are in PLAR activities?
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2) Do al1 Canadian apprenticeship junsdictions have PLAR policies and do the

procedures and practice govemed by these policies establish a credible PLAR system?

3) What types ofPLAR processes (transfer ofcredit, challenge, demonstration,

portfolios) exist in these jurisdictions and do the jurisdictions follow the same practice for

each PLAR process?

4) How is PLAR administered in each of the jurisdictions?

5) What PLAR procedure and supporting material developments have taken place?

6) What perceived benefits are realized by those jurisdictions implementing PLAR?

7) What are the issues and concems for those jurisdictions that have not implemented

PLAR and for those that have implemented PLAR?

Population

The target population for study included the thirteen members ofthe Inter-

provincial Standards Examination Committee (ISEC) who are responsible for the training

and education ofapprentices across Canada. Each member, representing a province or

tenitory, is familiar with the Canadian apprenticeship model, its National Occupationai

Analysis, curriculum development, level examinations, trade qualification examinations,

and inter-provincìal examinations.

D es i gnin g In s lrum ent at i o n

The study design was a census since all apprenticeship jurisdictions across

Canada were being studied. A mail survey questionnaire was developed to collect data

for the sfudy (see Appendix A). The design and development of that questionnaire were

influenced by Dilman's guidelines for surwey research and by an instrument used by the
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1996 Council for Adult and Experiential Learning (CAEL) Survey of Prior Leamitrg

Assessment. The questionnaire, comprised of seven sections (here denoted as 1 through

7) that conesponded to the researcll questions of the study, had fifty-hvo questions.

1. PLAR performance indicators

2. PLAR policies

3. PLAR assessment processes

4. Administration of PLAR

5. Development of PLAR procedures and supporting material

6. Perceived benefits from implementation of PLAR

7. Issues and concems about PLAR

Section I-PLAR Performance Indicators-had four questions (Q-1 to Q- ).

Question one requested jurisdiction identification using a numbered list ofprovinces and

territories to facilitate ready identìfication response. The other three questions requested

information about the apprenticeship branches' overall ilvolvement in PLAR. Parlially

close-ended response choices were included.

Section 2-PLAR Policies {evoted nine questions (Q-5 to Q-13) to gathering

information on the content in PLAR policies. To make efficient use of respondents' time,

Q-5 allowed those respondents who indicated that their jurisdictions did not have an

oveniding framework PLAR policy, to skip the section. Response choices included a

four-point Likert scale and par1ially close-ended choices.

Section 3 of the questionnaire PLAR Assessment Processes sougÌrt

information about PLAR assessment flexibility. Q-14 to Q-20 targeted the transfe¡ of
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credit process. Q-21 to Q-29 targeted challenge and demonstration processes, while Q-30

to Q-36 targeted the portfolio assessment process. Response choices varied as required.

Some responses were a flve-point Likert scale, some were open-ended, some were close-

ended with ordered and unordered choices, and some were partially close-ended.

Section 4 Administration of PLAR-had eight questions (Q-37 to Q-44). These

questions attempted to investigate how PLAR was admìnistered in each of the thirteen

jurisdictions. The range ofresponse choices was similar to those in Section three.

Section S-Development of PLAR procedures and supporting material-

coriprised four questions (Q-45 to Q-48). These questions targeted the development of

learning outcomes, the development of standards, and the development of supporting

PLAR procedural documents. Response choices were either close-ended or partially

close-ended.

Section 6 Perceived Benefits from Implementation of PLAR-were captured in

one question (Q-49). The partially close-ended response allowed respondents to identify

their perceived benehts.

Section 7-Issues and Concems About PLAR-had three questions. Question 50

gathered information about barriers preventing the implementation of PLAR. Q-5 1

required respondents to detail the top three issues that inhibited implementation ofPLAR.

Finally, Q-52 asked respondents of PLAR practicing jurisdictions to detail the rop rhree

concems they had about PLAR.

The instrument was validated using two PLAR conteÍìt area experts, two

apprenticeship staff members, and one suley expert. Feedback from the content area
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experts, the sùruey expert, and the Apprenticeship members was used to revise the

instrument. The questionnaire was pilot-tested using six staff members from the

Manitoba Apprenticeship Branch. The researcher allotted two hours for the pre-test. Pre-

test participants were apprised of the purpose ofthe study and requested to note the

following:

. Is each question measuring what it is intended to measure?

. Are there any ambiguities?

¡ Does any aspect of the questionnaire suggest bias on the part of the researcher?

Parlicipants chose to answer each question in the pre-test as a group. The process used for

each question was as follows: the question was read by individual participants then

discussed together to determine if the question was similarly interpreted by all. Ifthere

was ambiguity, the root cause of ambiguity was identified and conective suggestions

were noted by the researcher. Next, individuals answered the question and then discussed

whether the question treasured what it was intended to measure and whether the question

suggested any bias on the paft of the researcher. Again, if the response choices did not

measure what the question intended to measure, participants suggested more suitable

response choices. If parlicipants felt that the question or response choices suggested bias,

they made corrective suggestions.

Based on this review process, it was concluded that of the fifty{wo questions, only

one question (Q-12) was found to be ambiguous and response choices needed to be

changed to measure what the question intended to measure.
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Data Collection

At the end of June 2002, a questiorutaire was mailed to each of the thirteen

members of the ISEC along with the conesponding cover letter, two consent forms, and a

self-addressed, stamped envelope lor its retum. Each ISEC member was requested to:

o Read consent forms and preview questionnaire

. Sign the two consent forms

o Fill out questionnaire completely (sections of the questionnaire may be

completed by another person with more expertise in those sections)

o Enclose completed questionnaire, one signed consent form, and any relevant pLAR

material the responder wishes to send, in the pre-paid, retum addressed envelope

¡ Mail envelope

Two weeks later, the researcher made phone calls to each ISEC member to

express thanks for participating in the survey and to offer clarification ofsurvey content

ifrequired. Nine responses were received after onginal mail-out. Thank you cards were

mailed out to each of the nine respondents.

An informal telephone follow-up call was rnade to each of the four non-

respondents. These phone calls revealed that the month ofAugust is a holiday period for

most ISEC members. The researcher left messages urging the four non-respondents to

complete to the survey.

By the end of September, the researcher received two more responses and a

message indicating that hvo small-sized apprenticeship jurisdictions did not wish to

pafiicipate in the survey. The researcher sent out thank you cards to the two respondents
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and telephoned the ISEC members representing the two small-sized territories asking

them to confirm their non-participation.

Data Analysis

Three types of groupings (small, medium, and large-sized jurisdictions) were used

Lo organize the data and to describe the differences among jurisdictions. Each of the ten

jurisdictions that completed the questionnaire was coded and placed in one of the

groupings. Alber1a, Ontario, and Quebec were assigned to the large-sized jurisdiction

category. Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick were assigned to

the medium-sized jurisdiction category. Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland, and the

Nofhwest Territories were assigned to the small-sized jurisdiction category.

Confidentiality of participants and data supplied by then was a source of concem to a

few participants especially the ones whose jurisdictions were in the process of

implementing PLAR or were Dot promoting PLAR. This view was expressed when initial

contact was made prior to sending out the questionnaires. To increase questiomaire

response rate, confidentiality was ensured to all respondents. To safeguard

confidentiality, number codes were used to link the respondent to tlie questionnaire. Only

codes were used in the analysis ofdata. Upon completion of the study, all research

material will be destroyed.

Data from the completed questionnaires were entered into tables. Blank entries

\ /ere clarified though a telephone call to the appropriate ISEC member. Specified entries

under "other" were entered in the Tables. For numerical data, the frequency and

percentage distribution ofeach response were calculated for large, medium, and small
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jurisdictìons as well as for the total responding jurisdictions Q.{:10). For descriptive data,

descriptions were transcribed exactly. Table(s) for each question is (are) found in

Appendix C. The tables are ananged in numerical order starting at Table I and finishing

at Table 52.

To track key findings, implications and recommendations the researcher used the

seven section headings as themes. Responses to questions in each section were

continually compared. Recurring topics or practices were coded and then sorted and

placed under appropriate headings in some logical order. Key findings were built for each

theme using its headings and coded data.

In this chapter, details of the design intent, population, instrumentation, data

collection and data analysis were discussed. In the next chapter the results of the study

are revealed.
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CHAPTER 4: Results

Eleven ofthírteen Apprenticeship Jurisdictions responded to the survey

. representing a response mte of 85%. However, British Colunbi4 chose not to complete

the survey since its apprenticeship jurisdiction was undergoing restructuring. The final

participants were: Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitob4 Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scoti4 New

Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland, and Northwest Territories.

The presentation ofresults parallels the PLAR elements in the research questions.

Data will be ordered as follows:

i. PLAR performance indicators

2. PLAR policies

3. PLAR processes

4. Administration of PLAR

5. Development ofPLAR procedures and supporting material

6. PLAR benefits

7. PLAR issues and challenges
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PLAR Perþrmance Indicators Associared Wifh PLAR Implementation

In this sectio4 respondents were asked to address questions regarding provincial or

territorial legislatio4 PLAR activities, and PLAR uses. Firstly, respondents were asked if

enabling legíslation bas been implemented in their jurisdictions to support the offei of PLAR

services. The majority (80%) confirmed that such legislation had already been enacted in their

jwisdiction (See Figure 2).

Figure 2. Perçentage Distribution of Jurisdictions With o¡ Without PLAR Legislation
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Secondly, respondents were also asked to indicate the status offiÍìeen PLAR

indicators in theil jurisdictions ( See Table I for responses).

Table I

Overview of PLAR Indicators Exhibited by Smail, Mediurn, and Large-Sized Jurisdictions

NOTE. IA = In Action. IP = In Progress. NA = No Action.

According to Table 1, the most commonly cited "in action þerformance indicators were:

PLAR policies (9), PLAR procedures (9), the measurement ofprior learning against

rLllt( lnolca¡ors LArgs-ùrzgu
Jurisdictions

N:3

Jurisdictions

N=4

Ju¡isdictions

N:3
IA tr

l. PLAR oolicies 0 0 4 0 0 2 I 0

2. PJ-AR nrocedrrres 3 0 0 3 0 3 0 0

3. PLAR Fees for services 2 0 1 0 3 0 0 3

4. Written PLAR euidelines 2 2 0

5. PLAR promotional activitìes 2 0 3 0 0 0 J

6. Oríentation sessions for PLAR 0 2 I 2 2 0

7. PLAR Advisement services 3 0 0 4 0 0 2

8. Flexible assessment practice 3 0 0 0 2 2 I

9. Clear learning outcomes 3 0 0 3 0 2 0

10. PLAR standards 3 0 0 4 0 0 z 0

I l. Documenting PLAR results 3 0 0 2 3 0 0

12. Post-PLAR feedback 3 0 0 2 I

13. Access to an aooeal orocess 2 0 2 I

14. Trainins PLAR nersonnel 3 0 0 2 I I

. Trainine PLAR assessors 2 0 I I
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established apprenticeship standa¡ds (9), and the evaluation ofprior leaming agairst clear and

reliable leaming outcomes (8). The least ûequently cited "in action" PLAR ìndicators include

fees for PLAR services (3), and orientation sessions for PLAR (3).

Mostly snull-sized and medium-sized jurisdictions were developing PLAR indicators.

They cited the most common indicators being developed were written PLAR guidelines (4),

PLAR orientation sessions (3), and flexible a^ssessment practices (3). To a lesser degree was

the development ofPLAR policies and procedures (1), PLAR promotional activities (1), and

measurement ofapprentice's prior leaming against established apprenticeship standards (1).

Noteworthy was the most commonly cited'ho actionl' PLAR indicator. Seven

responding jwisdictions were not taking action on fees for PLAR services, Clarification

revealed that these jurisdictions did not have regulations requiring fees for certain or all

components of the PLAR selwice. For example, one large-sized jurisdiction (See Table 2 in

Appendix B) did not charge fees for entrance or placement challenges, but it did charge fot

practical tests. One mediumsized jurisdiction and one small-sized jurisdiction did not charge

fees for entrarce, placement, trade qualifications, or practical tests.

Finally, responding ISEC membe¡s we¡e asked to identify common uses fo¡ PLAR

services---entry: The PLAR process that assesses the new apprentice's prior leaming to

determine if entrance requirerents have been met; placement: The PLAR process tåat

assesses the new apprentic€'s pdor leaming to recognize apprenticeshiplevel leaming and to

then deter¡nine the appropriate level oftraining required; and certification: The PLAR process

that assesses the new apprentice's prior leaming to recognize apprenticeship ce¡tification

leaming (Government of Canada 2003). Figure 3 indicates that all responding small medium,

and large-sized ju¡isdictior¡s used PLAR services to place new apprentices in the appropriate

level oftraining. Similarl¡ 1007o ofresponding jurisdictiors offered PLAR services for entry
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and certifcation wìth the exception oflarge-sized jurisdictions (only 67% provide PLAR

services for entry) a¡d medium-sized jurisdictions (75% provide PLAR services for

certification). Additionally, one medium-sized jurisdiction used PLAR services for foreign

credential recognition while one large-sized jurisdiction specified academic remediation.

Figure 3. Percentage Distribution of Small, Medium, and Large-Sized Jurisdictions Using

PLAR for Entry, Placement, and Certification.
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Procedures and Prøclice Governed b¡ Formal or Informøl PLAR Poticies

Overriding Framework PLAR Policy for all Trades

Eight of the ten respondingjurisdictions h¿d an overriding ûamework PLAR polioy

fo¡ all trades (See Figure 4). One small-sized ju¡isdiction is currently developing a policy.

t\
tr
mil

Jurisdictions hl"rth P[-AR Pol¡cy

Jurisdiction Wthout PLAR Policy

JurMicfion Developing PIAR Policy

Figure 4. Jwisdictions With or Without Overriding Framewo¡k PLAR Policies for all Trades
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Formal and Informal PLAR Palicies

Respondents whose jurisdictions have an overriding ûamework PLAR policy for all

trades we¡e asked if the policy was formal (approved written policies and procedures) or

informal (unwritten generally accepted practices). The percentage distribution for all

responding jurisdictions with formal PLAR policies was 60% while 20% had informal PLAR

policies (See Figure 5). As discussed in the section abo'"'e, twenty percent had no overriding

frarnework PLAR policy.

Figure 5. Percentage Distribution of Responding Jwisdictions rüith Formal, Informal, or No

PLAR Policies.
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Aspects of PLAR in PLAR Policies

Responding ISEC members were asked which aspect(s) of PLAR was (were)

described in their PLAR policies. As shown in Table 6 (See Appendix B) and Figure 6,

responses indicated that the two most common aspects described in PLAR policies were the

definition ofPLAR (6 of 10 respondìng jurisdictions) and a descrþtion ofways that PLAR

can be used (7 of l0 responding jurisdictions). In addition to having the above aspects in their

PLAR policies, two ofthe three large-sÞed jurisdictions were the only ones to include an

explanation of PLAR personnel. Interestingly, one medium-sized jurisdiction included beließ

and definitions ofPLAR as aspects ofPLAR

Other-StaterfÞnt of Beliefs &
Def initions

OtheÊUnder Devehprnent

PLAR fursonnel

Ways PI-AR can be Lked

Def¡n¡tion of the PLAR
Process

0 20 40 60 60 100
Percentaqe

Figure 6. Different Aspects of PLAR Services That Small, MediuÍ¡ and Lmge-Sized

Jurisdictiors Descrfue in Their PLAR Policies.
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Statement Ensuring Validity, Reliability, Fairness, Equity, Efficiency, and

Effectiveness

Survey participants we¡e asked to report iftheir poücies included a statement

regarding valid, reliable, fair, equitable, efficient, and effective assessment ofprior learning.

Their responses revea.led (See Figure 7) that only thìrty percent of those jurisdictions with

PLAR policies did have such a statement.

63

Jur¡sd¡ctions W¡th
Statem e nt in
PLAR Pol¡cies

Figure 7 . Percentage Distribution of Jurisdictions With or Without the Following Statement:

PLAR Policies Ensure a Valid, Reliable, Fair, Equitable, Efficient, and Effective Assessment

of Prior Leaming
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Equivalent Prior Learning in PLAR Poltcies

Respondents whose jurisdictions bad implemented PLAR policies were asked to

define 'þrior leaming" that are recognized in their PLAR policies. Figure I shows that all

jurisdictions (100%) defined prior learning as leaming that is corìsisteût with program

learning outcome requirements for respective trades. Noteworthy was the variety of ways

in which 60% of all jurisdictiols defined prior learning- in terms ofhou¡s in the trade,

standards þercentage or grade or completion) required þ Apprenticeship, and Red Seal

requirements (See highlighted rectangle in Figure 8).

One large-sized jurisdiction offered an additional definition for equivalent prior

leaming - learning that is equivalent to leaming outcomes for entry requirements.

Figure 8. Percentage Distribution of SmaL MediunL and Large-Sized Jurisdictions With

Definitions of Equivalent Prior Learning in Their PLAR Policies.

oùler

Flior þâmrng ls nol def¡ned

frìor lêarning is defned ¡n olher tefis

FTbr l€âming that b consbbleût with þân¡ng
outconÉ requienÞnts for fhe trade sought

Íâde sought in your province
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requied by A pprerÍiceship

Bíor learnilg that nEets th€ reqû¡red nunù€r of
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PLAR Strategies Listed in PLAR Policìes

Respondents whose jurisdictions had formal or informal PLAR policies were asked

to identify the PLAR strategies included in their policies. Responses showed (See Figure

9) that all jurisdictions listed the "challenge process" as a PLAR strategy in their PLAR

policy. In addition, at least 50% were using strategies (l), Q), e (3). Interestingl¡ more

jurisdictions (62%) listed portfolio review as a FLAR strategy than the demonstration

process (38%). 'Demo¡stration" is the least commonly used strategy especiaþ in large

and medium-sized jurisdictions.

Challenge Process

(l) Portfol¡o Rev¡ew

(2) Én ployneBêEyaluat¡on of
Workplace Skills

(3) Form al Educational
Docum e nt E¿aluation

40 60 80 100
Percentage

Figure 9. Percentage Distributìon of Small, Medium, and Large-Sìzed Jurisdictions With

PLAR Strategies Listed in Their PLAR Policies.
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Requirements to be Satisfed forPrior Learning to be Granted Credit

Respondents with formal or informal PLAR policies were asked to report what

requirements (as listed in their policies) must be satisfied in order to grant eredit for prior

learning. Responses in Fþre 10 revealed that the most€ommonly cited requirements to be

satisfied were tho5s f6¡ arlmis5i¡n into the apprenticeship program and for the apprenticeship

agreeÍient. Noteworthy was the consistent response from at least one-third (33%) ofall

jurisdictions-all requirements had to be satisfied Interestingly, the least cited requirement to

be satisfied was apprenticeship standard requirements.

Other

Appenticeshþ Standard
Requirernent

ïre h The Trade Requ¡renpnb

Trade Learn¡ng OutcorE
RequireÍrnts

Apprenticeship AgreeÍEnl

Admiss¡on Requireûenl

0 20 ¿10 60 80 100

Percentage

Figure 10. Percentage Distribution of Small Mediur4 and Large-Sized Jurisdictions With

Specific Requireme¡rts to be Satisfied Before Granting Credit for Prior Leaming.
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Administrative Frameu,ork in PLAR Policies

ISEC members whose jurisdictions had PLAR policies were asked to respond to a

set of questions that related to the administrative framework goveming their PLAR policies.

This section was divided into five subsections as fbllows:

1. Assessors and final credit approval

2. Documentation of successful and unsuccessful PLAR

3. Reassessment and appeal procedures

4. Fee structu¡e and restrictions

5. Policies goveming credit awards

I Assessors and Final Credit Approval

All respondents identified their assessors of prior leaming. For example, Table 2 shows that

in six of eighf jurisdictions, a field/training/program officer was responsible for the assessment

ofprior learning. In two instances, PLAR was under the responsibility ofa co-ordinator or a

supervisor.

All jurisdictions had specific policies that govemed who gives frral approval for credit

award (See Table 2). Halfofthe respondents indicated that the fieid/training/program officer

had the authority to give final approval, while the other half indicated that the decision

regarding final approval of credit awards must come from higher authorities.

67



Table2

PLAR Policies Goveming Assessors and Approval Privileges

2 Documentation of Successful and Unsuccessful PLAR

AII respondents indicæed that they documented P¡ior Leaming credits in either a

database or an Information Management System (See Table 3). I¡ additio¡, some ¡ecorded

successû.rl PLAR results in the candidate's personal file. Only two large-sized jurisdictions

and two medium-sized jurisdietions indícated that they document unsuccessful PLAR results.

Admtuistrative Largeaized JurisdictioLs

N=3

MediÙIltssized Jurisdictiorìs

N=3

SEallaized Jurisdictions

N=2

l2.l \ryho

assêssÊs prior

l|ãming

Agcat Dáíse

Túining Consultanls

Ficld Co¡sulhús

Industsial Tra ining Certifi c¿tion

ôfficer (ITCO)

Progråm Administative St¿f

Prograñ Dcvelopmsnt Otrcq?DO)

Apgrcrtlc€ship Trairirg

Coordinsfôr (ÀTC) Ul

lnduit¡ial Tminirg

Officer

Itrsfuctor

Sqrervi$r IU

l2-2 Who giv€s

fiml åppro\rl for

credit awård

Coùns€lor,

Training Coosultmfs ss

delegâte4 Field Corßùltaús

Dir€.tor I l

PDO

Dircctor Ul

ATC or PLAR Coordiûâto¡ l1l

PDo (Idustrial Tr¿ining)

Supervisor lll
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Tabie 3

PLAR Policies Goveming Documentation of Successful and Unsuccessful Prior Learning

Assessment Results

3 Reassessment and Appeal Procedures

Only two respondents reported that their policies specified the conditions under which

unsuccessful PLAR ca¡didates can be reassessed (See Table 4). For example, a condition to

obtain approval for reassessment might be that evidence ofaddìtional leaming should be

pr€sented to a designated person. Four respondents noted that their PLAR policies included

procedures for leafilers to appeai unfavourable decisions.

Adminisfia rive lteûs Largeaized Jurisdiction

N=3

Medium-sized Jurid¡ctio¡s

N=3

Small€ized JurisdictioLs

N:2

12.3 f{ow suc€essfi¡l

PLAR is recorded

Traini¡g consûllants

rccord resulfs in databåse

Field consultânts record

rqsults as nurnèric or letter

gl-¿de

Resùlls nrcorded in

database

Memo s€nt to region and

copy aù Ceollal olìce

Results recorded in

personal ñle

Results reærded in

databasc

Resulfi reærded in

logbook

Re$¡hs recorded in

Infomlation Management
System

12.4 Horv

ùnsuccessftl PLAR

is reú¡ded

Rcsults recorded in

database for tmdes \rhere

exaris are laken at

Mtuifry Omce [l]

Field consultants record

results as numeric or letter

$âde [11

Memo s€nt to

region and copy ât

Ccnnal offc€ [1]

Results ¡e€orded in

dåfãb¿se a¡d personal

file Ul
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Table 4

PLAR Policies Goveming Reassessment and Appeal Procedures

4 Fee structure and restrictions

Interestingly, the basis for PLAR fees as found in PLAR policies vary considerably.

For example Table 5 shows that four jurisdictions indicated that they have no regulations

stipulating a cost for PLAR services. Therefore, these services are offered to apprentices free

ofcbarge. One large-sized jurìsdiction is unique in thât it ofiers exemption tests @LAR

challenges) to apprentices at no charge; however, when educational institutions offer

exernption tests during "ìn-schoof' training, PLAR fees set by the institutions, are charged.

All other jurisdictions based their fees differently with the exception of a large and a medium-

sized jurisdiction- Respondents ûom fourjurisdictions indicated that they were not at liberty

to set their own PLAR fees.

Admin¡strârive Tlems Large-sized Jurisdictiors

N:3

Med¡urÈsiæd Juridicfions

N=3

Smallaized J¡.¡ridiciìons

12.5 The co¡difions

ûtder ì,vùich

ûrlerccessfiÌl PLAR

ca¡didales câû b€

reásges9ed

Candidates mrst gâin

more experienc€ or

Fåining

N€w infoûnatior must

be put fonvard

No r€as9€sslne¡t

cônditiros in tleir

PLAR policy

12.6 How PLAR

câlditlates

can ¿ppeal an a$essment

Æl appea c¿rn De

nìâde to the l\rea

Mânager

be püt forwa¡d

An appeal regulation

covers this

,\n appeal câtr be

mâde to the Boârd
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Three ofthe fou¡ jurisdictions must follow government reguiations which detail their

PLAR fee structure. The fourth jurisdiction allows training institutions both to set the

PLAR f,ees and to review and validate credentials.

Table 5

PLAIT Poücies Governing Fee Structure and R.estrictions

7t

Adrninists-åti!e Large-Siznd Jurisd ictions

N:3

Medium-S ízed Jurisdicf ions

N-3

Small-SizÊd Jurisdictions

N=2

12.7 Wftat

PLAR lèes

a¡e b¿sed

on

Application(1)

Review and val idåtion ofcredentials (2)

T€sting ( | )-fe€s sarn€ for witt€n tests but

vary ù¡ih tr¿de for practical tests

No fees (1) -fees âre charg€d by €duc.âtional

instifulions when they administer exeñption

tests

Applicâtio¡ (l)

Re\rie$ aod validation of

credcntials ( I )

Tcsting (2¡ one ofthe two

ch¿rged for only Placlicål

testing

No fees (1)

No fees (2)

12.8 What

restrictions aÌe

placed on PLAR

fees

Institutional (1ltraining instsitutionsset the

fe€s for PLAR

Legislative (2)- govemment regulations

restrict PLAR fees.

IÍ one ofthe twojurisdictioo s, no fees åre

charged.

Legislativs (3 )'go!e¡ff ncnt

rcgulations resfict PLAR fe€s.

fn one oflhe th¡ee jù¡isdictions,

no fees åre changed,

No fe€s (2)
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5. Policies Governing Credif Awards

Respondents with PLAR policies were asked to report the maximum percent that could

be earned tfuough PLAR as defined in the policies. Table 6 shows that five ofeight

jurisdictions allow 100% credit to be earned. One large-sized jurisdiction restricts PLAR

credits to only 50%.

Table 6

PLAR Policies Governing Credit Awards

PLAR Procedures in PLAR Policies

ISEC members representing jurisdictions with PLAR policies were asked to

identify whether their policies covered PLAR procedures for PLAR implementation,

PLAR resources (manuals, assessnent tools, etc.), staff PLAR training, and PLAR

processes (transfer of credits, challenges, demonstrations, and portfolios). Figure 1 1

shows that these procedures were not frequently covered in PLAR policies. For example,

no jurisdictions had procedures for developing, reviewing, and updating PLAR resources.

Interestingly, small-sized jurisdictions had only the procedures for PLAR processes.

Surprisingly, although large-sized jurisdiction had over 20 staff members involved in

72

Administrâtive Ìtems Lårges-slzeo Jur¡sotcuons

N=3

Medium-sized Jr¡risdict¡ons

N=3

Sma¡l-sized Jurisdictions

N=2

12.9 Whât maxrmunÌ percenl

c¡edit can be eârned through

PI-AII

i0% credrt (l)

100% c¡edit (l)

Marimum minus a period of

l2 nlonlhs (l)

0iì% credrt (2)

100% credit for ùeory (1)

15Vo crcdtt(l)

I00% credit (l)
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PLAR, only one included procedures for reviewing and updating stafftraining.

Other

FLAR Processes

bftplernent, Review, And
Update Of PLAR Staff Train¡ng

Development, Review , And
Update Of H-AR Resources

lmplenìentìng PLAR ln The

Jurisd¡ctÌon

020406080
Percentaqe

Figure I l. Percentage Distribution of Small, Medium and Larye-sued Ju¡isdictions

Covering PLAR Procedures in Their PLAR Policies.

PLAR Processes: Transfer of Credils, Challenge Process, Demonslration Process, and
Portfolio Assessmenl

Common elements discussed under each process included implementation of the

process" levels and certifications that offer the process, the minimum level ofproficiency

required for credit award, the method of documenting credit, and the maximum limit of

credits allowed tlüough the process.
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Trønsfer of Credíts

Respondents were asked to identify the education ¿nd training institutions that they

recognized for transfer ofcredit purposes. Responses (See Figure 12) indicated that all

large-sizedjurisdictions (100%) recognized colleges across Cæad4 pivate educational

irstitutions, other apprenticeship jurisdictions, and worþlaces. In conhast, only thirty-three

percent of large-sized jurisdictions accepted equivalent credits obtained through distance

education and unions-

All mediurn-sized jurisdictions, unlike the large-sized jurisdictions, recognized only

colleges in the same province/territory. However, at leâst 50% accepted in addition,

equivalenf credits ftom colleges and apprenticeship jurisdictions across Canada. They also

accepted equivalent credits obtained through international apprenticeship systems, tlrough

distance educatiorl through nãtional and international private educational institutions.

Interestingly thoug[ they accepted equivalent credits only from universities in the same

province/territory. Noteworthy is the discovery that more medium-sized jwisdictions

accepted equivalent credits obtahed through distance education (50%) than from

universities in other provinces or territories (25%).

AII small-sized jurisdictions accepted equivalent credits from other apprenticeship

jurisdictions. In addition, 670/o acnepted equivalent credits from Canadian colleges, private

educational institutions, worþlaces, a¡rd unions.
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In contrast, otúy 33Vø of small-sized julisdictions recognized credits from Ca¡adian

universities, foreþ apprenticeship and education systems, and virtual educational

institutions.

OtÌer

Virtusl lnsilrtulions

Prilate hltilúions

Unions

\¡brlplaces

Foreig n lnslitrüoñs

Fo{eign

Olher Apprerltjc€.shlp

Uni\erisiles-Olher
Prs"inces/Territof ¡es

LJ ni'€rs¡tJ¡SaÍìe
ProúncdTe{rjlory

Coll€€ es-Olher
Prolinces/Tearltorieg

C olleges-Sãrìe
Pro\¡nc€r'Tefritory

40 60

Percentage

Figure 12. Percentage Distribution of Smail, Mediu4 and Large-Sized

Jurisdictions That Transfer Credits from Various Education and Training Systems.
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Assessment and Transfer of Foreign Credentials

Responding ISEC members were asked ifthey assessed foreign credenti¡ls and

transfered c¡edit for prior learning that met apprenticeship training requirement. Figure 13

illustrates the percentage distribution ofjurisdictiors that verify credentials and credits

ea¡ned outside of Canada- Of the responding jurisdictions, 60%o always assess foreþ

credentials for recognition purposes whle forty percent rarely do so.

Rarely
40'/"

Figure 13. Percentage Distribution ofJurisdictions That Assess Foreþ credentials for

Recognition Purposes.
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Specific standard of performance far credit Transfer

Responding ISEC members were asked to identify the performance result (percent,

grade, completion) required for tecbnical training credits to be recognized by their

jurisdictions. Figure 14 shows that all responding jurisdictions have established a minimum

level ofproûciency which apprentices must attain if they wish to transfer these credits.

Seventy percent ofjurisdictions required that apprentices attain at least a 70% standard of

performance. The rest have allowed the technical trâining content experts to set an

acceptable standard ofperformance. These latter.jurisdictions will award credit if
apprentices successfully complete the techrical training.

[l.:,j 70o,/oof:Iurisdictiôrìs Ñ -3O7o of -lu-risdictions

Figure 14. Percent Distribution of Jurisdictions Requiring a Standard ofPerformance for

Credit Transfe¡.
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Transferred PLAR Credits and Apprenticeship Levels

Respondents were asked to identi$ the apprenticeship levels into which PLAR

credits could be transferred. All ten responding ISEC members selected Apprenticeship

levels 1, 2, and 3 (See Fìgure l5). Interestingl¡ one ofthe three large-sized ju¡isdictions do

not have Level 4 Apptenticeship; however, the other two both-conferred PLAR credits at

tbat level Surprisingl¡ more jurisdictions accepted transfered PLAR credits at the

Joumeyperson Level (100% large and small, and 50% medium) than at the Red Seal Level

(670/o large and sma[ and 50% medium) even thoueh the Red Seal is interprovincially

recognìzed.

15. Percentage Distribution of Small, Mediunl and Large-Sized Jurisdictions That Accept

Transferred PLAR Credits Into Various Apprenticeship Levels.
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Documentîng Transferre d P LA R Credit

Responding ISEC members we¡e asked to identiS how they documented

transfered credits. Figure 16 shows that the "credit"or "non-credit" method was the

common recordìng method (7 jurisdictions). Another popuìar method used by ha.lf of the

jwisdictions is the "sign-off' recording method (the supervising journelperson places

his/her signature a¡d Red Se¿l nurnbe¡ beside a task perforrned by the apprentice,

indicating that the task has been performed to the nâtional occupational standard).

Interestingly, at least 33%o of,the medium-sized and lørge-sized jurisdictions demonstrated

recording fleúbilþ by incoryorating fuu¡ different methods. Depending on the course

transferred, the most appropriate method would be chosen and used. Noteworthy are the

small-sized .lurisdictions that recorded the nurnber of transferred hours in the trade.

Figure 16. Percentage Distribution of Jurisdictions Using Various Methods to Record

Transferred Credits.
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Maximum Percent Credit Awarded Through Transfer

Responding ISEC members were asked if thefu jwisdictions have established limits

regarding acceptance of credits eamed at other institutions or worþlaces- Six of the ten

responding jurisdictiors had no limits. In other words an apprentice can gain 100%

technical and practical credit through t¡ansfer- The other four jurMictions have each

established limits regarding the maximum lìmit of c¡edits that can be tra¡rsferred. For

example, two jurisdictions have established that apprentices must complete 50% of their

apprenticeship training. The other two required less apprenticeship training ranging from

25Yo to 40%o.

Obtaining advanced standing through transfer.

Participants were asked if an apprentice can obtain advanced standing ifunits of

knowledge and skill sets in a previous t¡ade were similar to those in the current Íade.

Nine often respondents indicated that their ju-risdictions would give the apprentice credit

for equivalent learning and advanced standing in the cur¡ent trade. One large-sized

jurisdiction indicated that no credit would be given.

Challenge Process

ISEC members were given the challenge process definition used in this suwey

(Challenge process mesns a \sritlen examinatíon, projecl, or assignment prepøred by the Jurísdictíon,

often aùninistered by an invigilator) and were asked to identify the challenge process options

that we¡e available to apprentices in their jurisdictions. Figure 17 shows that 100Vo of

responding jurisdictions offer written tests as a challenge process. On the whole, very few
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other challenge options were available. Noteworthy was the variety of challenge options

(4) that one of small-sized jurisdictions has developed.

Figure 17. Percentage Distribution of Small, MediunL and Large-Sized Jurisdictions That

Offer Flexible PLAR Challenge Processes.

Demonst¡øtion Process

Demonstration process means a perþrmance of skills conpleted by tlte learner and witnessed by

an assessor. It includes br is not limiled to slructured interviews, product (rssessments, role-plays,

símalations, presentdtions, practicql tests ctnd oral examinations. Tllis definifion was used in this

survey; respondents were asked to identify the demonstration process options that their

jurisdictions offered apprentices.

Table 7 indicates that the most commonly used demonstration process option w¿¡s

practical testing, but not all jurisdictions offered it (60%). This is in contrast with the

challenge pÌocess that was offered by all ten responding jurisdictions (See Table 20 in

Appendix B).

Less used demonstration options inciuded structured interviews (40%), v'ork
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product ass€ssments, and worþlace demonstratiors (30%). One respondent ûom a

medium-sized jurisdiction explained tlat structured interviews we¡e used to assess

essential skills, whle worþlace demonstrations were used by apprentices who could not

produce documentation-

Overcll, 33Vo of large-sized jurisdictions offered apprentices tb¡ee demonstration

options-practical tests, structured inte¡views, and work product assessments. Twenty-

five percent of medium-sized jurisdictions had developed five demonstration

processes-practical tests, structured interviews, employer interviews, oral examinations,

and worþlace demonstratiors. Thirtythree percent of small-sized jurisdictions offered

apprentices the greatest flexibility in demonstration process choices. Specifically, they

offered practicaltests, structu-red interviews, work.product assessments, simulations, oral

examinations, and worþlace demonstrations.

Table 7

Summary Percentage Distribution of Small, Mediurq and Large-sized Jurisdictions That

Offer Flexible PLAR Demorstration Processes

L^rgeavÊ.d

Ju risdictìons- N=l

Mediì.¡m-sized

JuridictioDs-N:4

Small-sized

Jurisdictionç N=3

All Responding

Jurisdictioos- N: t 0

Demoßfration

Proccsses

SÍuctur€d
¡nt€rsieqs (Ð

l ork Product
Ass€ssr¡ent (f)

Practicat Tests (2)

Stsuctured
Interviews ( I )

P¡¿cticál Tests (2)

O¡¿l EMminatioß (l)

WolLTlace
Derúónstfâliots
(2)

Employer Interview (l)

Sûuctured
Interviews (2)

Work Product
Assßirneot (2)

Practical Tests (2)

Oút Exañinûtions (1)

Workplac€
DerhóEstr¿tiotrs ( 1)

Simulatioos (l)

40%

30%

60%

20%

30%

t0%

t00/.
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Apprenliceship Levels That Offer Challenge andJor Demonstration Frocesses for Credits

Responding ISEC members were asked to ìdenti$' the apprenticeship levels that

offered challenge a¡d/or demo¡stration processes for prior leaming recognition. Table B

shows that resporìses indicated that as the Levels ofApprenticeship go up, the offer of

challenge processes for credit goes down. For example, half of the responding jurisdictions

offered only challenge processes for credits at Levels I and 2; however, at Level 4 and

Joumeyperson Level, just twenty percent ofjudsdictiols accepted only the challenge credits.

Responses also ¡evealed that although ninety percent ofjurisdictions did not offer

demonstration processes alone fo¡ credit, fifty percent did offer combinations ofchallenge

and demonstration processes and awarded credits at Levels I through 4. The percentage for

accepting credits from combinadon processes increased to 60 at Joumeyperson Certification.

Surprisingly, tesponses revealed that for Red Seal Certificatior¡ only thìrty percent of

jurisdìctions offered only challenge processes for credit, none offered only demonstration

processes, and just forty percent offered and accepted credits from a combination of

challenge and demonstration processes.

Table 8

Summary Percentage Distibution of Jursidictiors That Offer Challenge and /or

Demonstration Processes for Credit at Various Apprenticeship Levels and Certifications

fuprenticeship

Levels & C€rtificåtions

Jurisdictions That

.Accept Challcnge

Credits Ooly

JurisdicrionsThâl Ac¡ept

Demonstration Credits Only

Jurisdictions That Accepr Bodr

Chaìlenge & Demonstration Credits

Level l 50% 0% 50%

Ier,el 2 50vo oyo 50vo

Level3 400/ô oo/" 50%

Level 4 20% ovo 50%

JoumÊypeßon C€rt ilicstion 20% t0% 60%

Red Seâl 30r/" oo/"
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Minimum Level of Proficiency Required on Challenges and Demonstrations for Credit
Award

Respondents were asked to speci$ the letter grade or percent score that their

jurisdictions required on a challenge or demonstration as minimum requirements for

awarding øedit. Eight often responding jurisdictions required a 70oZ score. One large-

sized jurisdiction required a 600% score while a small-sized jurisdiction required a pass

fna.rk.

Documenting Challenge and Demonsfration Result

ISEC members were asked to identify how they documented challenges and

demonstration results. Table 9 shows the percentage distribution ofjurisdictions using the

grading schemes choices. The most common grading scheme according to respondents

was nr¡me¡ic or letter grades followed by the credit or non-credit scheme. Tbirty percent

used pass/fail, while only ten percent used the sign-off scheme. Table 248 (See Appendix

B) detaiÌs the grading scheme(s) ofeach responding jurisdiction.

Table 9

Summary Percentage Distributions of Ju¡isdictions With Various Grading Schemes

Grading Schemes Percetrt Distribution of Jurisdictions

Nume¡ic or Letter Grade 70%

Pass or Fail 30%

Credit or Non-Credit 50%

Other: "sígn-off' by PDO 100/.
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Mcaimum limit of credits confened through challenge and demonstration processes

Respondents were asked to speci$, the maximum percent ofcredits that can be

awarded through challenge and demorsffation processes in their jurisdictions. Table 27

(See Appendlx B) shows the response from each jurisdiction. Large-sized-jurisdiction

responses varied" For example, one jurisdiction allowed individrìâls to acquire 100%o af

their trade trainìng by seeking credit for prior ìearning through challenge and

demonstration processes. Another Iimited awarding credit for challenges and

demonstrations to 50%. In other words, 50% of trade training had to be acquired while

enrolled as an apprentice. The third large-sized jwisdiction awarded maximum minus one

period of twelve mcnths.

Three medium-sized jurisdictions awarded 100% credit for challenge or

demonsfration processes, but each one has different restrictions. For example, one offered

candidafes up to 100% credit for theory coverage. With Trade Qualification (TQ)

included, the other two offered 10070 credit through challenge or demonstration.

.ÊIowev'e¡ wìthout TQ, one restricted credit award to 60% for pre-emplo5ment programs

and 70o/o for Co-op programs. The fourth medium jurisdiction indicated that maximum

credit awa¡d fbr challenge/demonstration processes wâs t¡ade specific.

One small-sized jurisdiction is currently developing policies for PLAR practices;

however the other two jurìsdictio¡s awa¡ded 100% credit for challenge or demonstmtion

processes.

Porlfolio Assessmenl

Respondents were asked iftheir jurisdictiors offered portfolio assessment as a

PLAR process. Figure 18 shows that forty percent ofrespondents reported positively
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while the same pe¡centage indicated the opposite. Twenty percent ofjurisdictions indicated

the portfolio assessmenl option was being developed.

20o/o

Figure 18. Percentage Distribution ofJu¡isdictiors That Do or Do Not Offer Portfolio

Assessment.

Levels and Certificatîons of Apprenticeship That Offers Portfolio Assessment

- 
Responding ISEC members were asked which levels of apprenticeship offered

pofifolio assessment for Îåe "in-schoof' component. Table 29 (See fupendix B) shows that

of all the respondents, fifty percent offered portfolio assessment for the "in-school'

component at all levels except for Red Seal Certification. Forty percent offered portfolio

assessment fo¡ the Red Seal "in-schoot' component.

The ISEC membe¡ for a small-size jurisdiction indicated tbat a pilot portfolio

assessment option is currently ruming in Level I Apprenticeship.
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Portfolio Development ll/or kshops

Respondents were asked iftheir jurisdictions offered portfolio development

workshops to assist apprentices in developing portfolios. Table 30 (See Appendix B) shows

that all jurisdictions that offered the portfolio assessment option (fiÍty percent ofthe ten

responding jurisdictions) indicated that they never offer portfolio development workshops.

However, the small-sized jurisdiction that is developing the portfolio assessment option

indicated that the jurisdiction will be offering portfolio development workshops in 2004.

Documenting Portfolia As se ssmen[ Re sults

Respondents were asked to identiS how successful portfolio assessments were

reco¡ded. Responses from the five jwisdictions offering portfolio assessment indicated that

the common scheme for recording portfolio results was credit or non-credit. ds was shown

earlier (Table 17 in Appendix B) this was also the most commonly used grading scheme for

recording transfer¡ed credits. Two jurisdictiors used numeric or letter grade which was the

most commonly used scheme for recording challenges or demonstrations (See Table 24 n

Appendix B). Only one jurisdiction used two grading schemes----credit or non-c¡edit and

sign-off by program development officers.

Maximum limiÍ of credits awarded through portfolio assessflent.

Responding ISEC members were asked to specify ìf there was a rna.xirnûm percent of

credits that could be acquired tkough the portfolio assessment process. Responses from the

five jurisdictions w-ith a portfolio assessment option showed that one large-sized jurisdiction

awarded up to 50o/o credit. This jurisdiction awatded tle same percent fo¡ both transfer of

credits (See Table 18 in Appendix B) and challenge/demonstration processes (See Table 27

in Appendix B). Sirnilarly, another large-sized jurisdiction had a 'bo maximum percent'þolicy
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for all three PLAR processes; however, for the portfolio assessment process, it further

stipulated tbat apprentices without Red Seal must write the certificate of qualification

exam (See Table 35 in Appendix B). The third large-sized jurisdiction awarded maxìmum

excluding one period of 12 months apprenticeship training for both portfolio assessment

(See Table 35 in Appendix B), and the challenge/demorstration process (See Table 27 in

Appendix B). One medium-sized jurisdiction also awa¡ded the same maximum percent for

both challenge/demonstration processes and portfolio assessments-l00% credit for

theory- Finall¡ a small-sized jurisdiction had "no maximum percent" for portfolio

assessments as well as for transfer of credits (See Table 18 in Appendix B) and for

challenge/demorstration processes (See Table 27 in Appendix B)

Administralion of PLAR
This section presented results regarding the administrative elements ofa PLAR

system It included elements such as the coordinator of PLAR activities, PLAR staffand

training, credit recommendation and final approval location ofdocumented PLAR ¡esults,

and PLAR fees.

Title of Person lltho Coordinates PLÁR Activities

Respondents were asked to give the title ofthe person who co-ordinates PLAR

activities in their jurisdiction. Responses showed (See Table 36 in Appendix B) that two of

the ten responding jurisdictions used rnanagers or senior møragers to co-ordinate PLAR

activities. Two other jurisdictions actually had PLAR co-ordinators to oversee PLAR

activities while one jurisdiction had no specific person attached to that function. The

remaining five jurisdictions listed titles such as 'hpprenticeship counsellors," "fieìd stafl"

'þogram administration officers," and 'þrogram development omcers."
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Full-Time and ParÍ-Time PIÀR Sraff

ISEC members were asked to identifr how many apprenticeship personnel are

designated as fuIl-time or part-time PLAR staffin their jurisdictions. Two large-sìzed

jurisdictions intensely involved in PLAR activities have full-time staff ranging from 25 -
50+ (see Table 37 in Appendlx B). The other large-sized jurisdiction engaged all

consultants (about 150 ) from the Ministry of Training in its PLAR activities.

A medium-sized jurisdiction now involved in expanding PLAR capabilities had two

full-time staffmembers. The other three medium-sized jurisdictions did not have

designated PLAR staffmembers; they used appfenticeship staff such as field and program

officers as required.

Two small-sized jurisdictions active in PLAR activities had different staffing

structure-one had as many as 5 full-ti¡ne staffmembers assigned exclusively to PLAR

aclivities while the other had 2 part-time staffmembers. The other small-sized jurisdiction

is now developing PLAR activities and its respondent indicated that it will recommend 3

part-time PLAR staff members.

Sorne PLAR staffmembers have very active and specialized roles and

responsibilities in assessment processes. Two such roles a¡e assessors and advisors. In

brief, assessors are primarily responsible for ¡eviewing and assessing evidence presented

by the leamer to determine whether or not the lea¡ner has met the leaming outcomes to

the established standard, and for providing feedback. Assessors must enswe that evidence

are valid, current, authentic, and sufficient, and that assessments are done in an unbiased

fair and transparent way.

PLAR assessors.

Respondents were asked to identify the subject matter experts who assessed
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challenges and./or demonst¡atiors performed by apprentices. Overall, most jurisdictions

(60%) used a combination ofapprenticeship and industry subject matter experts as

assessors for challenges and/or demonstrations.

Responses in Table 25 (See Appendix B) show that all small-sized jurisdiction

used combinations ofapprenticeship and industry subject mêtter experts to assess prior

leanring through challenge and demonstration processes. However, assessors varied in

each medium-sized jurisdiction. One jusrisdictioq for example, employed apprenticeship

subject matter ex?€rts, industry subject matter eryerts, a combination ofbotb, and college

faculty as ¿ìssessors. Another used only program development officers to assess prior

learning. The last two medium-sized jurisdictions both used apprenticeship ^nd industrl

subject matter experts; however, one used the subject matfer experts in çombination while

the othe¡ used them separately.

Assessors in the large-sized jurisdictions also differed. For example, a combination

ofapprenticeship and industry subject matter experts were used in two large-sized

jurisdictions for different purposes. One jurisdiction used the combination as assessors for

challenges and/or demonstratio¡s while the other used the combination to develop tests.

Assessors for the latter jurisdiction were training consultants and college faculty.

Interestingl¡ the third large-sized jurìsdiction used only Provincial or Local Advisory

Committee rnembers to assess prior learning evidenced through challenge and

demonstration processes.

ISEC members whose jurisdictions offered the portfolio assessment option were

asked to identify úeir poffolio assesso¡s from a list of choices- Two ofthe five

jurisdictiors indicated that their portfolio assesso¡s were apprenticeship subject matter

experts. Another two jurisdictions indicated that other persons such as program

development officers and staff from Ministry of Education assessed portfolios. The fiffh

jurísdiction used combinatiors of apprenticeship,. educational institutior¡ and industry
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subject matter experts. The ISEC member representing the small-sized jurisdiction that is

dereloping the portfolio assessment option indicated that a recommendation will be made

that assessors be combinations ofeducational institution and industry subject matter

experts.

The frequency with which assessors perform advísing funcfion,

Responding ISEC members were asked to identify how often assessors advised

apprentices before, during, and afte¡ the PLAR process. Table 26 (see Appendix B) shows

the frequency and percent distribution ofjurisdictions that included advising as part ofthe

assesso¡s' responsibility.

Table l0 shows that the advising apprentices before, during, and after a pLAR

process was often linked to assesso¡ responsibility (50%). Only one jurisdiction always

expects assessors to advise apprentices undertaking PLAR, while two very often link

advising with assessing. Interestingly, one large-sized jurisdiction never expects its

assessors to perform advising functions, and uniquely, another expects assessors to advise

training officers.

Table 10

Jurisdictions That Include ddvising as Part ofthe Assessors' R.esponsibility

Responses Large-sized Jurisdictions

N=3

Medium-sized Jur¡sdiction-

N<
Small-sized Jurisdictions.

N=3

Very Oflen (l)

Often (l)

Never ( I

Ofien (3)

Advise othe¡ PLAR staff

members ( I )

AJways ( I )

Very Often ( l)

Oíìen (l)
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PLAR advisors.

PLAR advisors act as mentors to learners during their journey tiuough the PLAR

system, They are responsible for advising, guiding, supporting, and empowering the leamer

to make sound decision. Respondents were asked to identi$r the advisors who coursel

apprentices seeking poffolio assessment. Five jurisdictions that have implemented a portfoüo

assessment option used apprenticeship counsellors as advisors. One ofthese five jurisdictiors,

also used trained PLAR advisors and untrained and t¡ained assesso¡s to advise apprentices

seeking portfolio assessment. The respondent representing the small-sized jurisdiction that is

currently developing a portfolio assessment option indicated that a recommendation will be

made to use trained PLAR advisors to counsel apprentices seeking poffolio assessment.

PLAR TrainingJor PLAR Staff

Respondents were asked to respond to the question, 'T{ave you developed PLAR

training for staffinvolved in PLAR services?" Figure 19 illustrates the responses. FiÍìy

petcent ofresponding jurisdictions did not have PLAR training for staffinvolved in PLAR

services; however, forty percent did provide PLAR training. Ten percent is currently

developing PLAR training for all staff involved in PLAR services.

Figure l9.Percerú.age Distribution of Jurisdictions with or without or Developing pLAR Training.
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Responding trSEC members were also asked if portfolio assessors were trained in

PLAR activities. Only half of the ten responding ju¡isdictions had a portfolio assessmert

option. Ofthese five, two or twenfy percent ofresponding jurisdictions indicated that they

always train their portfolio assessors in PLAR activities. Ten percent ofresponding

jurisdictions very offen train portfolio assesso¡s in PLAR activities; another ten percent

often train portfolio assessors while a final ten percent rârely train portfolio assessors in

PLAR activities- The respondent for the small-sized jurisdiction fhat is developing a

portfolio assessment option indicated that a recommendation will be made to have

assessors always trained in PLAR activities.

Recommendation far Credit Award

Responding ISEC members '"lere asked if assessors made the recommendation for

credit ¿ward?" Interestingly, responses indicated that all judsdictions allowed assessors to

make credit recommendation-some more than others, Figure 20 shows that more than

half of the jurisdictions always allowed their assessors to make recommendations for credit

awards. On the other hand, l07o rarely allowed assessors to do so. The small jurisdiction

that has PLAR services under development will recommend that assessors always make

the recommendation for credit award.

Faaretv Í'lever
Oîten ß./"' A%
10% -*+€îïl I ,......-

u",,*""ffiþ^i#fHm;-l
| ¡Never 

I

Figure 20. Percentage Distribution ofJurisdictions That .4,llowNot Allow Assessors to Make

Recommendations for Credit Awards.
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Final Approval for Credit RecommendatÌon

Respondents were asked if recommendations for c¡edit award needed final

approval?" Responses varied among the three large jurisdictions. For example, one always

needed final approval forrecommended credit award. Another rarely needed final approval

while the third never needed final approval for recommended credit award.

Medium-sized jurisdictions showed more consistency in responses- For examFle,

three ofthe fou¡ medium-sized jurisdictions often needed fi¡al approval for recommended

credit award. Howeve¡ one medium-sized jurisdiction required the Director's approval

occassionally.

Both smalljurisdictiors offering PLAR services very often require final ¿pp¡6y¿l

for recommended c¡edit awa¡d. The small jurisdiction that is cur¡ently developing PLAR

services indicated that it will always require fin¡l ¿pp¡oval. Overall, approximatley three-

quarter ofthe responding jurisdictions require final approval for recommended credit.

Locationfor Documenting PLÁÌ Credit Results

Responding ISEC members were asked to speciS whete PLAR credits were

recorded. Results indicated that the client's file or booklet was most commonly used for

keeping PLAR assessment records(6 jurisdictiors). Four jurisdictions used a database

while only one used a computerized ma¡agement system.

Components of PLAR Fees

Respondents we¡e asked to identify the cost for each component oftheir PLAR

fees. Responses (See Table 11 and Table 42 in Appendix B) indicate that none ofthe

jurisdictions charged fees to access PLAR processes for admission requirements (entrance

fees). Practical Test fees was the least corsistent PLAR fees ranging from.'no fees to

varying cost according to t¡ade. Placement fees (fees charged to access PLAR processes

to credit prior learning and to determine accurate placement in apprenticeship training)

ranged ftom "no fees"to $300; however, the fee for the Trade Qualifications challenge
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exam was the highest component of PLAR fees ranging from'ho fees" to $50Gf.

Table 1 1

Fee Breakdown for Small, Medium and Large-sized Jurisdictions

Fee B¡eakdown Large-sized

Jurisdictions

Medium-sized

Jurisdictions

Small-sized

Jurisdictions

Entrance No fees No fees No fees

Placenenl $0 - $300 $25 - $100+ $0 - s50

Trade Qualifications $0 - s450+ s250 - $500 No fees

Challenge Exam $0-$300 $0-$ 100 $0-$50

Practical Tests $0-cost varies by

trade

$0 - cost+ No fees

Spreadíng the lüord About PLAR in Apprenticeship

Responding ISEC members were asked to identify how apprenticeship jurisdictions

promoted theh PLAR services. Table 43 in Appendix C shows that one large-sized and one

medium-sized juisdiction used a va¡iety of methods to promote PLAR services- both used

employers and relevant personnel from educational institutions (counsellors, instructors,

chairs) to disseminate PLAR information As well, both used PL.AR brochures to promote

the service. The large-sized jurisdiction also used the media to educate the public about

PLAR in apprenticeship while the medium-sized also used personnel in community

otganizations to disseminate PLAR information.

Another large-sÞed and medium-sized, and a small-sized jurisdiction used three

promotional methods. All used relevant personnel Êom educational i¡stitutions (counsellors,

insturctors, chairs) to promote PLAR in apprenticeship. Additionally, employers and

personnel from other training centers played a strategic part in promoting PLAR in

apprenticeship for the large-sized jwisdiction while field staff and personnel ftom other

training institutions disseminated PLAR informatio¡r for the medium-sized jurisdiction. The
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small-sized jurisdiction promoted its PLAR service through pLAR brochures and through

pe¡sonal contact with apprenticeship staff.

The third medium-sized jurisdiction used brochures with minimal mention in other

promotional rnaterialg while the fourth used relevant personnel Êom educational institutions

(K-12) and apprenticeship staffto impa¡t information to learners. The third large-sized

jurisdiction only used b¡ochu¡es to promote PLAR services wbile the other sma -sized

jurisdiction only used personnel from educational institutions to promote pLAR in

apprenticeship. .

Overall, the most commonly used methods to spread the word about pLAR in

apprenticeshþ wers thr6rgh ¡slsvant personnel ofeducational institutions and through pLAR

brochures. The small-sized jurisdiction that is developing pLAR will recommend spreading

the word about PLAR in apprenticeshiF through brochures, HRDC publications, the media,

employers, counsellors, teachers, personnel at community organizations, emplo¡,rnent

irsurance agents, and Workers'Compensation Boa¡d members.

Table I 2

Summary of Methods Used by Jurisdictions to Spread the Word About PLAR in
Apprenticeship

Spreading the Word
Abou! PLAR

Largesized JurisdictioDs

N=3

Mediuûi-sized Jurisdíction

N-4

Srnall-sizÊd Jurisdictions

N_3

PLAR brochures (2)

Employers (2)

Personnel ñom
educåtiooal institutioñ
(2)

Media(1)

P€rsoDnel fiom oth€r
F¿iring €¡trEs(l)

PLAR Brochùres (2)

Employers (l)

PersoüÌcl from educåtional institùtions (3)

Personnel ûom community organizatioDs (l)
Field StaEand personnel Êom oth€r Fainine
institutioos ( I )

Minimal Bentioû ir appenticesfrip
promotional materials (I)

A¡prenticsshiÞ staf (l)

PLAR Bro{*ur€s (l)

Persomel fiom educåtiooal
inftutions (2)

l'4€die ( l)
Apprcûti(¿ship shf ( I )
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Development af Procedures and Supporting Maleriøls For FLAR

Development of Clear, R igorous and Transparent Learning Autcomes

Respondents were asked to identify the apprenticeshíp designations-Level 1 -

Leve|4, Joumelperson and Red Seal Certification- that have clear, rigorous, and

transparent learning outcomes. Figure 21 illustrates that 60% of responding jurisdictions

have clear, rigorous, and transparent leaming outcomes for Appenticeship Levels 1

tlrough 4. Fifty percent have similar leaming outcomes at the ProvinciaVTerritorial

Jonmeyperson and Red Seal Certification, while 30Vø have not developed cleø, rigorous,

and transparent leaming outcomes at all.

Figure 2l. Jurisdictiors With Clear, Rigorous, and Transparent Leaming

Outcomes
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Development of Learning Outcomes in Trade Programs

ISEC membe¡s were asked to identifr the number oftrade programs fo¡ which

learning outcomes have been developed. Figure 22 illustrates that 40% ofjurisdictions

have leaming outcomes for all trades and the same percentage bave leaming outcomes for

most trades.Twenty percent did not have learning outcomes fiJr any ofthe trades;

however, one small jurisdiction indicated tÍat the College was responsíble for developing

leaming outcomes for the trades.

Figure 22. Percentage Distribution of Jurisdictions With Leaming Outcomes in A4 Most,

Some, or No Trades.
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Development of Apprentieeship Profrcíency Standards for Learning Outcomes

Respondents were asked to specif if leaming outcomes were to be performed to

an established degree ofcompetence (percentage, grade, etc.). Table 46 in Appendix B

shows each respondent's exact comments. Resulls indicate that seven oftenjurisdictions

had established standards against which learning outcomes were measured. In most cases,

the apprenticeship standard was described simply as the suocessful cornpletion oftasks

reco¡ded in the National Occupational Analysis. However, all large jwisdictions gave a

pelcentage standard; for example, olle established cornpetence at 80% while the other two

established competence at J\Vo.

Development of Supporting Materials In Arder to Offer PLAR Senices

ISEC members were asked to ideftiry the documents they had to develop in order

to offe¡ PLAR services. Table 47 in Appendix B shows the documents each jurisdiction

had developed. Table 13 shows that the document most jurisdictions had developed in

order to offer PLAIT se¡vices was PLAR guidelines (70%). Additionally, many

jurisdictions had d.eveloped user manuals (50%), assessor manuals (40-0lo), application

foms (40%), and assessment forms (40%) . Only a few jurisdictions had developed

registration forms (10%), assessment result forms (2 0%), and gap traíning forms (10%).

Other documents developed but not in the questionnaire include-policies, exemption

tests, assessment tools, self-study documents, transfer credit charts, and verification of

trade experience forn'¡s. It was interesting to note that the number of documents developed

is not related to the size ofthe jurisdictiors. Small jurisdictions are pursuing development
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of PLAR documentation-the least number of documents developed is 4 while the most

witl be 9.

Table I 3

Summary of Supporting PLAR Materials Developed by Jurisdictions

PerceÌved BeneJìts From Implementing PLAR

Perceived Benefits

Respondents were asked to identify the perceived benefits of implementing PLAR.

Table 48 in Appendix B shows the perceived benefits ofeach responding jurisdiction.

Table 14 indicates that the top four perceived benefits include:l) PLAR makes efficient

use of training ttrne (90%); ?) PLAR allows apprenticeship systems to meet needs of

leamers (90%); 3) PLAR saves training dollars (80%); and 4) PLAR allows grearer

mobility within C anada (7 0%).

Approximatel¡ one-half ofjurisdictions that have implemented PLAR also

Supporting PI-AR Mate¡ials Perceritage Dist¡ibufion of Jurisdictions Thal

Developed PI-AR Materials

PLAR Guidelines 70%

User Manuals 50%

Assessor Manuals 40%

Application Forms 40%

Registration Forms 10%

Assessment Forms 40%

Assessment Result Forms 20¡/o

Feedback Forms 0%

Gap Training Forms t0%

Other: Policies, exemption tests, assessment tools,

self-study guides, transfer credit chart, verification of

trade experience forms

30%
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perceived other benefits. These benefits include: l) PLAR improves apprentice motivation

to complete training 6A%);2) PLAR allows for efficient movement from one trade to

another (60%o); 3) PLAR helps to increase yearly effoknent in the apprenticeshìp program

gt%); Q FLAR improves apprenlice attitude towards training (50%); and 5) PLAR

allows flexibility within the apprenticeship system (50%).

It's interesting to ûote that perceived beneffts were not limited to the size ofthe

jurisdictions. For example, two large-sized jurisdictions, one medium-sized jurisdiction

and one small-sized jurìsdiction all perceived eight or more ofthe listed benefits (see Table

48 Appendix B).The third large-sized jurisdiction, two medium -sized jurisdiction and the

other small'sized jurisdiction all perceived five to six ofthe listed benefits.

Table 14

Summary of Percieved Benefits of Sm¿lI, Mediun, and Large-sized Jurisdictions

Issues ønd Concerns Ahoul PLAR

The Extenî of PLAR Implementation

Responding ISEC memb--¡s were asked to select bar¡iers that were preventing

them from implementing PLAR services. Table 49 in Appendir B has details of results

from each respondent. Table 15 shows that four ofthe ten responding juisdictions had

fuliy implemented PLAR seruices. These jurisdictions had no issues or concerns.

Perceived Benefits Percentâge DisFibut¡ons of Jurisdictions

Experiencing Perceived Benefi ts

lmre¿se in nùmber ofaDprcntic€s per ys¿r 50%

Improvement in apprentice motivation to complete training 60%

fmprovement in apprentice attitude to training 500/"

Mâkes efficient use oftmining time 90vo

Sâves håining dolla¡s 80%

Allows for effcient ûovemsnt íiom oæ trade to â¡other 600/"

AlloNs greåter nobili8 within CaÍada 7to/.

Allous flexibility within the apprenticeship system 500/.

Alloûs apFenficeship rystem to meet ¡€€ds of learners soû/"
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Surprizingly, two small-sized jurisdictions as well as one medium-sized jurisdiction

bad almost firlly developed PLAR The ba¡rìer to firlly implementing PLAR for one of the

small-sized jurisdictions was the absence of PLAR policies and procedures. The other

small-s2ed jwisdiction was experiencing staff shortâges a¡rd financial limitations. The

medium-sized jurisdiction was also experiencing financial limitations, but the-other ba¡rier

it faced was the lack offlexible assessment processes and tools.

Interestingly, the jurisdictions with the smâllest degree of PLAR development

included two medium and one targe-sized jurisdictions. These jurisdictions were facing

five to slx barriers to fully implementing PLAR (See Table 15).

Table 15

Summary of Baniers Preventing Smail, Mediurn, and Large-sized Jurisdictions From
Implementing PLAR Sewices

Barri€rs Large+izal

Jurisdictions-N:3

2 -tully implemeúql

PI,AR

Mediumai?¡d

Jurisdictior¡s-N+

l-tully implementel

PLAR

Srtaü-siz€d

Jurisdictio¡i-N:3

l- ftlly implemented

PLAR

Policies (t) (t)

Procedurcs (2) (r)

Leåmi¡g Outcomes (t) (t)

Standards (l)

Cost (1) (2\

CoElmitlneît-MaÉge{Dert

Commiftìent-Ståtr (r)

GorefiJne¡n rìpÞo¡t (t)

Staff€ducation or PLAR (Ð

Finding ass€ssoß (1)

Training assessors (L)

Finding advbors

Tr:¿iqing advisors

Gap ûaining û) (1)

Othe¡: (2t 0)
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Top Three Issues.for Jurisdictions Without PLAR Services

Respondents who rvere not offering PLAR services were asked to fill in the top

tbree PLAR issues. Since all jurisdictiors were offering one or two ofthe four PLAR

processes (transfer ofcredit, challenge processes, demonstration processes, portfolio

assessment) there were no responses to this question.

Top Three Concerns for Jurisdictions Oííering FLAR Services

ISEC members u'hose jurisdictions offered PLAR services q¡ere asked to list thei¡

top three concems. Table 50 (See Appendix B) shows that two ofthe three large

jurisdictions had nû concenx at the time. Table 16 shows that the third large-sized

judsdiction's top three concerns included: 1) Funding to develop leaming outcomes;2)

Training more employees about PLAR; and 3) Making the PLAR process more rigorous.

The medium jurisdictions had a variety of concerns. The common concern was

expanding services to provide PLAR to non- traditional learners. Other concems included

provìding PLAR training for staff; acquiring enough staffto deliver PLAR services ;

producing clear procedures; identifying equivalent standards outside Canada; meeting the

cost for trade experts to assess prior learning; maintaining consistency; and updating

assessment tools.

Like the medium-sized jurisdictions, small-sized jurisdictions also had a variety of

concerns. One ofthe three small-sized jurisdictions had only one concern- foreign

credentíal recognition. Another had three concems----consistency ofpolicy, availability of

PLAR experts and record keeping. The third jurisdiction was developing PLAR services
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and its concerns revolve around fi.rnding and time pressure to provide PLAR services to

many individuals who have prior learning.

Table 16

Top Three
Concerns

Large-sized Jurisdictions

N:3

[2 jurisdictions had no
concernsl

Medium-sized Jurisdictions

N=4

Small-sized Jurisdictions

N=3

Funding to develop

outcomes

Training employees

Making PLAR system

more rigorous

Accepting a broader scope of

life learning

E$anding services to non-

traditional learners

Providing service to clients

Stafüng and staff training

Funding

Identifying foreign

equivalent standards

Maintaining consistency

Developing clearer

procedures

Updating assessment tools

Fundilg

Working under time

pressure

Developing foreign

credential recognitio¡r

Keeping records

Increasing availability of

PLARexpert is e

Maintaining consistency

ofpolicy
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations

Problent Sraþment

The curent profile ofnew apprentices indicates that they are increasingly likely

to embody mole knowledge and skills relevant to their training program (Alberta

Apprenticeship and Industry Training Board, 1996; Canadian Apprenticeship Forum,

2002). Despite indications that some jurisdictions are using PLAR to credit prior

learning, there is little empirical evidence regarding the extent to whicli PLAR has been

implemented across the Canadian apprenticeship system. As a result of this lack of

country-wide information on PLAR, there is little or no collaboration and exchange on

research, policy, and practice. This study's purpose was to address this problem and

provide a national perspective on the uses of PLAR in the Canadian Apprenticeship

System. More specifically, the study examined the extent and flexibility of PLAR

development, the perceived benefits of implementing PLAR, and the issues and concems

about PLAR in each apprentrceship jurisdiction.

Population

The target population in the study was tl.re thirteen Inter-provincial Standards

Examination Committee (ISEC) members. Each member represents a province or

ter¡itory and is lar¡iliar with the Canadian apprenticeship model, its National

Occupational Analysis (NOA), cuniculum development, apprenticeship level

examinations, trades qualification examination, and inter-provincial examinations. The

results of the study will be generalized to the thirteen Canadian apprenticeship

jurisdictions.
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Procedure

A mail survey questionnaire (Dilman, 1978) was developed to collect information

conceming the extent and flexibility of PLAR development, the perceived benefits of

implementing PLAR, and the issues and concems about PLAR in each apprenticeship

jurisdiction. The seven sections in the questionnaire reflected the seven topics ofthe

study's research questions: (l) PLAR performance indicators; (2) PLAR policies; (3)

PLAR assessment processes, (4) Administration of PLAR; (5) Development of PLAR

procedures and supporting material; (6) Perceived PLAR benefits; (7) Issues and

concerrìs about PLAR.

Upon gaining approval from the ethics committee to continue the study, I had the

questionnaire examined for content validity by two PLAR experts and two apprenticeship

staff members. Following the modification of the questionnaire, it was pilot tested by

several staff rnembers of the Manitoba apprenticeship jurisdiction. Of the fifty+wo

questions in the survey, only one question (Q-12) was found to be ambiguous and was

rewritten.

By the end ofJune 2002, the questionnaires were coded for confidentiality and

mailed to each ISEC member. One month later, nine participants had responded and by

September, the other four responses were in. Two jurisdictio¡rs chose not to participate,

and one jurisdiction, British Columbia, declined because the jurisdiction was in the

process ofredesigning its apprenticeship training structure. Responses from ten

jurisdictions were tabulated using frequencies and percentages while qualitative

responses were documented as wrjtten in the tables. Results were analyzed andkey
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fìndings, implications, and recommendations were reported for each section of the

questiomraire. Suggestions fo¡ future work were drawn from the analysis.

Key Findings

1. PLAR Performance Indicators

PLAR performance indicators are tangible evidence that demonstrates to the

public that a fansparent PLAR system has been ìmplemented. Data analysis

revealed the lollowing:

1.1 Most apprenticeship jurisdictions are empowered by legislation to offer PLAR

services. This indicates to the public that government is committed to working

with its apprenticeship system to integrate PLAR into apprenticeship training.

1.2 Over one-half of responding jurisdictions exhibited as wel1, ten of fifteen

common PLAR indicators. This strongly suggests much PLAR activity in

these jurisdictions. Noteworthy were the following:

1.2.1 Developmental (in progress) activities were equally being canied out mainly

by medium and small-sized jurisdictions. When this developmental phase is

completed, all responding jurisdictions will exhibit critical PLAR indicators

such as PLAR policies, PLAR procedures, clear leaming outcomes, and

established standards.

1.2.2 Suruey analysis revealed that the size of a jurisdiction is not directly related to

the extent ofassessment diversihcation. Small-sized jurisdictìons were leaders

in offering apprentices a variety ofways to demonstrate prior leaming. Large-

sized jurisdictions were fairly flexible, but results indicated that developing
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flexible assessment options was not a priority for some of tlie medium-sized

jurisdictions.

PLAR advisement, a critical function in the PLAR system, is common in all

large and medium-sized jurisdictions. After the developmental phase for

small-sized jurisdictions, all but one jurisdictìon will offer advisement

serwices.

Training for PLAR advisors and assessors is increasing; However, data

analysis revealed that training lor advisors was more common that for

assessors.

Very few jurisdictions had orientation sessions to provide potential PLAR

candidates with introductory information on the PLAR process in order for

them to make an informed decision about proceeding with the PLAR option.

As we1l, none had portfolio workshops to present to individuals interested in

the poffolio option information on this assessment process.

Most responding jurisdictions exhibited some flexibility in uses for PLAR.

Cot¡mon uses included PLAR assessment for entry, placement, cerlification,

and verification of foreign credentials.

PLAR Policy Frømework

A PLAR policy is essential to convey the message of apprenticeship's

commitment to the use of a credible PLAR system.

Data analysis revealed that nine (one is currently developing its policy) of the

ten responding jurisdictions showed that commitment by developing an
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oveffiding framework PLAR policy. Seven had formal (written) policies while

two followed informal (generally accepted, unwritten practices) policies.

2.2 Establishing a credible PLAR system in any jurisdiction requires the PLAR

policy to reflect the PLAR standards set by the Canadian Labour Force

Development Board (CLFDB, 1998) and by the Council for Adult

Experiential Learning (CAEL, 1999). Survey analysis revealed the following

standards were commonly built into policy lramework:

2.2.1 A clear definition of what PLAR means in the jurisdiction and an explanation

of the ways in which PLAR can be used -enhy, placement, certification,

foreign credential recognition.

2.2.2 An accurate description ofaccepted apprenticeship-equivalent learning-prior

leaming that is consistent with apprenticeship leaming outcomes and

standards, prior leaming that meets the specified hours in the trade ( a concept

still fostered by most jurisdictions), and out-of-province/territory Red Seal

certification.

2.2-3 A list of assessment processes was oflered by the jurisdiction-common ones

included the challenge process, the employer evaluation of worþlace skills,

and formal educational document evaluation for transfer of credit.

2.2.4 A list of requirements to be satisfied before credit for prior leaming could be

granted included: apprentices must establish formal apprenticeship

agreements and meet all admission requirements.

2.2.5 A description of the jursidiction's administration of PLAR-common elements

included were the documentation system for PLAR results, the fee strucfure, the
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maximum limit of credit that can be awarded for prior leaming, the assessors of

PLAR and the person(s) authorized to award recommended credit.

2.3 According to the survey analysis, PLAR standards not commonly included in

apprenticeship's PLAR policy were as follows:

2.3.3 A bold statement included in the policy framework that acclaims to the public that

the jurisdiction's PLAR system is credible-allows the leamer to be assessed in

a valid, reliable, fair, equitable, efhcient and effective manner. Only tlree

jurisdictions included such a statement.

2.3-4 The provision for an appeal process for leamers who are not satisfied with their

PLAR results. Only four jurisdictions cited an appeal procedure in their policy.

2.3.5 A system that regularly monitors adherence to good practice, reviews assessment

processes, procedures, material and human resources and revises its system to

meet the changing needs -None ofthe responding jurisdictions had in their

policy, procedures for upgrading and maintaining the apprenticeship PLAR

system.

3. PLAR Assessmenl Processes

Assessment processes (transfer of credit, challenge, demonshation, portfolio) are

used to allow individuals to demonstrate their prior learning. Some processes are

more suitable for the assessment of knowledge and others more suitable for.skill

sets. To pemit more accurate assessment of prior learning and identification of

gaps, PLAR requires that the leamer show what they know and can do through a

combination of assessment processes.
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3.1 Data analysis indicated that all jurisdictions had implemented at least two types of

PLAR assessment processes-transfer ofcredit and challenge. A liigh

concentration of challenge assessments used the written test as the assessment

tool. The demonstration process was not commonly offered for assessment of

prior leaming, but when offered, the most frequently used assessment tool was a

practical test.

Assessment process analysis revealed that there is no direct relationship between

the size ofajurisdiction and the number ofassessment tools available in the

jurisdiction. Diversihcation of assessment tools is not common in large-sized

jurisdictions, but at least two medium-sized jurisdictions have implemented other

demonstration assessment tools such as oral examinations and workplace

demonshations, to measure prior leaming. However, some small-sized

jurisdictions were offering apprentices a choice ofat least four assessment tools

and as many as ten to maximize the demonstration of their prior learning.

3.2 All jurisdictions transferred credits from selected educational and training

institutions to apprenticeship. Key findings include the following:

3-2.1 Large-sized jurisdictions were quite versatile in accepting credits frorr local,

national, and intemational training institutions. Analysis indicated that two of the

three jurisdictions always assessed and accepted equivalent credits from foreign

apprenticeship systems and from foreign educational systems. However,

transferring credits from unions and virtual educational institutions (distance

education) to the apprenticeship system was not commonly done.
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3.2.2 Medium and small-sized jurisdictions were similar in their preference of

education and training institutions from which they would accept credits. Both

local and national university credits, foÌeign, and virtual educational credits were

not commonly accepted. Differences in practice became evident in two situations:

medium-sized jurisdictions were more inclined to assess and recognize foreign

apprenticeship credentials while small-sized jurisdictions tended to accept union

credits more readily than medium-sized jurisdictions.

3.3 Responding jurisdictions confered PLAR credits obtained through various

assessment processes at all levels of apprenticeship, at Joumeyperson, and Red

Seal Cerlification in the following manner:

Transfer of Credit. Transferred credit from accepted sources was commonly

recognized by all jurisdictions (10) at Levels 1 to 4, lt was slightly less accepted

(8) for Joumeyperson certification, and acceptance was reduced even further (6)

for Red Seal certification.

Chal lenge and Demonstr.ation Assesstnent Processes: Apprenticeship

jurisdictions used challenge processes more frequently (as opposed to

demonstration processes) to assess and confer credit lor prior leaming at all levels

of apprenticeship training. However, lor Joumeyperson certif,ication, a

combination of challenge and demonstration processes was used for prior learning

assessment and recognition. Very few jurisdictions (4) used challenge and

demonstration processes for Red Seal certification.

Portfolio Assessment: Portfolio assessment is being used by one-half of the

responding jurisdictions (5) to assess prior leaming and recognize the leaming

tt2
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that meets apprenticeship leaming outcomes and established standards. Credits

obtained through this process are accepted at all levels of apprenticeship, for

Journeyperson certification, and for Red Seal certification.

In general, jurisdictions accepted PLAR credits regardless of the assessment

process at Level 1 through 4. However, there seems to be some degree of

reluctance to accept these credits particularly for Red Seal certification.

Each responding jurisdiction has established for assessment processes a minimum

acceptable level ofcompetence in knowledge and skills which apprentices must

attain if they wish to have apprenticeship recognìze their prior leaming. Key

fìndings are as follows:

Transfer of Credit. Seven jurisdictions required that apprentices attain at least a

"lÙYo standard of perfoÍnance in any credit they wished to transfer to

apprenticeship. Three jurisdictions allowed the taining institution to set the

standard ofperformance requiring apprentices to successfully complete any

credits they wished to transfer to apprenticeship.

Challenge and Demonstt'ation Assessment Processes; All jurisdictions, with the

exception of two, required apprentices to obtain a minimum level of competence

(70%) in order to award credit for prior leaming demonstrated through the

clrallenge or the demonstration process. One large-sized jurisdiction accepted a

60"/o level of competence t'om apprentices while the other, a small-sized

jurisdiction, accepted a pass if educational institutions administered the

assessment.
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Portfolio Assessment; PLAP. assessors are responsible for determining if evidence

provided by apprentices is sufficient to meet apprenticeship requirements. They

make recommendation for credit to be awarded if thev detemine that the

minimum level of competence has been met.

3.5 Jurisdictions document PLAR results in a variety of ways. Some grading schemes

are more suited to documenting results of certain types of assessment processes

than others. Key finding are as follows:

Transfer of Credil. Large and medium-sized jurisdictions prefered to use the

"credit or non-credit" system to document transferred credits. Small-sized

jurisdictions preferred the "sign-off' system.

Challenge and Demonstration Processes: Common methods used for

documenting challenge and demonstration results wer.e primarily the numeric or

letter grade schene followed by the "credit or non-credit" scheme, and by the

pass or fail scheme.

PorÍfolio Assessntent: The common method used for documenting portfolio

assessment results was the "credit or non-credit" scheme followed by the nurneric

or letter grade. None of the jurisdictions used the pass or fail scheure.

3.6 Many jurisdictions restdct the amount ofcredits that apprentices can eam through

assessment processes. Key findings are as follows:

Transfer of Credil. Six responding jurisdictions had no maximum limit for

transfering credits from another training institution to apprenticeship. However,

four jurisdictions had restrictions: two restricted credits to 50%, another restricted

credit for pre-employment courses lo 60o/o anð, co-op cotrrses to 70Yo, and, the
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fourth accepted I00"/o credtt for technical training but restricted credit for

practical training to 75%o.

Chal lenge and Dem onstration Ass essment Process es : Jurisdictions with

restrictions regarding the amount ofcredit that can be eamed through these

processes increased. Only three jurisdictions had no maximum limit to the atrount

ofcredit that could be eamed through challenge and demonstration processes.

One large-sized jurisdiction maintained its 50% restriction imposed on transfer of

credit while another had an unusual restriction: maximum minus one period of 12

months. Two medium-sized jurisdictions gave l00o/o credit only if trades

qualifi cation was included.

Portfolio Assessment: Only one small-sized jurisdiction had no maximum limit to

the amount ofcredit that could be eamed through porlfolio assessment. Of the

other four jur isdictions offering portfolio assessment, three junsdictions retained

the restrictions they had for challenge and demonstration assessment

processes-5Oo/o restnction, 100% for theory only, and maximum minus one

period of 12 months.

3.7 One large-sized jurisdiction had no provision for giving apprentices in a cunent

trade advanced standing by awarding credit for similar knowledge and skills

acquired from a previous trade. In contrast, al1 other responding jurisdictions

indicated they had such provision in place.
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Administration of PLAR

Only two jurisdictions had appointed PLAR coordinators to oversee PLAR

activities. Al1 other jurisdictions has assigned the responsibility ofcoordinating

PLAR activities to other staff membe¡s such as apprenticeship counselors, field

staft program administration officers, or program development officers. In two

cases this responsibility had been assigned to those of the manager or senior

manager.

The size ofPLAR staff did not depend exclusively on the size ofjurisdictions but

also on the extent of PLAR implementation and its use. For example, two large-

sized jurisdictions, depending on their PLAR implementation and activity, had

full-time staff ranging from 25 to 50. One small-sized jurisdiction that had

impleurented PLAR to a great extent had fìve full-time staff - more than twice

the PLAR staff of any medium-sized jurisdictions.

In most cases, PLAR assessors for challenge and demonstration processes were

combinations of Apprenticeship subject matter experts and industry subject matter

experts. However, assessors ofportfolios were nrostly apprenticeship staff

rrembers. Assessors recommend credits to be awarded, but in rnany cases, these

recommendations often require hnal approval from higher authorities.

PLAR advisors were usually apprenticeship counselors, but often PLAR assessor.s

were called upon to advise apprentices before, during and after assessments

PLAR staff haining was provided in most of the large and small-sized

jurisdictioris. Stafftraining is not currently an established procedue in any ofthe
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medium-sized jurisdictions, yet only one medium-sized jurisdiction is in the

process of developing training programs.

4.6 Apprentices' logbooks and databases were the common locations for

documenting PLAR credits.

4-7 PLAR fees vary among jurisdictions. One consistent feah¡re is the "no PLAR fee"

for the assessment processes related to entrance requirements. However,

placement fees can be costly as it may comprise two charges: a challenge fee (for

a written test) and a demonstration fees (for a practical test). The challenge fees

can range from $0 to $300 and if a demonstration process is required as well, the

additional cost may range from $0 to $ 125. Trades qualification fees are very

inconsistent; it ranges from $0 to $450 + practical testing. No fee was quoted for

Red Seal certification.

4-8 Marketing PLAR in apprenticeship jurisdictions is fair in two jurisdictions and

extremely limited in the others. Most jurisdictions depend on the staff of training

institutions and employers to disseminate their PLAR infomation. A few

jurisdictions are now using brochures to advertise PLAR to industry and the

public.

5 Development of PLAR Procedares and Supporting Materials

5. 1 Surwey analysis indicated that PLAR procedures for developing clear, rigorous,

and transparent leaming outcomes were in place at more than onehalf of

responding jurisdictions. Through these procedures, jurisdictions (6) have

developed clear, rigorous and fansparent leaming outcomes for all levels of

apprenticeship. Fewer jurisdictions (4) have them in all trades or in at least 50%
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of trades. o'ly five responding jurisdictions have used their pLAR procedures for

developing clear, rigorous and tlansparent learning outcomes at Joumeyperson

and Red Seal certification. Of these five, three jurisdictions have developed

certification leaming outcomes for all trades; while, hvo developed them for more

than one-lialf of trades.

Procedures for offering portfolio development workshops were not established in

any of the responding jurisdictions with a portfolio assessment option.

Regardless of the size of the jurisdictions, pLAR supporting materials have been

developed for apprentìces. A1l small-sized jurisdictions (3) had developed PLAR

guidelines, and PLAR user manuals; two jurisdictions were using pLAR assessor

manuals.

Only one medium and one large-sized jurisdiction had at least five types of

essential supporting material developed. Both jurisdictions had developed pLAR

guidelines, and PLAR user and assessor manuals. Large-sized jurisdictions had

developed in addition, assessment forms and assessment result forms while

medium-sized jurisdictions had developed gap training forms and transfer credit

charts.

Perceivecl Beneftts From Implementing PLAR

6.1 Most respondents whose jurisdictio's had implemented pLAR have concurred

that the major benefìt incurred in pr.oviding pLAR in apprenticeship was the

system's ability to meet the needs of leamers, to make efficient use of training

time, to save training dollars and to increase mobility of skilled workem within

Canada.
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In view of the current low completion rates in the apprenticeship system, over

one-half of the respondents felt that PLAR motivated apprentices to complete

training, and it allowed efficient movement from one trade to another.

Issues and Concerns Aboat PLAR

Bamers to fully implementing PLAR in jurisdictions centered around four main

areas: cost, staff, development for PLAR (policies, procedures, leaming

outcornes, assessment tools, and standard ofperformance), and training. Baniers

existed regardless of the size of the jurisdiction. For example, major barriers for

one small-sized jurisdiction were cost to fully implement PLAR and staff

shortages, and for another, the lack of development of PLAR policies and

procedures.

Many bariers were impeding full implementation of PLAR in other jurisdictions.

In general, baniers included: financial limitations, staff shortages and lack of staff

commitment, lack of development for PLAR (policies, procedures, leaming

outcomes, assessment too1s, and standard of performance), difficulty in validating

foreign credentials, and lack of training.

The top concem reported by respondents revolved around quality of the

apprenticeship PLAR system. Key pluases used included "make it mor-e

rigorous," "clearer procedures," "consistency ofpolicy," "updating assessment

tools," and "maintaining consistency in the fie1d." Some of the respondents who

voiced this concem were also the ones who indicated that the apprenticeship

system needed to change in order to accommodate "non-traditional leamers." It is

not clear whether they think that the present PLAR system is failing to meet the
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needs of non-traditional learners. Other concems reflected funding limitations,

limited staffand training, and difficulty in validating foreign credentials.

Discussion

Results of the study revealed that responding jurisdictions have begun to establish

credible PLAR systems according to the standards established by CAEL and CLFDB.

However, it is the researcher's belief that jurisdictions could fully implement credible

PLAR systems if some standards vital to implementing quality PLAR systems were

included in the PLAR policies.

Although there is some flexibility in assessment processes and tools, further

diversihcation would enhance the candidates' ability to demonstrate their prior leamirg

and the assessors' ability to evaluate more accurately the leaming presented. For many

jurisdictions, limitations of funds, staffl, and time prevent them frori researching and

developing assessment processes and tools.

Common challenges encountered by some jurisdictions in the administration of

PLAR included insufficient staffing, increased wo¡kload for managers or field officers if

a PLAR cooldinator is not appointed, limited staffaccess to PLAR training, unaffordable

PLAR fees, and limited PLAR marketing. Key suggestions for improvement include

govemment financial and public awareness support and management suppoft.

In the PLAR system, assessors evaluate prior leaming in relation to established

criteria and standard ofperfonlance. Criteria or leaming outcomes for each

apprenticeship level and for certification clearly state what individuals must be able to do

and the standard clearly states the depth or 1evel ofcompetence expected. Although all
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jurisdictions had established an acceptable standard of competence, many did not have

learning outcomes for all trades.

Implications will be discussed using the following sections of the study:

1. PLAR policies

2. PLAR assessment processes

3. PLAR administration

4. PLAR Procedures

1. PLAR Policies

The PLAR policy framework in most Canadian apprenticeslrip jurisdictions incorporate

many of the PLAR standards for a credible PLAR system established by both CLFDB

and CAEL. Yet, halfofthe respondents have expressed concenm regarding the rigor, the

transparency, and the consistency of the system. Implications resulting from

apprenticeship PLAR policies are as follows:

. Most apprenticeship PLAR policies were fomal and governed all PLAR activities.

However, there were a few jurisdictions that followed informal or unwritten,

generally accepted practices. This finding confirmed that of Prism Economics and

Analysis (2004), who raised the issue of informal policies allowing inconsistencies in

PLAR since decisions are at the discretion ofvarious staff membels rather than

through written policy guidelines (p.13). Informal PLAR policies do not lead to a

credible PLAR system, but consulting with all stakeholders, and transforming

informal PLAR policies to formal ones is good practice.
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The description of apprenticeship-equivalent leaming included prior learning that

meets the specifìed hours in the trade. Prism Economics and Analysis in their 2004

report Prior Learning Assessmenl and Recognition: Apprenticeship and Trade

Certification in the Pipe Trades, questioned this premise (trade ski11s and knowledge

can be acquired entirely through on-the-job experience (p. 52). The PLAR concept

does not suppofi this premise either since the concept is grounded in the theory that

credit is given for demonstrated leaming not experience. With the exception of

transfer of credit from accredited sources, good practice requires that apprentices use

combinations of assessments tools to maximize the demonstration of prior leaming

and to ensure authenticity, validìty, reliability, and curency ofknowledge and skills.

Apprenticeship PLAR policies listed the requirements to be satisf,ied before credit for

prior leaming could be granted. One of the requirements (the apprenticeship

agreement), stipulates that apprentices find employment and an employer who is

willing to sign a contract of apprenticeship. This requirement could create difficulties

for skilled or semi-skilled unemployed workers. Without an employer, how can these

individuals access apprenticeship training, have their prior leanring assessed, have

their learning gaps filled, and be routed back into the workforce efficiently? Good

practice requires collaboration among governn'ìent, community agencies, employment

insurance, industry, and the apprenticeship jurisdictions to examine the issue and try

to create an altemative avenue for this pool of skilled and semi-skilled workers to

access apprenticeship and become gainfully employed. Perhaps the training

consortiums created by the Australian govemment may be a model worth

considering.
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. Most jurisdictions did not have an appeal procedure in their PLAR policies. This

procedure is essential for establishing a fair and reliable process. It witl be difficult

for jurisdictions to say that they had a valid, reliable, fair, equitable PLAR system if

an appeal process is absent.

. None ofthe jurisdictions had a quality assurance procedure for their PLAR system in

their policies. A quality assurance procedure systematically monitors, reviews, and

revises the system so that it continuously upholds the PLAR standards ensuring

quality and minimizing abuse.

. Results of the study indicated that PLAR policies were not easily accessible. prism

Economics and Analysis (2004) suggested that jurisdictions make their PLAR

policies readily available and easy to obtain by including them on apprenticeship

websites (p. v).

2. PLAR Assessment Processes

o Diversification of assessment processes and assessment tools within those processes

was not cornmon in most jurisdictions. Small-sized jurisdictions however were

progressive in exploring different ways to measure apprentices' prior leaming and

have adopted a variety ofthose strategies. Good practice in assessment ofprior

leaming can be established byjurisdictions collaborating and sharing best practices in

assessnent tools for the transfer of c|edit process, cirallenge process, demonstratior

process and portfolio assessment process. This fype ofcollaboration is also called for

by Prism Economics and Analysis (p. v; p.20).

¡ Transferring PLAR credits from various educational and taining sources to

apprenticeship was not consistent among jurisdictions. However, large-sized
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jurisdictions were strong in assessing and recognizing credits from national and

intemational sources. Medium-sized jurisdictions also had experience in assessing

and recognizing foreign apprenticeship credentials. Small-sized jurisdictions were

strong in assessing and recognizing credits from unions. Ifcollaboration of

jurisdictions occurred to create a databank with accredited national, and inter-national

educational and training sources, the transferring process would be made reliable,

fair, effective, and much more efficient. Prism Economics and Analysis (2004)

recommends as well, distributing infonnation about apprenticeship and certification

to apprenticeship authorities in other countries (p. vi).

The Red Seal endorsement was meant to improve mobility for the skilled workforce.

However, results revealed that only 60% of responding jurisdictions accepted

transferred PLAR credits for Red Seal certification. The Canadian Council of

Directors of Apprenticeship which is committed to promoting inter-

provincial/territorial mobility need to address this issue by collaborating with

jurisdictions to identifz the problems and creating solutions to facilitate recognition of

transferred PLAR credits for Red Seal endorsement.

In addition, if skilled individuals who have not gone through apprenticeship wished to

attain the Red Seal certification, in most cases, only the challenge process (a written

test- tl'ìe Inter-provincial Red Seal examination) was available. Is a wdtten test alone a

good indicator of such liigh level skill attainment? Prism Economics and Analysis

(2004) indicated in its report that bad PLAR can contribute to skill shortages if

unqualified tradespeople acquire cerlification (p. iv). This statement could apply to

the present Red Seal qualifying system as well. Credible PLAR practices ensures
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rigor and reliability in assessments through the use of combinations of assessment

tools ensuring accurate identification of skill gaps. Prism Economics and Analysis

(2004) suggested developing practical tests such as the ones used in Skills Canada

competitions (p. vi) and standardizing the qualìfication process for candidates who

wish to challenge the Inter-provincial Red Seal examination (p.iv).

o Jurisdictions did not have a common minimum acceptable level of competence

(standard). Tlre maj ority ofjunsdictions accept a 7\Yo level ofcompetence. Good

national practice might require jurisdictions to collaborate and set a clear level of

competence in keeping with the NOA.

. The maximum amount of credit that jurisdictions awarded through PLAR assessment

processes was inconsistent among jurisdictions. This may impede mobilify and

filstrate apprentices. Collaboration among jurisdictions regarding the pros and cons

ofretaining residency requirements and regarding the amount of credit jurisdictions

should award for articulation agreements, technical training, and practical experience,

could produce common policies on maximum amount of credit that jurisdictions

award through PLAR assessment processes.

3. Administration of PLAR

. Only two jurisdictions have designated a separate staff member, identified as a PLAR

coordinator, to oversee all PLAR activities. Most jurisdictions assigned PLAR tasks

to apprenticeship personnel who already have responsibilities in other areas. In such a

system, as PLAR requests increase, the PLAR process may become inefficient and

tirne consuming becoming a disincentive for apprentices to complete training. Since

12s
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no research has been done on the benefits ofhaving a PLAR coordinator, it is difficult

to predict the effects a PLAR coordinator would have on both the PLAR system and

the apprentíce completion rates.

One of the common concerns about the PLAR system was insuff,icient stafhng. Good

practice requires the govemment to examine whether additional PLAR staff would

make a difference in continuously supplying industry with the required number of

skilled workers, and if it does, to take suitable action.

Staff PLAR training is essential for providing a reliable, fair, equitable, effective and

efhcient system for the assessment of prior leaming, yet none of the medium-sized

jurisdictions were providing training to their staff and only one was developing

training. A collaborative effort is required to share best practices in staff PLAR

training. The development of standardized staff PLAR training procedures would

allow PLAR staff (including PLAR advisors and assessors) across jurisdictions to

learn the same information about PLAR, its procedures, processes and standards. A

PLAR system that incorporates standardized t¡aining procedures might solve soure of

the problems Prism Econorrics and Analysis (2004) raised in the conclusion of its

reporl- slow or inefficient PLAR processes can delay the recognition ofskilled

workers and deter new applicants (p. iv); ensure that field officers who are making

PLAR assessment liave full access to resources to perform assessments effectively (p.

v); ensure that employers are able to assess skills effectively (p. vii).

PLAR fees varied across jurisdictions. Some jurisdictions have no fees for PLAR

selices, some have no fees for challenge processes but charge for practical tests,

some charge for a1l PLAR services. The initial cost of PLAR services could limit

\26
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accessibility to apprenticeship. The cost may become prohibitive ifapprentices

wished to appeal PLAR results and have assessments redone. According to Whitaker

(1989), care must be taken to allocate costs ofassessment and financing in ways that

are equitable to leamers. Collaboration ofjurisdictions to share best practices

regarding fee structure may assist those jurisdictions with high PLAR fees in

proposing an affordable fee plan for govemment policy reform.

. Marketing PLAR is limited in most jurisdictions. At a time when some industry

sectors are predicting skill shortages, apprenticeship stakeholders (govemment, indushy,

and education and training institutions) need to aggressively promote the benefits of

recognizing prior leaming to the public, industry and communities. In order to

disseminate information about PLAR, stakeholders need to be educated about PLAR and

how it relates to tlie well-being ofCanadians, and to the new economy.

Promotional activities used in a few jurisdictions are restricted to information

dissemination tlrrough personal contact with apprenticeship stafl employers, and

instructors. Distribution of brochures is a recent development. Additional promotional

activities include offering PLAR onentation sessions for Employment Insurance staff,

Workers Compensation Board staff, cultural agencies staff, and educationâl institutions'

staff.

4. PLAR Procedures

. Learning outcomes are clear statements that specift the knowledge and skills that an

apprentice is expected to acquire in the apprenticeship training curriculum. Over one-

half ofjurisdictions have developed leaming outcomes for a1l trades of most trades in

Level 1 to 4. However, there are a few jurisdictions that have not developed learning
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outcomes. Learning outcomes are the criteria used to measure prior learning and

must be in place to ensure reliability and fairness in assessment. Good practice

requires that individuals know the criteria and standards used to assess his or her

skills and knowledge. Since all jurisdictions are using the same source document

(NOA) to develop learning outcomes, collaboration ofjurisdictions and sharing of

leaming outcome information may allow for the standardization of core cuniculum

for each trade at all levels of apprenticeship training.

. Very few jurisdictions have leaming outcomes at Jou.meyperson and Red Seal

certification, yet most jurisdictions offer challenges (and some offer portfolio

assessments) at those levels. What criteria are being used by assesso.rs who measure

prior leaming at Joumerperson and Red Seal certification? Perhaps, many

jurisdictions use the NOA as learning outcome criteria. If this is true, then this criteria

should be made transparent and available for skilled workers who wish to challenge

certification.

Recommendations

Canadian apprenticeship jurisdictions have shown st¡ong intent in establishing a credible

PLAR system. The extent of implementation ranges from fully-established in four

jurisdictions, to not-fuIly established, to currently being implemented. Jurisdictions that

have implemented PLAR all felt that the system had benefited not only the apprentices

but also apprenticeship. However, quality assurance of the PLAR system demands

monitoring, reviewing and revising the system to ensure that the PLAR standards

established by CLFDB (1998) and CAEL (Whitaker, 1989) have been met. It is on the
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basis ofPLAR standards for quality assurance that the following recommendations are

made.

PLAR Policies

Recommendation 1: Jurisdictions with informal PLAR policies - collaborate with those

jurisdictions that have formal PLAR policies and other apprenticeship stakeholders to

generate formal PLAR policies in keeping with the established PLAR standards.

Recommendation 2: Jurisdictions with apprenticeship - equivalent leaming stated in

terms of leaming that meets specihed hours in the trade-consider changing this

requirement to one that relates to recency or currency in trade skills. As well, consider

always including in the criteria for apprenticeship-equivalent leaming: prior leaming that

meets or exceeds apprenticeship training leaming outcomes and standards. This statement

allows the jurisdiction to offer combinations of assessment (written test, practical test,

structured interuiews, work product assessment, workplace demonstrations, reports, etc.)

to ensure that apprentices have the appropriate level ofknowledge and skills.

Recommendation 3: Apprenticeship - consider examining the Australian apprenticeship

model and developing a consortium ofindustries in every trade along those lines.

Through these consortiums unemployed skilled or semi-skilled individuals can access

apprenticeship training without an apprenticeship agreement.

Recommendation 4: Jurisdictions without an appeal process - PLAR standards require

including provision for an appeal process in PLAR policies which should be fully

disclosed and prominently available (Whitaker, 1989). Consider collaborating with all

jurisdictions to craft a standardized appeal process.
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Recommendation 5: Apprenticeship collaborate to develop a national, sTandardized,

systematic, quality assurance process with procedures (steps) that allow flexibility within

each jüisdiction.

Recommendation 6: Apprenticehip - increase transparency of PLAR policies by making

them available on apprenticeship websites and on the Canadian Apprenticeship Forum's

website. As well, consider making links to accredited industry and educational

institutions' websites.

2. PLAR Assessment Processes

Recommendation 7: Apprenticeship continuously investigate new and ref,lned

assessment tools wliich would fit a variety of leaming activities and a variety of learners'

background and characteristics. Share this information among jurisdictions on a regular

basis.

Recommendation 8: Apprenticeship Collaborate to explore the creation ofa databank

containing accredited national and intemational education and training institutions.

Recommendation 9: Canadian Council of Directors of Apprenticeship, collaborate with

all jurisdictions to determine baniers to the recognition of translered PLAR credits for

Red Seal endorsement and brainstorm to develop solutions so that inter-provincial

mobiliry can be fully realized.

Recommendation l0:.Inter-provincial Standards Examination Committee - Consider

commissioning industry to work with you to develop a variety of assessment tools (other

than the written test) for the Red Seal certification.
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Recommendation 11: Apprenticeship - consider the possibility of standardizing the

ninimum level of competence required in assessments. The majority ofjurisdictions have

a 7 0o/o level of competence.

Recommendation 12: Apprenticeship - The maximum limit of credit awarded through

PLAR assessment processes vary across jurisdictions. Collaborate to explore

hatmonizing a maximum lìmit of credit award for techdcal training and for practical

experience. Explore the advantages and disadvantages ofhaving a residency requirement.

3 Adminisfrøtion of PLAR

Recommendation 13: Jurisdictions without a designated PLAR coordinator -
collaborate with jurisdictions that have appointed PLAR coordinators and investigate if

the appointment had any effect on making the PLAR system more effective and efficient,

on pronoting the system, and on increasing the apprenticeship enrollment and

completion rates.

Recommendation 14: Apprenticeship and Govemment - The PLAR system seems to be

plagued by insufficiency of dedicated staff. Consider reviewing the labour market

demands for skilled workers, estimating the approximate number of PLAR requests the

jurisdiction should accommodate, aggressively marketing PLAR services, and appointing

the appropriate staff to ensure effective and efficient adminìstrative services and

assessment services. Evaluate yearly to improve services.

Recommendation 15: Jurisdictions without staff PLAR training (including advisor and

assessor training) - Encourage collaboration with jurisdictions that have incorporated

staff PLAR training and share best practices. Explore developing a national PLAR

training program with various components-general, advisor, assessor, quality assurance.
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Recommendation i6: Apprenticeship and Govemment - Fees for PLAR range from $0

to $450+. If an appeal is made fees may increase. Collaborate with govemrients that have

supported the "no fees" philosophy and explore the feasibility of implementing the same.

Recommendation 17: Apprenticeship - Consider making "PLAR in Apprenticeship"

presentations to educate employers, communily members, employment insurance staff,

etc. about PLAR including the benefits ofaccessing this route to training. Encourage

these groups to disseminate PLAR in Apprenticeship information.

Suggestions for Future Research

During the study, several questions a¡ose which could be answered through fuither

research. Suggestions for fui1her research are as follows:

1. A detailed study on the extent to which each apprenticeship jurisdiction's PLAR

policy meets the PLAR standards set by CAEL and CLFDB.

2. A¡ international study on best practices in assessment processes that accurately

measure practical skills

3. Research to examine if specihed hours in a trade represents quality of skills

4. Research to establish a databank with national and intemational accreditins bodies for

one trade

5. A sfudy that researches the effects a PLAR coordinator has on the apprenticeship

PLAR system as opposed to having apprenticeship stalf members perform PLAR

tasks

6. A study that coÌnpares the effects trained PLAR persomrel have on the PLAR process

and the effects untrained PLAR persomrel have on the process

PLAR iD Canadian Apprenticeship Systems
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CoNsrìNT FoRM

Research Project Title: An Examination ofPrior Learning Assessment and Recognition
in the Canadian Apprenticeship Jurisdictions

Researcher: Margaret Riffell

This consent fonn, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference,
is only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea ofwhat
the research is about and what your participation will involve. Ifyou would like more
detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel
free to ask. Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any
accompanying inforrrration.

Purpose of This Research:
The purpose ofthis research is to establish the extent and flexibility ofPrior Leaming
Assessment and Recognition (PLAR) uses, the perceived benefits gained from
implementing PLAR, and the issues and concerns about PLAR in each of the thirteen
apprenticeship jurisdiction across Canada. It seeks to do so in the course of answering six
questions. Do all Canadian apprenticeship jurisdictions have PLAR policies? What types
ofprocesses exist within these jurisdictions? How is PLAR administered in each of the
jurisdictions? What types of PLAR procedural development have taken place in each of
the jurisdictions? What perceived benefits are realized by those jurisdictions
implementing PLAR? Finally, what are the issues and concems of those jurisdictions that
have implemented PLAR and those that have not implemented PLAR?

Procedures Involving Research Subjects:
A questionnaire (the research instrument), two consent forms, and a pre-paid, return
addressed envelope will be mailed to each research subject (members of the
lnterprovincial Standards and Examination Committee). The questionnaire's cover letter,
instructs each subject to:
l. Read consent forms arrd preview questionnaire
2. Sign the two consent forms
3. Fill out questionnaire completely (sections of the questionnaire may be completed by

another person with more expeltise in those sections)
4. Enclose completed questionnaire, one signed consent form, and any relevant PLAR

material responder wishes to send, in the pre-paid, retum addlessed envelope
5. Mail envelope

One week later, a postcard follow-up will be sent to all subjects, thanking those who
have already retumed their questiomaires, and reminding those who have not. Three
weeks after original mail-out, an informal telephone call (or e-niail message) would be
made to non-respondents. Delays and difficulties regarding the questionnaire would be
discussed, appropriate problem solving activities would take place, and a date set for
questionnaire to be received by researcher. Ifat any time a subject wishes to have a
telephone questiomaire done instead, the researcher would accommodate. Informal
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telephone calls would be made as required (without invading subjects' time) to facilitate
the return of questionnaires.

Risk and Confidentiality:
There is no risk to the respondent of the questionnaire. Confidentiality is assured

by assigning an identification number on the questionnaire mailed to each jurisdiction.
Results will be coded according to the identification number and analyzed in three

categories ofjurisdictions: large, medium, and small. Names ofpersons orjurisdictions
will never be used in recording results. All retumed questionnaires and analyzed data will
be kept in a locked drawer at the researcher's residence. No other persons will have

access to the questionnaires, data, and results other than the researcher during the study.

The questionnaires and data will be shredded upon completion ofthe Masters Program.
The results of the study may be either published or presented at conferences.

Feedback to Subjects:
Ifsubjects wish to receive a summary ofresults, they must indicate this at the end ofthis
consent form.

Renumeration:
There will be no renumeration offered to subjects who participate in this research.

Your signature on this form irdicates that you have understood to your satìsfaction the

information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a

subject. In no way does this waive your 1ega1 rights not release the researchers, sponsors,

or involved institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to

withdraw from the study at any time, and /or refrain from answering any questions you
prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be

as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new
information thouglìout your panicipation.

Margaret Riffell:
Dr. Chris Chinien:

This research has been approved by the EducationAJursing Research Ethics Board. lfyou
have any concems or complaints about this project you may côntact any of the above-
named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at 474-7122. A copy of this consent form
has been given to yorÌ to keep for your records and reference.

(Name ofResponder)

Do you wish to receive a summary of results? (Circle response):

(Date)

(Narne ofResearcher1

Yes

(Date)

No
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April 10,2003

(Participant's Name)
Department of Education and Trainìng
Instirutional and Industnal Education Division
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
P.O.Box 8700
St. John's, Newfoundland A1B 4J6

Dear (Participant's Name)

I am Margaret Riffell, a Master of Education student at the University of Manitoba. My
thesis is entitled An Exatninalion of Prior Learning Assesstnent and Recognition (PLAR)
in the Canadian ApprenÍiceship Jurisdiclions. This study seeks to establish the utilization
and valuation ofPLAR in each of the thirteen apprenticeship jurisdictions across Canada.
I have spent time with Manitoba's Interprovincial Standards and Examination Committee
(ISEC) member, Christine Kuehl, who reviewed in detail, the entire enclosed
questionnaire.

As a member of the Interprovincial Standards and Examination Committee (ISEC), you
are familiar witli your province's current apprenticeship model, its National Occupational
Analysis, its curriculum development, and its examinations. Familiarity with this
information is valuable in this research; therefore, you and the other members of ISEC
are the representative shrdy for the target population (thirteen Canadian apprenticeship
jurisdications). Ifyou feel that there are other persons in your jurisdiction who might be
more familiar with some of the content of this questionaaire, please feel free to have
those individuals complete the appropriate sections. In order for the results ofthe study to
Uuly represent the target population, it is impoftant that your questionnaire be completed
and ¡etumed along with one signed consent forrn. A return addressed, pre-paid envelope
is enclosed for your convenience.

You may be assured of complete confidentiality. Each questiomaire has an identification
number that represents your jurisdiction. All information from your jurisdiction will be
coded using that number. Names of persons and will never be used in the study. As we1l,
there is no deception or risks involved with the study. No monetary compensation will be
given for participating in this study. However, if you wish to receive a summary of
results, please indicate this on the consent form being retumed.

I worrld be happy to answer any questions you might have. Please call me at
cr fax me al As well, Christine Kuehl said that she would be

happy to clarify any of the questions for you. You may call her at . Thank
you for your assìstance.

Sincerely
Margaret I. Riffell
M.Ed. Srudent
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Prior tearning Assessment and Recognition in Canadian Apprenticeship Jurisdictions: Utilization, Benefits,

lssues and Concerns

This questionnaire seeks to establish the extent to which PLAR is being used, and the
benefits of implementing PLAR, in each of the thirteen apprenticeship jurisdictions
across Canada. Please answer al1 of the questions. Ifyou wish to qualify your answer or
to commeût on any of the questions, please use the space provided or the exfra space at
the end ofthe questionnaire. Your comments will be read and taken into account.

Please enclose with your reply any relevant PLAR material (policies, procedures,
brochures, forms) that you believe will be valuable for this study. These materials will be
read and taken into account.

Thank you for your help.

a)

Retum survey to:
Margaret Riffell
18 Grover Hills Lane
Winlipeg, Manitoba, R2J 3C3 Continued
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Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition (PLAR) in Canadian Apprenticeship Jurisdictions: Utilization,

Benefits, lssues and Concerns

General Information

Q-1 Please indicate the Apprenticeship Jurisdiction that you represent. (Circle

number)

1. Newfoundland and Labrador
2. Nova Scotia
3. Prince Edward Island
4. New Brunswick
5. Quebec
6. Ontario
7. Manitoba
8. Saskatchewan
9. Alberta
10. British Columbia
1 1. Norlhwest Territories
12. Yukon
13. Nunavut

Q-2 Does your legislation allow you to offer Prior Leaming Assessment

and Recognition (PLAR) services in your Apprenticeship Jurisdiction? (Circle number)

1. YES

2. No...(please conüent)

COMMENT:
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Q-3 The fifteen items listed below are associated with assessing prior leaming. Please
indicate the use of them in your Apprenticeship Jurisdiction.

IN ACTION means is cur¡ently using the item
IN pRocRESS means is planning to use the item
No ACTION means is not planniDg to use the item

Status ofltem (Check box)
IN AC'TION IN PROGRESS NO ACTION

1 PLAR policies....
2 PLAR procedures
3 Fees for PLA R services............ ..
4 Written guìdelines for apprentices seeking PLAR

sen ices. .... ... . . .. . .

5 Promotional activit¡es for PLAR services.............
6 Orientation sessions for PLAll.. ....
7 Advisement services for apprentices seeking PLAR.
8 Flexible (a variely oÐ assessment processes.........
9 Evaluation ofapprentice's prior leaming against

clear and reliable leaming oulcones. , ... .. , ... ....
10 Measu¡ement ofapprentice's prior leaming against

eslablished apprenticeship standalds...
l1 Recording results ofall PLAR activities

undertaken by apprenlices......
l2 Posl-PLAR leedback. . . . . . . . . . . . .

l3Access to an appeal process. . . . . . . . . . . .

l4Training of PLAR advising personnel.
I5 fraining PLAR assessors. . . .

COMMENT:

D
D
D

¡
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ü

D

D

D
fl
ü
D
D

tr
tr
tr

tr
tr
tr
tr
tr

tr

tr

D
D
D
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D
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n
tr

tr

D

D
U
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tr
tr

tr
tr
D
D
D
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Q-4 In which for the following areas do you provide PLAR services? (Circle numbers)
I. ENTRY

2. PLACEMENT

3. CERTIFicATIoN
4. OTHËR. ..spcciry__

PLAR Policies

Q-5 Do you have an overriding framework PLAR policy for a1l trades? (Circle
number)

¡_l YES

2
3 OTHËR.. . (plcasc commcnl)

l-î .*.*.-,Ã;--l
I hc¡e to Q t+ on pasc 7 

|

COMMENT:

Q-6 lfyou have an oveniding PLAR policy, which ofthe following choices describe it

best? (Circle number)

Formal means approved wrilten policies and procedures
Informal means unwritten generally accepted pmctices

I FoRMAL
2 TNFORMAL

3 OTHER...(picasccorrmcnt)

COMMENT:
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Q-7 Do your formal/informal policies for assessing prior leaming include: (Circle
numbers)

I A DEFTNIÏON oF yoURPLARpRocESS

2 A DESCRTPîoN oF THr wAys PLAR cAN Bll usED IN
YOUR JURISDICTION

3 AN EXPL,{NATIoN oF THE PERSONNEL INVOLVED tN cô-
oRDINATING AND PROVIDING PLAR SERVICES FoR YOUR
JURISDICTION

4 ôTHER. ..(please conrmcnr)
COMMENT:

Q-8 Which of the following define(s) equivalent prior leaming (knowledge and skills)
in your formal/informal PLAR policies: (Circle numbers)

I PRIOR LEARNNG îHAT Js CoNSISTDNT \\¡ITH LEARNING

OUTCOME REQUIREMENTS FOR THE TRADE SOUGHT
2 PRIoR LEARNING THAT MEETS THE REQUIR¡D NUMBER oF

HOURS IN THD TRADE SOUGHT

3 PRIOR LEARNING THAT IS PERFORMBD To STANDARDS
REQUIRTìD BY APPRENTICESHIP

4 OUT-OF PRoVTNCE, RÊD SEAL, PRI0R LEARNING IN THE
TR,{DE SOUGHT IN YOUR PROVINCE

5 PRI0R LEARNING IS DEFINED IN oTHER TERMS
6 PRtoR LEARNn¡c rs Nor DEFTNED

7 OTHER... (please commcnt)

COMMENT:
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Q-9 Which PLAR strategies (used to assess pnor leaming) are listed in your
formal/informal PLAR policies? (Circle numbers)

I FoRMAL EDUCATIONAL DocuMËNT EVALUATION
2 EMPLOYËR ÐVALUATION oF WORKPLACE SKILLS
3 PoRTI-oLto REVIEW

4 CHALLENGE pRocËss (\lRlrrEN TESTS, REpoRTs)
5 DEMoNSTRATIoN PIIocESS (PId{CTICAL TESTS, PRoDUcT

ASSESSMENT)

6 orHER...(pleasecommenÐ
COMMENT:

Q- 10 ln your PLAR policies, do you state that these policies ensule that your
assessment ofprior leaming is valid, reliable, fair, equitable, efficient and
effective?

I YES

G.MMENT: 
2 No (Please commenf)

Q-1i ln your formal/informal policies for assessing pnor leaming, what requirements
must be satisfied in order for prior leaming to be granted credit? (Circle numbers)

A¡MISSION REQUIREMENTS

APPRENTICESHIP AGREEMENT

TrL1\DE LE^RNtNG ourcoMD REeurREMrnrs (scope of the
trade)
TIME IN THÈ TRADÊ REQUIRIMENTS

AppRENTIcESHtp sreNlenn þroficiency) REeuIR¡MENT
OTHER...(plcasc commcni)
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COMMENT

Q-12 Do YoUR FoRI\,ÍAL/INFoRI\¡AL PLAR PoLICIES GoVERN ANY oF THE NINE

ADI\4INISTRATIVE ITEI\4S LISTED BELOW? PLEASE INDICATE WHICH ONES BY WRITING
RESPONSES-

I wHo ASSDSSES PRIOR LEARNTNG

I{ESPONsÈ: Position Title

2 wHo ctvEs I.-INAL 
^ppRovAL 

FoR CRTDIT AWARD
RESPONSE: Posifion Title

3 How SUCCESSFUL PLARTS rrEcoRDEl)
RESPONSE

) THE CONDìTIONS UNDÉR WHICH LbISUCCESSFUL PLAR CANDIDATES CAN BE

REASSESSED

6 HOW PLARCANDIDATES CAN APPEAL ANASSESSMENT

7 WHATPLARFEES ARE BASED oN (Ci¡cle Numberu)

APPLICATION
REVIEW AND VALIDATION OF CREDËNTIALS
TESTING
PRF, AND POST CONSI]I,TATIONS

4 How uNsuccESsFUL PLAR rs RECORDED

OTHER...Plcasc spccify
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8 wH,\T RESTRlcrroNS ARE ILACED oN ILAR FEEs (Circle Numbers)

1 LEGISLATIVE
2 ]NSTITUTÌONAL
3 OTHER.. .Pìease spccily-

g WHAT N,IAXIMTJM PERCËNT CRËDIT CAN BE EARNED THROUGH PLAR
RESPONSE

Q- 13 DOES youR PLAR polrcrEs covER pRocEDURES FoR: (CIRCLE NUMBERS)

inrplcmcntjng plâr in the jurisdicaiton
devclopmcnt, revìew, and update ofplar resourccs
dcvclopmcnt, ¡cvicw, a¡d updâtc ofplar stafftrainrng
PLAR processcs

OTHER. .. (please coml¡cno

COMMENT

PI-AR Processes

Q-14 From which education and training systems do you transfer equivalent credits?
(Circle numbers)

1 COLLEGES nt rHE SAME PRovtNcE
2 COLLEGES nt orHER PRovINcEs
3 UNIVERSITY n'l rHE SAME PRovtNcE
4 uNrvERsrrrEs rN orHER pRovr¡rcEs

5 OTHERAppRENTtcESHIp JUIìISDICTIONS

6 FoRgcN APPRENTTCESHÌP SYSTEMS

7 FoRflcN EDUCATrONAL INsrtrurIoNS
8 woRXPLAcES
9 uNroNs
1O PRIVATE EDUCATIONAL TNSTITUTIONS

1 1 VIRTUAL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
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12 ôTHER... (speciry)

Q-15 Do you assess foreign credentials for recognition purposes?

I Ar-wAYS
2 VERY oFrEN (specify)
3 oFrEN (speci!,)
4 RARELY (speci!)
5 NEVER

Q-16 Is there a specific standard (grade level or percentage) required for credit to be
transferred? (Circlenumber)

Q-17 Which Apprent iceship levels accept transfeffed PLAR credits? (Circle number)

Yos...(speci$r standard)

LEVEL I APPRTNTICESHIP

LEVEL 2 APPRDNTICESHIP

LÈVEL 3 APPRENTICESHIP

LEVEL 4 APPRENTIcESHIP

PROVTNCIAL/TERRITORTAL ]oURNEYPËRsoN LEVEL

6 RED SEAL LEVEL
7 No LEVELS

Q- 18 How is a transferred credit recorded? (Circle number)

1 AS A N.UMERIC oR LETTER GRADE

2 AS PASS oR FAIL
3 AS CREDIT oR NoN-CREDIT
4 As A "srcN-oFF"
5 orHI'R . ..(speciry)_

Q- 19 Is there a maximum percent of credits that can be awarded through

transfer? (Circle number)

I YES...(state the maxllnum number)
2No

Q-20 Can an apprentice with education and training in one trade obtain advanced
standing in another trade if the apprentice has (Circle yes or no):

Advanced Standing in Another Trade
SOME EQUIVALENT EDUCATIONAL COURSES YES NO

SOMD EQUIVALENT WORK HOURS YES NO
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Q-21 What challenge processes does your Apprenticeship Jurisdiction offer as part of
its PLAR services? (Circle numbers)

Challenge process meâns a wdtten examination, p¡qect, or assignment
prepared by the Jurisdìction, often supervised by an invigilator

I wRlT-rEN TESTS

2 ASSIGNMENTS

3 RTPORTS

4 RESEARCH PROJECTS

5 oTI.tER. . . spccify

Q-22 What demonstration processes does your Apprenticeshlp Jurisdiction offer as

part of its PLAR serwices? (Circle numbers)

Demonstration process means a perfomance of skills completed by the leamer
and witnessed by an assessor, lt includes but is not limited to structured
intewiews, producl assessmenls, role-plays, sirnulations, presentations, practical
tests and oral examination.

1 STRUCTUREDINTERVIEWS

2 WoRK PRoDUCT ASSÉSSMENTS

3 ROLE-PL.AYS

4 SIMULATIoNS
5 PRESENTATIONS

6 PRACTICAL TESTS

7 OR A.L ÐaAMÌ.IATIONS
8 WORKPLACÈDÈMoNsrRATroNS

9 OTHER.. .spccily

Q-23 At what level are the challenge [C] and /or demonstration [D] processes offered?
(Check processes)

[c] tDl
Dl
AT LEVEL 1 APPRENTICESHIP

AT LEVEL 2 APPRENTICESHIP

ATLEVEL3 APPRENTICESHIP

AT LEVEL 4 APPRENTICESHIP

AT PRovrN-cIAL/TERRIToRIAL JouRNEypuRSoN LEvEL
AT RED SEAL LEVEL

Wliat letter grade or percent score does your Jurisdiction require on a

Ic&

Q-24
challenge/demonstration in order to give credit? (speciS)
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Q-25 How is the credit for a successful challenge/demonstration recorded?
(Circle number)

1 AS A NUMERIC oR LETTER GRADE

2 AS A PASS oR FAIL
3 AS A CREDIT oR NON.CREDIT

4 uTHLR... (speciry)

Q-26 Who assesses the challenge/demonstrations? (Circle number)

I APPRENTICESHIP SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS

2 NDUSTRY SUBJECT MATTER

lxrlnrs... (specif,
3 coMRrNATloN oF I AND 2

4 orHER...(speciô/)

Q-27 Do the assessors also perform the advising function? (Circle number)

1 ALWAYS
2 VERY oFrEN (specify)
3 oFrEN (specify)
4 RARELY (specify)
5 NEVDR

Q-28 Is there a maximum percent of credits that can be awarded tbrouglr

challenge/demonstration processes? specify_

Q-29 Does your Apprenticeship Jurisdiction offer portfolio assessment

as a PLAR process? (Circle number)
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A portfolio is an organized collection ofevidence developed by the leamer,

which records and verifies leaming achievements and relates them to

educational requirements

Portfolio assessment is the evaluation ofthe documented Ieaming ìn a portfolio

againsl the required lear.lling ofthe training program

Q-30 Is portfolio assessment offered for the "in-schoo1" component in: (Circle

numbers)

LEVEL I APPRENTICESHIP

LEVEL 2 APPIIENTICESHIP

LEVEL3 APPRENTICESHIP

LEVEL 4 APPRENT]CESH)P

PRoVINCIAL/TERRIToIIìAL JoURNEYPERSoN LEVEL

RED SEAL LTVIL

Q-3 1 Do you offer a portfolio development workshop to assist apprentices in developing
their portfolios? (Circle number)

1 ALwÂYs
2 VERYOFTEN (specify)
3 oFrEN (speci$)
4 RARELY (specifu)
5 NrvER

THIS OPTION IS BEING DEVELOPED

Q-32 Who performs the assessment of portfolios? (Circle numbers)
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1 APPRTNTICESHIP SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS

2 EDUCATIoNAL INSTITUTIoN SUBJECT MATTËR EXPERTS

3 INDUSTRY SUBJECT MATTER

EXPERTS. . . (specify)
4 CoMBJNATIoNS oF I, 2, 3

5 orHER... (speciô/)

Q-33 Are the assessors trained in PLAR activities?

I ALWAYS
2 VERY OFTËN (speciry)
3 oFrEN (specify)
4 RARELY (specify)
5 NEVER

Q-34 Who advises apprentices seeking poÍfolio assessment? (Circle numbers)

1 APPRENTICESHIPCoLINSELLORS

2 TRAI'IED PLAR ADVISORS

3 ASSESSORS

4 TRATNED ASsEssoRs

5 o rH ER...(speciô/)

Q-35 How is a successful portfolio assessment recorded? (Circle number)

I AS A NUMERIC oR LETTER GRADE

2 AS A PASS oR FAII-
3 AS A CRËDIT oIì NON-CIIEDIT
4 orHER...(specify)

Q-36 Is there a maximum percent ofcredits an apprentice can acquired through tlre portfolio
assessment process? (specify)_

Administration of PüR

Q-37 Who co-ordinates PLAR activities in your Apprenticeship Junsdiction? (Fill in)

Q-38 How many ofyour Apprenticeship personnel are designated as PLAR staffl (Fill in))

FULL-TIMÊ PÂRî-TIME
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Q-39 HAVE YoU DEVELOPED PLAR TRAINING FoR STAFF INVOLVED N PLAR SERVICES?

(Crncr-r NuunEn)

I YÈS

2 PLAR TfuAn.]IN-G IS BEINC DEVELOPED

3No

Q-40 Do assessors make the recommendation for credit award? (Circle number)

1 ALW^YS
2 VBRY oFrEN Gpecify)
3 oFrEN Gpecify)
4 RARELY Gpecify)
5 NDVTR

Q4l Does the recommendation for credit award need füral approval?

(Circle number)

I ALWAYS
2 VERY oFrEN (specify)
3 oFTEN

4 RARELY

5 NEVER

(specifv)-
Gpecilv)-

Q-42 Where do you record PLAR c¡edits?

Gpecif,,)

Q-43 What is your PLAR fee for: (specify arnount)

I ENTRANCÊ: $

2 PLACEMENT: $

3 I RADL eL 
^L 

tn( 
^TION: 

S
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4 PRACTICAL TÈsrs: S_
5 OTHER...plcasc

spccify_---

Q-44 How does your Apprenticeship Jurisdictiorì market your PLAR se¡vices?

(Cìrcle nurnbers)

THROUGH EMPLOYERS

THROUGH BROCHURES

THROUGH EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

THROUCH COMMT]NITY ORCANIZATIONS

IHROT 6H LV PLOYNI f\T INSLRANC¡
THROUGH HRDC PUBLICATIoNS
THROUGH V/ORKERS COMPBNSATION BOARD
THROUGH lHE MEDIA
orHER. ..(speciô/)_

Procedu¡es for P|AR

Q-45 Has your Apprenticeship Jurisdiction developed clear, rigorous, and

transparent leaming outcomes (competencies) flor: (Circle numbers)

LEVEL I APPRENTICESHIP

LEVEL 2 APPRENTICDSHIP

LEVEL3 APPRI]NTICESHIP

LEVEL 4 APPRENTIcESHIP

PROVINCIAL/TERRIToRIAL JoURNEYPERsoN LEVEL
RED SEAL LEVEL
NO LEVTLS

Q-46 Are the leaming outcomes developed for: (Circle nunber)
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1 ,{LL TRADES

2 Mosr rRADES...(more than half)
3 soME TR{DES...(less than half)
4 No rRADì.s

Q-47 Are these learning outcomes to be performed to an Apprenticeship

standard(levelofachievement)? (Circlenumber)

I Y 1S... specil'y standard_
2No

Q-48 What documents have you had to develop to use PLAR? (Circle

nunbers)

PLAR CUIDDLiNES

USDR MANUALS
ASSESSOR MANUALS
APPLICATION FORMS

REGISTRATION FORMS

ASSESSMENT FORMS

ASSESSMENT RESULT FORMS

FEEDBACK FORMS

GAP TR,{INING FORMS

0 or'r¡R...speci&
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Perceived Benefit from lmplementation of PI-AR

Q-49 What do you perceive are the benefits of implementing PLAR?

(Circle numbers)

1 INCREASE n.I N.UMBER oF APPRENTICES PERYEAR

2 IMPROVEMENT IN AIPRENTICE MOTIVATION To COMPLETE TRAINING
3 IMPROVEMENT IN APPRENTICE ATTITUDE TO TRAINING
4 MAI{ES EFFICIENT USE OFTRAININC TIME
5 SAVES TR{tNtNc DOLLARS

6 ALLorr's FoR EFIìlctENT MoVEMÈNT FROM oNETRADE To ANoTHER
7 ALLows GREATER MOBILITY WITHIN CANADA
8 ALLowS IìLÈxIBILITY wITHIN THE APPI{ENTICESHIP SYSTEM

9 ALLowS APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEM To MEETNEEDS oF LEARNERS

10 orrmn. . . (cor¡neno

COMMENT:

Issues and Concerns about PI-AR

Q-50 What barriers are preventing you from irnplementing PLAR

services?



1s9

(Circle numbers)

1 DEVELOPMENT oF Pol-lctts
2 DEVELoPMENT oF PROCEDUI{ES

3 DEVELoPMENT oF LEARNING OUTCOMES

4 DËVELOPMENT oF STANDARDS oF PERFORMANCE

5 PLAR SERVICES Too COSTLY To IMPLDMENT

6 UPPER MANACDMENT CÔMMITMENT
7 STAFF COMMITMENT
8 GOVERNMENT suPPoRT
9 DDUCATiNG STAFI.'ABOUT PLAII
IO FINDÌNG AssEsSoRS

11 TRAINING ASSÈSSOIìS

I2 FINDING AD\¡ISORS

13 TRAn'lÌ.tG ADVISORS

14 pRovIDINc cAp TRAINING ro APPRENTICES

15 orHER...(Comment)
COMMENT:

Q-51 If you are not doing PLAR, what are your top three issues? (Fi1l

in)
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Q-52 If you have implemented PLAR, what are your top three concems?

(Fil1 in)

I

2

3

Please supply the following information in the event the researcher requires clarification.

You may be assured of complete confidentiality. Only the identification number on your

questiolnaire will be used.

Name of respondent:

Job Title of respondent:

Address of respondent

Telephone number of respondent

Fax number of respondent:
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Is there anything else you would like to tell the researcher about PLAR in your

jurisdiction? If so, please use this space for that purpose.
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Your contribution to this suruey is greatly appreciated. The researcher will send you a

summary of results.
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AppnNnxB



Table B1: Frequency and Percentage Distribution ofJurisdictions Having PLAR Legislation

R esnonses

Yes
No

Freouencv lN:10)
I

165

Percentase
80%
20%



Table B 2: Frequency and Percentage Distribution ofJurisdictions with PLAR Indicators which are "In Action"(IA),
"In Progress" (IP), or "No Action" (NA)

PLAR lndicators

l. PLA-[{ pohcres

2. PLAR procedures

Large-Sized Jurisdictions

N=3

3. Fees lo¡ PLAR scrvices

IA

4. Written guidelines

IP

t&v"

3

1îOøl

5. PLAR promotlonal

NA

I &o/"

J

100%

6. PLAII orientation

sessions

{J

Medrum-slZed
Ju¡isdictions

N:4

2

66.7%

IA

f&%

7. PLAR Advisement

services

0

0%

0

I

ì? ?ol

IP

r &o/,,

0

0%

U

0%

4

looo/"

I

1'1, '1,o2

I

333%

Small-Sized Jurisdictions

N:3

NA

f &o/,,

J

'75%

contlnu€

0

I

33j%

I

ì1 101

U

IA

f &v"

I

25V.

I

25%

0

(30

t00%

I

0

0%

I

IP

f &v^

0

0%

0

0%

2

¿

66.7%
0

ov"

J

0

ov"

NA

f &o/.

3

75y.

L0jyo

I

7'\, 101

All,l€spondlng
J.uÌiqdigiiorìs 

l

.:. rN;10 rr'

0

0%

r66

I

250/o

I

3

.tA

f 3¿%

0

0%

0

0%

0

4

100v"

I

25%

I

12 2,ot

U

.:II'. .

re%

0

0%

0

0%

o^oa

no
respon
se

2

5('toa

I

U

3

100%

'2'
ì. :
ciO,t/.

NA

r&
ol,.

1....

I00/^

no
respon
se

I

11 1%

I

1a 2at

U

3,

?oia

,I;

0,

not

0

0%

¿

J

',1 :

¿.¡ll

q

0%

0,-

oo/"

2

66;7V"

U

4

a(\9t

7.' .

't0%

..J.

,t.

1^tv

2,

)îo/^

33. 3%

,9',:,

60:%

'..1.'

i¡ói^

)2..

20e/o

::!,
: .:::
4(\o/"

''.1.' ,

l0o/o



PLAR Indicators

8. Flexible assessment

9. Clea¡ antl reliable

lê.ñiñû 
^,, 

r.^ñêe
10. Estabhshed

aoorenticeshio standards

Large-Sized Jurisdictions
N:3

[. Recording results ofall

PLAR activities
12. Post-PLAll feedback

100%

lï

l-J. Access to an appeal

l ttt\ot,

NA

0

0%

MedrLrm-Srzed
Jn¡isdictions

14. TÌaining of PLAR

",1.,i"i-- ^-""^---l

3

100%

0

(\ot,

0

0%

15, Training PLAR

ASSESSOß

3

t00%

0

0%

0

t'\D/"

lr

0

0%

3

tooo/.

0

0%

0

0%

3

7 5y"

NA

2

50%

òmall-ò12eo Jurlsolcllons
N=3

2

0

ìol

0

0%

4

t00%

1

) \ot

2

50%

J

0

ool

I

25%

1

333%
0

(\o/^

0

0%

tr

2

66.',1%

I

'\7, 1,il

U

I

) aot

2

66.',1v"

2

50%

0

0%

I

33j%

NA

l.''x: ll5::Pa¡orie ,.

r,,;Á;i^rl^ñ¡ \I:t n

0

0%

U

ûo/"

I

) \o/^

2

66.',1yt

1

25%

1

33.3%

,,rL

I

333%

33.

I

¿

500/"

2

\(\o/^

3

100%

1v"

Ì

33.3%

0

(\Dt

"+".
400,^

I

2s%

1

) 5aa

I

F'R;:o/"

167

0

0%

0

0%

,NA

r&%

.L
9î9/^

' 
'3.;: 

,,':

zo6t

?3.

I

1y"

I

25%

I

1? ?or

0

0%

'2... 
..

1t\oa

:.1 .

3oo/.

90%

33.

2

s0%

10/"

I

11 20/^

,7.

'70%

,9

t\oÁ

,¡:',

LO%

33.

33.

3%

1

33.3%

\v"
I

7,1 ^',ot

'I
:.:
\t\Du

2:
::..

')(\o/"

33.

.:l)

0%

3V.

I

33.30/.

I

33.3%

.2 ..

ón;t

'..1,t

l0o/¡

I

33.30/,

',þ

'60%

,3
z¡ú"

¿.

',+.,::,
2lìD,1

.,2. 
.

2on/a

..J. .:

2,^Ol

:2:..

20%
:4

:.:: 
.

L ol.



Table B 3: Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Small-Sized, Medium-Sized and Large-Sized Jurisdictions
with PLAR Services for Entry, Placement, and Certification.

PLAR Selvlcçs
for

Entry

Large-Sized
Jurisdictions

N=3

Placement

Ce¡tification

Medium-Sized
Ju¡isdiction

N=4

¿ 67yo

2 67%

3 100%

l8{.%

4 tooyo

Small-Sized
Jurisdictions

N:3

4 100%

168

3 75%

f&.%

All Rg¡p-onding

r .Ju¡isdi¿tions .

, 
t , rN:10l

3 100%

3 100%

J t00y.l

f. &:,%

9 90%

9'..,., 90e/o

, yu"/o



Table B 4: Frequency and Percentage Drstribution of Jurisdjctions with an Ovemdìng
Framework PLAR Policy for all Trades

Responses

YES

NO

L/ I l1úl(

Large-Sized

Jurisdictions

N:3

3 100%

Medium-Sized

Judsdictions

00%

0 ÛYo

3 75%

Small-Sized

Jurisdictions

N:3

f &Yo

2 66.7%

169

I JJ.J7,

Under development

All RêspondipÈ

:Jurisdiútions' '

:.. N=10 . .

f ,; &,:va

8,i 80%

L,.tÙyó

lV"/o



Table B 5: Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Small-Sized, Medium-Sized, and Large-Sized Jurisdictions
That Have a Formal or Informal Overiding PLAR Policy

r ype or rr-l\r( rorloy

Formal

Large-òrzeo

Jurisdictions

N=3

Info¡mal

3 I00%

Medium-Slzed

Ju¡isdictions

N:3

00%

T Ú. "/.J

z 66.7%

Small-Jzed

Jurisdictions

N:2

I JYo

1&%

t 50%

ôÏ(::!ee9Tc
r.'Júrisdicliqns. 

,

' N=,r}' ':'

I 50"

f &

6 ,. .60%

2 zQy,)



Table B 6: Frequency and Percentage Distribution ofJurisdictions That Describe Aspects of
the PLAR Process in Their PLAR Policies

Aspects of the PLAIì
Process

A delÌnition

process

A descnptlon ol ways

Þt 
^ 

Þ -.- h- .,"-¡

Large-Sized

Ju sdictions

N=3

of the PLAR

An explanation of

PLAR oersonnel

Ì e.%

3 100%

Medlum-Sized

Jurisdictions

N=3

3 100%

2. 66.7%

f &%

o ov,

1 33.3%

Small-Slzed

Jurisdictions

N=2

¿ oo. t)

0

I &%

1 33.3%

under development

I 33.3%

staternent of beliefs

and definitions

00/o

2 100%

alR:¡lolglne

, Juiì ídictiirn s..

-:.:'. ...N=10, '.

2 100%

U V"/o

&.

6 . 6001,

7 . ,,, ,70%

2.. .... : .20%



Table B 7: Frequency and Percentage Distribution ofJurisdictions That Define Equivalent
Prior Leaming in Their PLAR Policies

Dehnitions of
Equivalent

Prior Leaming

Plior Leaming that is
consistent with leârujng
outcome requirements for
the trade sought

Prior Learning that meets
the required number of
hou¡s in the trade sought

Large-Sized

Ju¡isdictions N:3

Prior Leaming that is
perlbrmed to standards
rec¡uired by

^ 
nñrÂnri.êa1ìin

t &. yo

uut-ol-rrovlnce, l(eo òeal
Prior Leaming in the trade
ù^,, -Lr i- .,^,,. ^"^,,i--^

3 t00%

Medium-Sized

Prior Leaming is defined
in other terms

Jurisdictiors

2 66.',7yo*

Prior Leaming is not
defined

t &%

N:3

¿

Other

3 t00%

66.7%\*

Small-Sized

Jruisdictions N:2

I 33.3%o - Prior Learning
that is equivalent to learning
outcomes for entry
¡eoui¡ement

2 66.7V,+

z OO.l"n'

f &.%

2 100%

r,..A1l,Resp9!düc,,..

JuiisdiciiônÀ. rN:10r.

00%

100%

3 1000/.

O OYo

2 100,)

î,'. .&,. .d/o '.'

0 [Yo

t72

I 50%

ò ðU7o

O IYo

2 100%

00%

6 60%

O ÙYo

6 ó0q/o

00%

7::.74"/í,

00%

I t0%

0.'..,':.0%

tJ . .. UYo



Table B 8: Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Jurisdictions With PLAR Strategies Listed in Their PLAR Policies

PLAI( Strategres

Formal Educational

Dooument Evaluation

Employer Evaluation of

Workplace Skills

Large-Sized

Juisdictions N=3

rofilollo Kevlew

Challenge Process

Demonstration Process

2 67%

utlrer

Medrum-Slzed

Ju¡isdictions N=3

2 67%

f &

3 t00%

3 100%

Small-Slzed

Jurisdictions N:2

1 33%

j r00%

O IYo

¿ O I "/o

&

2 100%

3 100%

.,' j\lt.¡{9spoûq-14gtrr.

Jriíisdiôiirürs. N.=10

I 33%

2 100%

00%

F&%

t73

t )U"/o

7 :. ::7.4'% : I

z 100%

| 50%

:7. . . :7.0:o/o

O OYo

) )U7o

3 30%

U..,: U"/o



Table B 9: Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Jurisdictions With/Without The Statement:
PLAR Policies Ensure Valid, Reliable, Fair, Equitable, Efficient and Effective Assessment
of Prior Learning

Responses 01 Jurisdictlons (N:10)

Yes (have statement in PLAR policy)

No (do not have statement in PLAR

nnli¡wì
Do not have a PLAR policy

¡requency and Percentage

f&%

3 JUYI

5 50V.

2 20%



Table B l0: Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Jurisdictions With Requirements to be Satisfied Before Credit for
Prior Leaming Could be Granted

Requirements to be Satrslied

Admlssion Requirements

Apprenticeship Agleement

Trade Learning Outcome

l'rme in the l rade

Apprenticeship Standard

Reouirement

Lalge-örzeo

Jurisdictions N:3

Other

f8r.%
I t00%

| 33.3y"

Medium-Sized

Jurisdictions N:3

L 33.3%

f &.%

JJ.

¿ Þb. /"/o

)"/o

r 33.3V^

3 100%

o0%

òma -òlzed

Jurisdictions N:2

3 100%

3 t00%

f&.%

2 66.',70/,

2 lO0Yo

2 100%

00%

I s0%

A[ Kespondlng ]

Iûiisdictióni . ñ=10

r75

I 50'/o

::. :..' ï :.8¿ 'Vo

L 50y.

6 . . . 600/"

00%

lU"/o

5..sQ%,.'..

):.:.: JU"/o

4: . 40a/l'

0 u'/o



Table Bi 1: Jurisdiction Responses to Administrative Items Governed by Their PLAR Pohcres

Admimstrative Ìtems

Who

assesses

Priorl-eaming

Who gives

1ìnal approval

for credit aw¿¡d

EI3OO
Agent

Dáise

Larce-Sized Jurisdictions

Training

Consultants

FIlOO

How

successful

PLAR is

recorded

Counselor

Field

Consultants

JIIOO

l)lrector or

Training

Consultant as

delesated

ITCO/Program

Administrative

StafI

BPlOO

¡reld
Consultants

Merlium-Sized Judsdictions

Training

Consultants

record ¡esults

DPlOO
PDO

Drrector

Field

Consultants

record results

as numetic ot

letter grade

Apprenticeship

Training Co-

ordinator (ATC)

GP2OO

r76

PDO

Results

¡ecorded on

ACIS database

Small-Sized Jurisdictions

ATC or PLAR

Co-ordinator

LR4OO
Supervisor

Memo sent

to region

and copy at

Central

Office

ARlOO
Industrial

Training

Ofhcer/

Instructor

ACIS database

and personal

files

Supervisor PDO

(Industrial

Training)

Resulls

recorded on

database

Results

recorded in

logbooks and

on Info¡mation

Management

s¡



Table B 1 1: Jurisdiction Responses to Administrative Items Governed by Their PLAR Policies - Continued

Administrative Items

How

unsuccessful

PLAR is

recorded

The conditions under

which tmsuccessfrLl

PLAIì candidates can be

EI3OO
No Response

rge-Sized Jurisdictions

Results recorded

in database for

trades where

ex¿ms are taken

at Minist Offica

How PLAR

candidates can

appeal an

FIIOO
Field Consultants

record results as

numeric or lelter

grade

What

PLAR fees are

based on

l(x)

Candidates must

gain more

experience or

BPlOO

An appeal can be

made to the Area

Manager

Medium-Sized Jurisdictions

Kevlew ¿g

Valid'n of
Credentials

Memo sent to

region and

copy at

Central office

DPlOO

I ees cnarged

when college

adminislers

exemption tests

ACIS database

and personal

files

GP2OO

New

information

must be put

forward

l. Apphcahon

2. Review and
Validation of
Credential

3. Testing(P)

111

Small-Srzed Jurisdlctions
LR4OO

New

infollnation

must be put

forward
l.Testìng-
No fees for
Applic'n,
Review &
Valid'n, or
Pre/post
Consultation

ARlOO
N/A

An appeal

regrúation

covers this

No fees

An appeal

can be made

to the Board

l.

2.

3.

Application

Review and
Validation of
Credential

Testing(P)

No fees N o fees



Table B 1 1: Jurisdiction Responses to Admrnistrative Items Govemed by Their PLAR Policies - Continued

Administ¡ative
Items

What

rest¡ictions arc

placed on

PI 
^I¿ 

Êêêa

2. Institntional

Large-S ized Jurisdictions

EI3OO

wnat

maximltm

percent credif

can be eamed

l.
Fi 100

Legislative

5DYO

JIlOO
[. Legislative

No Maximum

M edium-Sized .luri sdictions

BPlOO
1 Legìslative

Maximum

minus I

period of

l2 months

DPlOO
No fees-N/A

No Maximum

GP2OO
1. Legislative

100% for

theory

lea¡ned

Small-Sized

No fees-N/A
LR4OO

t00%

178

urisdictions

No fees-N/A
ARlOO

75% of required

lime

No Maximum



Table B 12: F'requency and Percentage Distribution of Jurisdictions That Include Various PLAR Procedures
rn Their PLAR Policies

PLAR ProcedLrres

lmplementing PLAR in the Jurisdichon

Development, Review, and Update of

PT 
^ 

R Rêc^"r¡êe

llevelopment, ltevlew, and Update ot

ÞI 
^Þ 

qrlff'ff,¡ñiñß

tsLl\I( -PIOCCSSCS

C)ther

Large-Sized
Jurisdictions

IYD

I 33.3%

00%

Medium-Sized
Jurisdictions

I 33.3Vo

V U"/n

I 33.3%

0 0v"

o oo/.

Small-Sized
Jurisdictions

00%

1 33.3yo

o oyo

00%

00%

AllRelpónding
' 

': Jurisdiò tionÁ . :

'', , N=10 I ,l'

00%

¿ lUVTo

2, 20%

00%

0 ,0%

r .,. , .rA%

o .. oÐ/1
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Table B l3: Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Small, Medium, and Large-sized Jurisdictions That Transfer Equivalent Credits
From Various Education and Training Systems

Education & Training Systems

Colleges in the srme Provrnce

Colleges in other Provinces

University jn the same Province

Univelsities in other Provrnces

Other Apprenticeship Jurisdictions

Foreign Apprenliceship Systems

F-oreign .Bduc tionûL tnstitutions

Large-Sized

Ju sdictions

Workplaces

Unions

f

P¡ivate Educational Institutions

J 100%

Virtual Educatíonal lnstltutlons

3 100%

Other

L\lLeOlUm-ùlzeo

Jurisdictions

z 66.7%

2 66.1Yo

) t00%

f

2 66.10/^

4 100%

2 66.-tYo

3 '75./o

òmall-;lzecl

Julisdictions

3 100%

2 50%

L 33.3%

I 25%

3 r00%

a / JY'

2 66.7%

3 15y,

An R¡¡t1no11e

. Jurisdictiôis:. r

'. ll$:r nì .

2 66.1"/,'

JJ.

0

2 50%

5'/n

L 33.3%

3 75v.

0%

I 33.3%

2 50%

J lUU'7o

3 ',75%

9:'.,:9.0|/\,

I 33.3%

Z )UYo

Ll rj0%

r 33.3%

0

5 sO'Yî

2 66.7Y,)

0%

4 40o/¡

2 66.7yo

tt óU'/o

2 66.7%

O .buyo

I 33.3Ya

s.: . :50%

U

IJ EO%

U"/o

5 5rJVo

8 .,. 80%

4:: .:40%

U V"/o



Responses

Always

very u1l!'n

Often

ll ely

Neve¡

AII Responding Jurisdiclions
N:10

Frequency

o

0

0

Percentage

4

0

OUTo

V"/o

00Á

40Yo



Table B 15: Frequency and Percentage Distnbution of Jurisdictions Requiring Apprentices to Attain a Level of Competency
(Standard of Performance) in Credits to be Transferred

Jurisdictions Require A

Specific Standard?

Yes

No

Frequency & (Standard of Perlormance)

All Responding Jurisdictions

(N=10)

3 (Successful Completion)

7 (70%)

Percentage

t82

70%

30%



Table B 16: Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Small, Medium, and Large-sized Jurisdictions That Accept PLAR Credits in
Various Apprenticeship Levels

Apprenticeshrp Levels

Level I Apprenticeship

Level 2 Apprenticeship

Leve I 3 Apprenticeship

Level 4 Apprerticeship

Provincial/ l erritonal

JoumeyDerson Certificalion

Large-Sized

Jurisdictions

lN=j l

Red SeaI Certification

No Levels

3 t00%

3 100%

Medium-Sized

Jurisdictions

I t00%

2 66.7%

_J 100%

4 100%

2 66.',7yo

4 t00%

Small-Sized

Jtuisdictions

00%

4 100vo

4 t00%

2 50%

3 100%

2 5O"/o

3 100%

All Respónding

. LJrrristlictions

fN=l0\.' l

183

00%

3 100%

¿ 6b. /"/o

3 10001,

Y. .Ya

10. -,100%

z 66.1Yo

r0, 100%

00%

t0:.100%

ð ðU7o

I... 80%

6 6OYo

o0%



Table B 17: Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Small, Medium, and Large-sized Jurisdictions That Record
Transferred Credits Using Various Marking Schemes

Marking Schernes

As a num€ric or letter grade

As Pass or Farl

18.3 As credit or non-credit

18.4 As a "sign-off'

18.5 Other

Large-Sized

Jurisdictions

(N:3)
f

2 66.7%

I 33.3"

IVledrum-srzed

Jurisdictions

2 66.7%

1 33.3%

| 25%

L 25yn

Small-Sized

Jurisdictions

4 t00yo

2 50y,r

0 uvo

f

00%

o uvo

r84

AllrResponding

: I Jurisdiôtions.

l'. -. /ñ-i 
^\, 

rl

I

2 66.7%

2 66.70/.:
tl^rìrc iñ rhê rrâ.1a

13. \y"

3 .. .: ..30%

2 20'/o

t lu"/a

: ., .. 2. :. :2Iy'/o:

IJÂ,,ì¡.i; rh;.i;;.1;

5'. ,, .50%



Table B 18: Responses From Jurisdictions Regarding Maximum Percent of Credit That Can be Awarded Through Transfer

Jurisdictions

Et100

FII OO

JIJUU

BPIOO

500/o

DPIOO

Yes, there is a maximum percent credit

GP2OO

flYIUU

60%

ARIOO

fôr pre-employment courses & 70% 1or Co-op

CRIOO

I 00% Technìcal & up to 7 5Yo pracflcal

l(espons9s

LI(4UU

Apprentrces must attend 507o oftralnlng

No Maximum Percent Creclit

r85

X

X

X

x

X



Table B 19: Frequency and Percentage Distribution ofJurisdictions That Award Advanced Standing
in a Trade rfPrevious Education and Training in Another Trade is Equivalent

Advunced Standing for Equivalent

Education & Trainins

Some equivalent educatlonal courses

Some Equivalent Work Hours

Yes

No

fes

No

All Respondng Junsdrctrons

/l\l: I ôì

lrequenct

9

Percentage

9

I

9U"/¡

10û/"

186

90%

t0%



Table B 20: Frequency and Percentage of Small, Medium, and Large-Sized Jurisdictions That Offer Flexible
PLAR Challenge Processes

Challenge Processes

Written l ests

Assignments

Reports

Research Reports

UINEI

Large-Sized

Ju¡isdictions

lN:3)
f

t 100%

%

00%

Medium-Sized

Jurisdictions

I i3.3%

00%

U V"/o

f

4 t00Yo

v"

o0%

Small-Sized

Jurisdictions

tN:3)

0u%

00%

f

I t00%

%

Al.l.Rglpo4giûe

'. Jurisdiciiôns. '
. ...:... . :

,. ', tN:t0jr. I l

I 33.30/0

187

| 33.3%

| 33.3%

1:. ' a.%

U

t0

Ui

100%

I toy,J

2 20yo

1,. : r0%

u. : ..u"/o



Table B 21: Frequency and Percentage of Small, Medium, and Large-Sized Jurisdictions That Offer Flexible PLAR
Demonstration Processes

l)emonstration Processes

StltlctLrred lntervrews

Work Product Assçssments

Role-Plays

Simulations

Presentations

Large-Sized

Jurisdictions

(N=3)

Practical Tests

Chal Exarninatrons

f

Workplace Demonstrations

Other

I 33.3'

1 33.3%

Medium-Sized

Jurisdictions

N=4)

0 oyo

U V7o

00%

f

2 66.7%

I 25yo

t) IYo

00%

00%

Small-Sized

Jurisdictions

00%

00%

V V7o

00%

|.

2 50%

2 66.1Yo

I Z5'/o

2 66.7%

L 25% - enployer interview

All Respondìnþ

-'JurisdictióúS r:,

' ::::..:.::.
r, . :ñ_-:i ô\ ', I

2 s0%

00%

L JJ.JY\

u u"/o

f :: . ',olo

2 66.7%

4 4l)"/ó

| 33.3"

3 30%

I 33.3%

0.:

00%

I \U'/o

0%

00%

6:.. . 60%

2 zOYo

3 30V"

1 l0%



Table B 22: Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Jurisdictions That Demonstrate Assessment Flexibility by Offering and
Accepting Credits from Challenge and Demonstration Processes at Various Apprenticeship Levels

Leveß

Level I .Apprenticeship

Level 2 Apprenliceship

Level 3 Apprentrceshrp

Level4 Apprentìceship

ProvinciaVTenitorial Journeyperson

Red Seal

PLAR Processes rn All Respondlng

Jurisdictions

(N=10)

Challenge

5 s0%

5 50%

4 40"/o

Demonstlation

2 20%

2 20%

00%

00%

3 30yo

Challenge & Denonstration

U U"/o

00%

1 10%

5 50V^

U U"/o

5 50Yo

5 50./o

5 50y.

6 60%

4 40yo



Table B 23: Percent Score Required by Each Jurisdiction in Order to Give Credit for a Challenge or a Demonstration

o% Score

Et r00

OU'Zo

FI lOO

1ÙYo

J1300

70%

BPI OO

'tov"

Responding Jurisdictions

DPIOO

'70%

GP2{JO

'70%

HP2O()

70%

AR IOO

10"/o

CRlOO

190

/oYo

LR4OO

passmark



Table B 244: Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Jurisdictions With Various Grading Schemes to
Record Successfu I Challenge/Demonstration

Grading Schemes

Numellc or Letter Grade

Pass or Fail

Credil or Non-C¡edit

Other

All Responding Jurisdtctions

(N:10)

Frequency

7

t

Sign-offby PDO

5

Perccntage

700/.

30%

)V"/o

t0%



Table B 248: Jurisdictions With Various Grading Schemes to Record Successful Challenge/Demonstration

urrorng Jcnemcs

Numeric o¡

Letter Grade
Pass or Fail

C¡edit or

Non-Credit

ts,IIUU

Other

À

FI lOO Jt300

À

Total Responding Jurlsdictrons

(N:10)

X

BP 1OO DPlOO

X

GP2O
0

x

X

HP2OO

X-sign-off

by PDO

X

ARlOO

À

CRlOO

192

X

LR4OO

X



Table B 25: Assessors for Challenge/Demonstration Processes in Each Jurisdiction

l. Apprenticeshrp Subject Matter Experts

2. Industry Subject Matter Experts

3. Combination of 1 and 2

4. Other

Assessors t&2

Develop

Tesls

Training

consultants

and College

faculty Assess

t tìî II {

¿

(PAC/LAC

members)

I

z

3

4 (College

Faculty)

t-¿trìfv!

AII Responding Jurisdictions Q{=10)

4 (PDO)

t93

3 I

2 (frûde

specific

individuals)

J 5 J



Table B 26: Frequency and Percentage Distribution ofJurisdictions That Include Advìsing as Part of the
Assessors' Responsibility

AIways

Responses

verv ()lten

ulten

Rarely

Never

Tolrl Surveyed Jurisd¡clions (N l0)

I + 1(advise training officers not candidafes)

2

5

0

t0%

20%

)U"/o

U"/o

20%



Table B 2'7: The Maximum Percent of Credit That Can be Awarded Through Challenge/Demonstration Processes

Maximum o/o credit that can be

awalded lluough Challenge and/or

Demonstration P¡ocesses

LArge

EIlOO

lzed JUrlsdlctlons

5ÙVo

FI]OO

No

maximum

percent

(Up to

100%)

JI3OO

Maximum

minus one

period of

l2 months

BP IOO

Mediun-Sized Jurisdictions

100%, if

TQ are

included,

otherwise,

60Yo for

pre-

employ-

ment

and'7OYo

for Co-op

DP IOO

Up to

100% of

theory

coverage

ofa

program

\JY 2U\)

TQ,

I 00%

HY¿UU

Trade

Specific

r95

Small-Sized Jurisdiclions

AR.r00

1\o

maximum

LI(IUU

peÌcent

(Up to

100%

u ndel

development

LR4OO

100%

Time

And

Technical

Training



Table B 28: Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Jurisdictions That DoiDo Not Offer Pofifolio Assessment as a

PLAR Process

Yes

Ihis option is being developed

Responses

No

All Responding Jurisdictions (N:10)

-frequency

4

2

4

Percentage

196

ZU"/o

400/.



Table B 29: Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Jurisdictions That Offer Portfolio Assessment for the "In-School"
Component in Various Apprenticeship Levels

Apprenticcship Lcvels

Level I Apprenticeship

Level 2 Apprenticeshrp

Level 3 Apprenticeship

Level 4 Apprenticeship

Provlncial/le¡ritorial Joumeyperson

Ceftitrcalio¡r
Red Seal Certilication

L

* In addition, one small jurisdiction that is developing the option has a pilot currently rurìning only in Level 1

8* One large jurisdiction is structured with three Levels of Apprenticeship Training

All Responding Jurisdictions N=10

3

M

3

J

S

2

t

3

I

Total
f & %

I

2

I

I

5 50%

I

I

5 50%

I

) f,U"/o

Ì

s 50%

L = Large
Ju sdiction

M=
Medium

Ju¡isdiction

S = Small
Jurisdiction

5 50%

4 400



NOTE: One small Junsdiction will be offering Portfolio Development Workshops in 2004

* The other 50% do not offer the portlolio assessment option

Always

Very Often

Responscs

Often

Rarely

Never

All Responding Jurisdiations (N:10)

Frequency

0

0

0

Percentagc

5 (tL, 1M, rS)

0

0%

OYo

0%

0%

5oyo+



Table B 31: Frequency and Percentage Distribution ofJurisdictions That Use Various Assessors to Perform Portfolio Assessments

Types ofAssessors for Portfolio
Assessment

Apprenticeship Subject Matter Experts

Educatronal Ìnshtutlon SubJect Matter

ExDerts

tndustry Subjecf Matter Ðxperts

Combinations of l, 2, & 3

Other

NOTE: One small jurisdiction with portfolio assessment under development will be recommending

that combinations of 2 &3 be implemented.

All Responding Jurisdictions (N:10)

Frequency

2 (L)

0

Percentâgc

0

ì M (PDO)
lL ( Ministry of Ed)

I (s)

20%

0%

oo/o

l0o/.

20Yo



Always

NOTE: One small jurisdiction with porlfolio assessment under development will be recommending that assessors always be trained in
PLAR activities.

Very Often

Responses

UÌTEN

Rarely

NCVCI

All Responding Jurisdictions (N=10)

frequency

2 (L)

r(s)

L (L)

fefcentage

t (M)

200

0

¿U"/o

I0%

t0%

IOv"

0%



Table B 33: Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Jurisdictions That Use a Variety of Advisors

Advisors for Apprentices Seeking Portfoho
Assessment

AppreDticeship Counselloff

Trained PLAR Advisors

Assessors

T¡ained Assessors

Other

NOTE: One small jurisdiction with portfolio assessment under development will be recommending that
Trained PLAR Advisors be implemented.

All Responding Jurisdictions (N=1 0)

Frequency

5 (3L, lM, rS)

I (s)

L(S)

r(s)

0

Percentase

50%

10%

tov"

t0,

0%

201



Table B 34: Frequency and Percentage Distribution ofJurisdictions That Use Specific Grading Schemes to Record Successful

Portfolio Assessments

Advisors for Apprentices Seeking Portfolio
Asscssment

NOTE: One small jurisdiction with portfolio assessment under development still has this decision in progress

Numeric or Letter Grade

Pass or Fail

Credit o¡ Non-C¡edit

Other

All Responding Jurisdictions (N=10)

z (L)

I (1L, lM, lS)

0

lM-sign-off by PDO

Percentaqe

202

20%

JU"/o

10']/,



Jurisdictions With
Portfolio Asscssmcnt

EIIOO L

FIIOO L

JIJUU L

DPIOO M

AR1OO S

Response to Maximum Percent Available Tbrough
Po¡tfolio Assessnent

NOTE: One small jurisdiction (CRl00) with porlfolio assessment under development still has this decision in progress

50% ofthe credit needed in the tradc

No maximum, but must write C of Q exam if no Red Seal

MaximrLm ûrn!Ìs one period of l2 months

100% for theory

No maximum



Table B 36: Title of Individual(s) Who Co-ordinate(s) PLAR Activities

Jurisdictions

Lalge EIl00

Medium BPl00

FIIOO

Apprenticeship Counsellors

J1300

Title ofPerson(s) Who Co-ordinate(s) PLAR Activities

Senior Manager, Program Delivery, delegated to Area Manager

!reld Statl

DP IOO

Program Administration Ollicer

SmalL ARÌ0{J

LJtsZUU

PDO

HP2OO

PI AR Co-ordrnator

No specific person-possibly a training co-ordrnator or a tield consultant

CRlOO

Program Developmenl Officers (Industry Training)

LR4OO

PLAR SeNices Co-ordrnato r- W orkplace llducatron

Manager

204



Table B 37: Full-Trme and Part-Time PLAR Staff In Each Responding Jurisdiction

lunsdictlons

Large EIl00

Medrum tsPÌ00

Ft100

ull-lrme

LAR St¡ff

Jt300

25

tsart- I lme

PLAR Slaff

DPIOO

GP2OO

S

50+

mall ARl00

NY ¿UU

0

CRIO(]

2

LR4OO

All Ministry Training Consultants engage in PL.AR activities

0

U

5

PLAR aclivities are "extra" tasks fb¡ fìeld staffand progmm stalf

Comments

All PDO staff as required

U

0

0

?

205

W¡Ìl recoû'lmend 3 part-time staff



Table B 38: Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Sma1l, Medium, and Large-Sized Jurisdictions
That Have/Do Not Have PLAR Training

PLAR Ìiarnmg

PLAI{ -t m

dêvêt^ña¡

Large-Sized Jurisdictions

lN:f \

mrng rs belng

No

Í "/o

2 66_',7%

00%

Medium-Sized Jurisdiclions

INJì

| 33.3v.

| "/i

00%

| 25yo

Snall-Sized Jurisdictions

lN=?\

3 75"Á

I "/o

1 66.7%

00%

206

. {11;Respon!ing :r,l

Juriidiódons lN=10ì

I 33jYo

| "/o

4., : :: 40Y,)

I t00/o

5 .:, 5OY



Table B 39: Frequency and Percentage Diskibution of Jurisdictions That Allow Assessors to Make Recommendations
For Credit Awards

Responses

Always

very olten

Large-Sized Jurisdictions

(N=3)

Oflen

Rarely

Never

r%
2 66.'7%

Medium-Sized Jurisdictions

(N:4)

t 33.3%

o oo/"

rJ 0"

00%

f%

2 50Yo

Small-Sized Jr.rrisdictions

(N:3)

I 25%

I 25%

0 ovo

f

00%

44233'3.^

0

All Respondirig
: ::. ::.

Jurisdictions ,,

.r. ¡ñ:l nl ",

0

| 33.3%

0%

I

0

()%

0 bUTo

2 20%

ODA

1. . ::. :.- ..10%

IUVO

0. a:%



Responses

Always

verv onen

UTfCN

Rarely

Large-Sized

Jurisdictions

N:3)

Neve¡

I 33.3%

U

v"

0

Medium-Sized

Ju¡isdictions

rN=4)

U"/o

r 33.3%

0%

U

t 33.3%

0

%

I 25%

on occasion, Director

qnn¡nr¡el nacr'lc.ì

3 '150/^

Small-Sized

Jurisdictions

lN:31

0%

**133'3"^

208

O tJYo

2 66.7%

, AU t{ssponüng, .

Jurisdi¡riois (N=10)

o ov"

U OYO

¿. ¿U"/o

0 lvo

2: 20V"

3.. 30%.

z 20\%

rn%



Table B 41 : Location(s) for Recording PLAR Credits

Large EI100

JturSOlCLl0nS

Medium BPl00

Fft00

J1300

Small ARl00

DP IOO

ln Apprentice's Booklel

GP2OO

On database

HÏ ¿UU

Location For Recording PLAR Credits

ln ¡ndlyrdual's tile

On ACIS Database

CRIOO

In client's file

ln Candldate's hard and aomputer ïrle

Ll{400

In lndivldual's tile

209

ln Apprentice's logbook & Coürputerized rnanagement system

On a new database system (cunently being investigated) housed in Depl

0n database



Table B 42: Components of PLAR fees

La

JunsorcLlons

rge- Sizetl Ell00

Medium-Srzed IJPÌ 00

FIlOO

bnrrance

Jt300

öU

$0

Small-Sized AR 100

DP IOO

s0

Placemenl

GP2OO

$ 100-300 (exemption tests)

flY¿UU

SO

No fees

PLAR Fees

ùU

$100+ Practical

CRI OO

$0

$2512course challenges

Irade Qualifications

bU

N/A

PLAR fees

unk¡own at

this fime

LI(4UU

No fêes

s 100

s 100

S450 + Practical

Practical

Tests

$ l0{J+

No tees

$50-challenge exams

N/A

s r25

$500

No tèes

Other

N/A

Varies by

Trade

s250

No tees

$250+

Cost +

N/A

PLAR fees

unlnown at this

tirne

No lees

$7s

s 100+

No lees

N/A

None

Offe¡ed

No 1èes



Table B 43: Each Responding Jurisdiction's Promotional Strategies for Marketing PLAR Services

Markehng Stratcgles

Enrploycrs

brocnures

lidùcatlonal lnshtÌìtlo11s

Commrìnrty

Organizations

Large-Slzed

hrric.ìi.ri^ñc ¿l\l:'l\
EIl OO

Employment Insurance

Hl{lJC PubLcatrons

x

Vr'CB

FIlOO

X

(Jther

X

II3OO

X

BPlOO

Medium-Sized

Jurisdictìons (N=41

DPlOO

x

Uthcr

Trairing

CenteN

GP2O()

x

HP2OO

flold stati

aûd other

Training

Institùtions

x

X

ARl O()

Small-Sized

Jùrisdictions (N:3)

x (K-r 2 )

Mrnlmal

mention iû

promohonal

materials

CRIOO

x

LK4UU

lntern¿llV

x

nsing all ofthe

abovc strateg¡cs

Apprentlce-

ship staff



Table B 44: Frequency and Percentage Distnbution of Jurisdictions That Have Developed Clear, Rigorous,
and Transparent Learning Outcomes for Levels of Apprenticeship Training

Levels of Apprentlceshlp

Level I Apprenticeship

LeYel 2 Apprenliceshlp

Level 3 Apprenticeship

Level 4 Apprentrceshrp

ProvinciaVTenitorial Joumeyperson

Certihcation
Rerl Seaì Certification

No Levels

All Responding Jurisdictions lN- l0)

¡requency

6

6

6

5 + lN/A

rerc9Ilt¿ge

)

60%

212

)

60%

3

60,/,,

60%

50%

)U70

3U"/o



Table 45: Frequency and Percentage of Small, Medium, and Large-Sized Jurisdictions
That Have Leamrng Outcomes for Trades Programs

Leaming OLrtcomes Are

Develooed For:

45,I All li¿cles

45.2 Most Tndes (rrore thrn half)

45.3 Sone Trades (less than halfl

45.4 No 'l rades

Lalge-Sized

f,,ric¡]i¡tinnc lN=?ì

¿ OO. / "/o

0

Medirun-Sized

Jurisdictions lN=41

ì3.

0

3%

0%

oo/o

I 25yo

2 s0%

00%

ònËll-òlzeo

hrisdicfions fN=31

I 25yo

| 33.3yo

| 333V.

"/o

'..All Resporrdingr'.,.
JuiìÁdictiois (N:10)

0

1 33.3%

College responsible for

Leaming Oulcomes

0%

ï

4 4Q%

4 . 40%

0

2 2Q%

0v¡



Table B 46: Description of Apprenticeship Standard to Which Leaming Outcomes Must be Performed

In¡isdictions

t11l uu

FI IOO

Accepted Apprenticeshrp Stand¿{d oi Peúormance tor Leamrng (Julcomes

Yes

JIJUU

X

BPlOO

À

Apprentices must meet apprenticeship learning outcomes

with at leâst 8OYn comnetencv

TJtsTUU

Apprentices rnust meet 1Q leamlng outcomes with at least
70% competency; must meet accredited College leaming
outcomes with the College's established pass mauk, and
must meet industry's competency requirement as established

GP2OU

I.IPZUU

Sfandard

X

AR IOO

Apprentices must neet apprentlceship leaming o!Ìtcomes

wìTh ât leâct 70ol"c.'mñefen¡:v

clì100

Apprentices must rneet accredited training institutjon's
requirement for successful completion

N/A

Apprentices mùst meet accredited harning rnslrtuhon's
requirement for successful completion (pass accepted)

Ll{400

X

Apprentices must meet NOA standard of perlolmance ior
tasks

N/A

2t4

Apprentices must snccessfully complete exams in
accordance with NC)A standards

No

N/A

College responsible for Leaming Outcomes. Apprentices
must meet accredited training institution's requiremen[ for
successful completion (pass accepted)
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Table B 47: A Description of Documents That Jurisdictions Have Had To Develop In Order To Use PLAR

x:

Verif,rcation

of Trade

Experience

Forms

X:

T¡ansfer

Credil

Charts

Exemption

tests,

^ssessment
tools a¡d Self-

study guidcs



'Table B 48: Perceived Benehts of Implementing PLAR in Junsdictions Offering PLAR Services

Perceived Benelits

Increase in number ofapprentlces per year

lmprovement in apprentice motivation

1() comDlete trainins
Improvement in apprentice attitude to

Makes ett'rclent use ot t¡ainÌDg hme

Saves training dollars

Allows for efficient movement from one

rrq¡p t^ rñ^flrêr

Large-Sized

Iuristlictions lN:3)
t1lluu

Allolvs greater moblllty \Vlthirì Canada

Allows tlexibility within the

ADorentìceshin Svsten]

,(

tltuu

X

NOTE: CR100 - PLAR is being developed and will be ready for implementation 2004

Allows Apprenticeship System

r^ ñaêr ñêê,1. ^f 1."-.'"

J t.,UU

À

l)rher

BPlOO

Medium-Sized

Jurisdictions lN:4)

X

x

À

DPlOO

X

X

X

À

X

cP200

X

x

X

X

HP2OO

X

X

Small-Sized

Jurisdictions (N:2)

X

X

X

ARI OO

À

2t6

X

X

x

À

X

X

X

LR4OO

Å

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X X



Table B 49: Description of Barriers Preventing Jurisdictions from Implementing PLAR Selrces

Barriers

Levêlfìnmenf ô¡ nrìlrlìef
DeveloDment oÏ DLocedures
nêvÞl^ñmênf ^f lêânrì¡o n¡rT¡nmcc

DeveloDmenl oi sliúdards ol perlormance

PLAR services loo cosllv 1o imDlernent
I JDnet mânâsement commttmenl
{ra++ ô¡\ññ¡l¡nê¡t

uovemllìenI sUpDorl
Êducatìns sfaff' about PLAR
l !ndrns âssessors

TriìrDing assessofs

Findins advisors
r'"i-i.- "n-ic^'c

Large-Siz€

Jurisdictions (

Þ.^!/i¡in.r ,rnñ rr',inrn.r l^ ânñ.êñl,rêc

EI100 Ft100

X

=3)
J13OO

P

BPlOO

F

Medium-Sized

hr¡isdìcfions lN:41

M
F

È,.

DP lOO

M
t

F

I

U1'I,UU

E
lì

L

X

HP2OO

t

M

x

E

Small-Sized

T¡,ricãi¡linnq lN

At{ t 00

ldentrtica-
tion of
credential-
ing or
accredit-
ing bodies
for each
trade
outside
Canada

t.

X

tì

Li1t l0
n

X

Ll{400

x
Being
able to
adequat-
ely
resource
PLAR,
both
wirh
staff and
test
instrurne

t\¡

Shortages
ofPDOs
and
hnancial
limitations

E
N

D



Table B 50: The Top Three Concerns of Jurisdictions That Have Implemented PLAR Servrces

Top Three

Concems

Large-Sized

Ju¡isdictions lN:3)
EIIOO

money to

develop

training

FIIOO

2

None at

this point

Jß00

Train more

employees

aboL¡t PLAR

No¡s at

this poinl

BP lOO

l.

Cost for tade

expeúise to

assess

Medlum-Sized

Ju¡isdiotions (N:4)

Make it

ûtor9

rigorous

DP IOO

Acceptance
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